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Abstract 

In response to a methodological challenge in social science research, especially linked to 

studies of online phenomena including Web 2.0 applications, this thesis proposes a new 

methodology that deploys digital by-product data. Digital by-product data is the data created 

by an internet operating system to back-up content including browsing history, files 

downloaded, photos uploaded and so on. With the emergence of Information and 

Communication Technologies (ICTs), our daily life is becoming digitalized and can be 

described by digital by-product data. This thesis seeks to demonstrate that using digital by-

product data is an important opportunity to help social scientists overcome various 

bottlenecks such as the deficiency of data and the limitations of analysis and possible risks of 

bias when using existing research methodology. Proposals relating to the new methodology 

are based on a discussion and analysis of the current data environment of social science 

research, the online environment and existing research methodology found within the digital 

science field.  

The experimental aspect of the thesis uses digital by-product data to explore online 

phenomena, and to evaluate the utility of applying such a methodology more generally. After 

considering the availability of the data resources, the diversity of the data types, the usability 

of the data, and the research value of the subject, Wikipedia was chosen as our case study. 

The thesis uses the digital by-product data that is generated by Wikipedia to analyse its 

collaborative mode in which millions of participants work together to provide an online 

encyclopaedia. The research is constructed in such a way that three related issues are 

addressed in a step-by-step manner. We aim to answer whether there is a collaborative model 

in Wikipedia and if so, what it is and how it works. In the process of answering this, we 

describe the existing dynamics of mass collaboration; build a model of the collaborative 

model; explain the approaches and ratio of contribution by the various participants; and then 

analyse the administrative system as well as its policy to deal with editing conflicts. Finally, 

the results of this work are displayed in different ways, including the use of mathematical 

equations, metrics and visualization.  

The thesis demonstrates that using digital by-product data provides a series of benefits to 

resolve the contemporary methodological challenge in the field and extends the capabilities of 

social scientists to investigate online phenomena. The thesis also provides practical lessons to 

guide investigators to help them to avoid the mistakes and problems that were encountered by 

the author of this thesis. Through studying an actual social phenomenon, the objective of this 

research is to evaluate the possibility and feasibility of using a new methodology, which 
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makes use of a neglected data resource to improve the engagement of social science with the 

world of the web. Such an evaluation can help scholars interested in using digital by-product 

data in their studies and also can provide some innovative ideas for social scientists in a new 

information age. 
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With the rapid advances in information and communication technologies (ICTs), the routine 

life of individuals is becoming increasingly reliant on such technologies (Boase and Wellman, 

2004). Life, in what has been described as ‘virtual society’, has transformed life styles,  

modes of communication, interaction with others, and generated social and psychological 

changes (Woolgar, 2002). ICTs therefore unsurprisingly, offer the exploration of particularly 

valuable and novel research topics related to the virtual society, for example: as a participant 

platform; associated blurred geographic boundaries; as a new medium for self-expression; 

improved cost effectiveness, and expanding social networks (Michalak and Szabo, 1998). 

Social scientists are interested in exploring the multitude of interactions mediated by the 

internet (Banks, 2001, Couper and Miller, 2008, Hine, 2005, Reips, 2000), and the series of 

new social issues engendered by the internet (Illingworth, 2001, Schiller, 1994, Wright, 

2005). From a social science methodological perspective, the emergence of numerous novel 

areas of inquiry via the internet has produced new challenges. In response to such challenges 

social scientists have been, and still are, seeking more efficient and effective methods. Even 

with such efforts, we discover that the methodological challenge still presents itself unabated 

and perhaps grows more intense. We suggest that such a methodological challenge is caused 

by the emerging technical environment and changing society, and is further aggravated by the 

delayed reaction of social scientists to the changing environment and a lack of effective 

solutions.  

ICTs have been discussed on many fronts. The phrase is used to refer to the emergence of 

internet social networks (Sohn, 2008), ‘knowing capitalism’ (Thrift, 2005), the democratizing 

of manufacture (Hippel, 2006), internet-cultural communication (Kluver et al., 2007) and the 

‘virtual society’ (Woolgar, 2002). The primary task for this thesis is to study how we can 

Chapter 1 
                           

Methodological challenges for social 

science research in the internet age 
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respond to the methodological challenge of exploring the internet and so how best to conduct 

internet-based studies.  

Soon after its emergence researchers took advantage of the internet as an updated and 

convenient means of communication to implement traditional sampling methods (Hine, 2005, 

Sheehan and Hoy, 1999). The extensive development of ICTs has transformed conventional 

communication means, both spatially and temporally; extended the dynamics of our lives; and 

enabled new types of ‘societies’ (Hine, 2005, Stanczak, 2007). Internet-mediated sampling 

methods have expended the range of social research to understand and describe online 

phenomena, with their low cost, accessibility to respondents and high-tech means of 

information collection. However, it is argued that internet-mediated sampling methods might 

exacerbate the negative impact of sampling methods (Savage, 2009, Savage and Burrows, 

2007, 2009).  

As internet-based communication gained increasing popularity, more social scientists started 

to use the internet as a means to spread their message; attract participation from respondents; 

and communicate with one another in order to accomplish their research. Their work 

continued to follow traditional sampling methods. Although this marriage between these old 

methods and the internet as a means of communication have adequately made use of some of 

the advantages of the internet, it is thought that such techniques may be limited from a 

methodological perspective (Savage and Burrows, 2007, 2009, Smith and Kollock, 1999). 

These commentators recognize the salient features of traditional research methodologies, yet 

they also express concern about the limitations of relying solely on such traditional methods, 

especially when research topics have undergone tremendous socio-scientific developments 

during the same time period. Undoubtedly, the traditional sampling research methodologies 

used have an important role in traditional social science research. Most contemporary social 

science research, especially that which focuses on observing phenomena of the traditional 

society, such as criminology, women’s studies, and communication studies still rely heavily 

on sample surveys and qualitative interviews (Sayer, 1992, Silverman, 2004). This illustrates 

that the use of traditional research methods is still the dominant approach in academia 

(Outhwaite and Turner, 2007). However, in addressing the problems and phenomena that 

arise from the internet, the limited use of the internet as a communication tool to conduct 

research inherits the limitations of traditional sampling methods. 

In order to explore the notion that conventional sampling methods bear intrinsic and extensive 

limitations on the investigation of internet phenomena, we reviewed three main methods: 

email-based survey, web-based survey and online interview (Hampton, 1999, Pitkow and 

Recker, 1995, Schmidt, 1997, Schonlau et al., 2002). Then we put forward the argument that 
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these research methodologies suffer from the same problems as general sampling methods. 

Savage and Burrows (2007) point out that traditional sampling method may have 

shortcomings when used to deal with online research topics. For instance, some apparent 

weaknesses of sampling methods include a low response rate and the fact that they ignore 

new data forms (Smith, 1997, Wright, 2005). Therefore, it becomes obvious that these 

attempts to use modified sampling methods and utilize the internet as a medium to implement 

traditional methodologies are ineffective when studying internet phenomena.  

Subsequently, researchers identified previously unused data available on the internet in 

various forms.  Facing rapidly changing topics of emerging research in the ICT environment 

and with various available internet applications, many pioneers began to explore alternative 

methodologies to retrieve new types of data to conduct social science research (Brunn and 

Dodge, 2001, Fisher et al., 2006, Park and Thelwall, 2003, Viegas et al., 2004). These 

pioneers provided a brief discussion of the necessity to support the use of new data forms in 

social science research. As a result, the possibility arose of using internet data to accomplish 

social research using new methodological perspectives: this, in fact, will be the main task of 

this thesis. 

When we try to gain a comprehensive view of the methodological challenges that hinder 

studies of the internet and internet-based behaviour, we invariably face a problem with 

causality. While ICTs provided an unprecedented platform of social interaction and as a 

consequence, novel social patterns, the development of such technologies also facilitates 

social science research with new data and approaches. First, social science research is 

changing to encompass internet-related topics with the development and popularity of ICTs. 

Second, ICTs themselves expand and speed-up forms of communication, which allows social 

science researchers to get in touch with target research subjects and obtain responses more 

easily. Third, the digitisation of data as supported by the platform can help social scientists to 

organise, aggregate and analyse information. Finally, because of the way in which the internet 

functions in producing and transferring masses of data every second, those data transactions 

themselves could become a unique and useful source of information for social scientist. The 

advantages of ICT systems and the internet for social scientist are mainly expressed in two 

different schools of thought and research explorations. In order to understand these two 

concepts, we need to clarify the difference between internet-mediated sampling methods and 

internet-new-data methods. After the comparison, we will confirm the value and importance 

of these new methods of research using data, and we will continue to discuss the possibility of 

using these methods to conduct social science research from both practical and 

methodological perspectives.  
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In summary, this chapter discusses strategies in response to the new internet environment. 

First we investigate the new topics and new social pattern that arose from the development of 

ICTs, as these changes inevitably lead to challenges in research methodology and ways of 

thinking for social scientists. Second, after introducing three of the main internet-mediated 

sampling methods we focus on discussing the problems and the limitations of these research 

methodologies. Third, we study a new source of data and the possibilities opened up by 

utilising this type of data. We then introduce some research based on this type of data. Fourth, 

we discuss the problems and difficulties of this research methodology and its advantages and 

disadvantages, and how to maximize its advantages. Finally, based on our research question, 

we develop a blueprint and outline a proposed research methodology.  

1.1 Internet-based sampling methods  

The social impact brought about by ICTs and other technologies associated with the internet 

has long been recognized, and it has been discussed comprehensively in several influential 

publications (Featherstone, 2006, Hine, 2006). In studies of the changed society propelled by 

new technologies, most social scientists chose to adopt a more conventional and conservative 

approach (Banks, 2001, Hine, 2005). They preferred to use new technologies as tools to make 

observations and obtain data.  

Internet social science research involves the investigation of relationships (Boase and 

Wellman, 2004), interactions (Baym, 1995) and even societies (Baym et al., 2004). In order to 

explore early attempts at internet mediated sampling methods, we need to clarify three  points: 

the sampling method applied; related limitations; and any biases of a particular method. These 

researchers have outlined the attempts made by social scientists in response to the 

methodological challenge in studying internet phenomenon. Although there are still 

limitations in the application of these preliminary attempts, as a well-established and widely 

used research methodology, sampling methods provide a demonstration of how social 

scientists can respond to the methodological challenges of the information era. This section 

introduces how ICTs provide social science research with more diverse research topics, and 

how it transformed modern living and means of communication. At the same time, we 

explore how social scientists have made use of the internet as a medium to conduct research 

on new topics (Hine, 2005). This section introduces two primary sampling methods which use 

the internet as a medium to conduct research on topics related to the internet. We mainly 

focus on introducing previous attempts made by social scientists to use the internet as a 

medium to complete the sampling survey process. Empowered by multimedia functions, the 

internet provides various means, such as email and websites, to make connections between 

people, and these are also the two main ways being adapted to recruit sampling respondents 
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(Anderson and Gansneder, 1995, Best et al., 2001, Schonlau et al., 2002, Wright, 2005). We 

will first discuss the email-based method and then focus on how to use the web to disperse 

information and invite people to take part in surveys. This section will give an overview of 

how social scientists have used the internet to develop their sampling methods.  

1.1.1 Applying internet-mediated methods in studies of the internet 

As ICTs gained more and more popularity and recognition among academics, most scholars 

saw that the internet can be used as a legitimate platform to deploy sampling methods (Hine, 

2005, Smith and Kollock, 1999). Internet-based sampling methods have become the main 

methods for research because it is believed that data can be generated more quickly, less 

expensively and more easily than using traditional methods, such as paper-based surveys 

(Coomber, 1997, Evans and Mathur, 2005, Hox and Leeuw, 1994). Generally, internet-

based methods exceed traditional ones in producing data for research about the internet for 

the following three reasons: 

When using the internet to distribute surveys and questionnaires, scholars are able to reach a 

wider audience, at a reduced cost (Evans and Mathur, 2005, Selm and Jankowski, 2006, 

Sepulveda, 2006). Under these circumstances, the benefit of using internet-mediated 

communications is apparent, as it greatly facilitates the delivery of information to potential 

respondents. In fact, it may give access to respondents that would be impossible to otherwise 

reach (Wright, 2005). Another obvious advantage of internet-mediated methods is that they 

lower the cost of the design and distribution of surveys (Evans and Mathur, 2005, 

Sepulveda, 2006).  

Unlike traditional social scientific surveys, internet-mediated methods preserve the anonymity 

of the participants and therefore it is easier to recruit respondents who may be reluctant to 

participate using traditional survey techniques (Selm and Jankowski, 2006, Sepulveda, 2006). 

Internet research normally explores online behaviours, motivations and psychological 

experiences (Wright, 2005). If online participants are allowed to maintain their internet 

anonymity or identify themselves by their online personas, they may not experience potential 

uneasiness that may be a facet of traditional postal surveys or face-to-face interviews (Frankel 

and Teich, 1999). In other words, online participants may be more willing to respond by 

hiding their real identity (Schonlau et al., 2002).  

Internet-mediated methods can gain access to particular people for studies of internet-related 

topics (Hine, 2005). Not only may potential respondents be apprehensive about joining 

traditional mediated surveys or interviews, but scholars launching such surveys might be 

concerned about how to encourage potential respondents to participate. Several studies have 
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used the internet to study behaviours of the people who use internet-based media as their main 

social platform (Hine, 2008, O'Connor and Madge, 2001, Riehle, 2006). Researchers believe 

it is better to use the same communication medium to arouse the subject’s motivation to 

participate (Hine, 2005). For example, if scholars want to explore social networks on 

Facebook, it would be difficult to use traditional sampling methods to carry out that research.  

Based on common knowledge and scholars’ experiences, it is clear that traditional sampling 

methods with telephone or postal-mediated communications are less effective for researching 

internet-related topics (Best et al., 2001, Coomber, 1997, Evans and Mathur, 2005). This 

situation has led to the emergence of an altered form of sampling method, which uses the 

internet as a medium to collect data from surveys or interviews (Best et al., 2001, Wright, 

2005). Scholars have started to consider initiating their invitations to participant in surveys 

using the internet as the primary medium (Braithwaite et al., 2003, Schonlau et al., 2002).  

1.1.2 The email-based survey 

The email-based survey has become an important means to facilitate the sampling process in 

social science (Ilieva et al., 2002, Sheehan, 2006), but it is only used as a replacement to the 

traditional mail survey in order to contact respondents (Sheehan and Hoy, 1999). Many 

researchers have carried out surveys via email distribution (Hampton, 1999, Smith and 

Kollock, 1999). Email-based surveys have significant advantages over more traditional 

techniques, due to their simplicity, reduced cost, and the potential for wide dissemination 

(Ilieva et al., 2002, Michaelidou and Dibb, 2006, Sheehan, 2006).   

Technically, an email-based survey has a similar working process to the traditional postal 

survey, and does not require a definite new strategies for social scientists to implement 

(Coderre et al., 2004, Ilieva et al., 2002). This might be one of the reasons that scholars are 

attracted to this method (Hine, 2005, Schonlau et al., 2002). Additionally, email-based 

surveys can considerably reduce the cost of research that arises from distributing 

questionnaires and conducting interviews, when compared to pen-and-paper surveys and face-

to-face interviews (Coderre et al., 2004). As one scholar puts it, “the most attractive aspect of 

this technology probably remains the elimination of the time and costs associated with the 

separate step of entering information into a computer for data analysis” (Hampton, 1999 p.50). 

Researchers believe that the use of email-based questionnaires can avoid the extra costs 

associated with face-to-face interviews and pen-and-paper surveys, such as travel expenses 

(Lampe and Resnick, 2004) and labour costs (Sheehan and Hoy, 1999).  

Based on internet technologies, the email-based survey has a huge potential in attracting 

attention from a large number of potential respondents (Anderson and Gansneder, 1995). In 
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most internet communities, email is the major, if not only, manner for scholars to 

communicate with sampling group(s). In most cases, people involved in online communities 

only share online contact details such as email address or instant message user names. As a 

result, the easiest way to invite them to participate in a study is by email (Ellison et al., 2007). 

Therefore, an email-based survey has an advantage in communicating with people who live in 

an internet-centred environment. Such a survey is also able to encourage potential participants 

to respond by sending subsequent reminder emails (Ellison et al., 2007). 

Given the astounding growth of its application in the social science, the email-based survey 

also presents enormous potential for examining online communities, such as Facebook 

(Ellison et al., 2007), Wikipedia (Majchrzak et al., 2006), and Myspace (Dwyer et al., 2007). 

Studies have also applied this method to the examination of professional activities (Bane and 

Milheim, 1995, Kovacs et al., 1995, Schiller, 1994); the exploration of new technologies 

(Miller, 1994), and investigating the use of internet-related technologies. Unlike the web-

based survey, which will be discussed below, the email-based survey is usually used to study 

a selected small group of samples (Parker, 1992, Tse et al., 1995). Additionally, some studies 

combine email contacts with web-based surveys to target a particular group of online users, 

by sending email invitations which contain the hyperlink to the website-hosted survey 

(Ellison et al., 2007). To some extent, email-based surveys were the initial attempt to apply  

internet technologies to social science research (Dwyer et al., 2007). This adventurous attempt 

has been expanded to other internet-technical formats, as we will discuss next. 

1.1.3 The web-based survey 

The web-based survey, as another method of conducting surveys, is represented by 

questionnaire or real-time conversation on webpages (Coomber, 1997, Gosling et al., 2004, 

Ilieva et al., 2002, Schmidt, 1997). Like the email-based survey, possible advantages of using 

a web-based survey include the reduced cost of accessing respondents and collecting data 

(Coomber, 1997, Reips, 2000, Schmidt, 1997). The increased popularity of the internet has 

also accelerated the use of web-based surveys in social science fields (Manfreda and 

Batageji, 2002, Schmidt, 1997).  

Although web-based interviews require a basic technical understanding of web browsers and 

databases, there are many readily available tools for researchers to produce such surveys 

(Schmidt, 1997). In addition, web-based interviews also require a conversational platform 

supported by technical software (Coomber, 1997). Because designing the supporting software 

is often too difficult for people without a strong technical background, social scientists 

normally make use of existing software (Manfreda and Batageji, 2002). Such software 

provides a platform for communication between interviewees and interviewers via a website, 
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which enables them to complete the interview regardless of the location of each participant. 

Additional support comes from the database system in the server which records and stores 

each sentence of the interview in real time, which can benefit subsequent reviews (Chen and 

Hinton, 1999).  

Similar to the email-based survey, the web-based survey enables people to provide responses 

quickly and easily regardless of geographic distance (Chen and Hinton, 1999). Advances in 

ICTs offer an inexpensive way to collect sampling data from interviews or questionnaires 

(Ilieva et al., 2002, Kaplowitz et al., 2004). Thus, web-based surveys have gained immense 

attention and interest among individuals with little financial or technical support (Couper and 

Miller, 2008). From the discussion above, it is apparent that the web-based survey shares 

similar features with the email-based survey, such as: no constraints on geographic distance; 

effective distribution; and economic efficiency. These salient features have helped promote 

the web-based survey to become more accepted and used more widely within social science 

research. 

Moreover, the web-based survey can incorporate software to check responses, re-format 

results and share the outcomes in scholarly environments (Couper and Miller, 2008), which 

could theoretically increase efficiency. The automatic checking features of web-based surveys 

can eliminate missed or invalid responses and transcription errors. This greatly increases the 

efficiency of data collection and analysis (Ilieva et al., 2002, Schmidt, 1997). For instance, 

web-based surveys can be designed to exclude any unacceptable responses, which will 

remarkably reduce the number of meaningless samples. At the very least, they can be 

designed to allow the manual exclusion of invalid samples before the formulation of results 

(Couper and Miller, 2008, Couper et al., 2001).   

The web-based survey provides a friendly and favourable environment for participant 

involvement. This is particularly important with a real-time website-based survey. Web 

environments have been perceived to give respondents a sense of control, which comforts and 

empowers them during the survey process (Illingworth, 2001, Rettie, 2001, Simsek and Veiga, 

2001). This assumption suggests that participants may feel that they are in charge of the 

conversation, unlike in a conventional setting where they may feel reluctant to speak out. 

Such a psychological sense of taking control can increase their motivation to complete 

surveys (Jones, 1994). 

Using sampling methods based on ICTs is the first and most primitive step towards improving 

the methodologies of social science research. As we have suggested, ICTs bring new research 

topic and methodological challenges for social scientists. For research topics, ICTs provide 

new phenomena and social incentive mechanisms to study. From a methodological 
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perspective, the internet can play the role of a medium to connect survey publisher and 

respondent; interviewer and interviewees. In the last two decades, social scientists have 

developed various methodologies to use the internet as a medium to communicate with 

potential respondents, as the majority of them have become heavy internet users. 

With the steady development of ICTs and the wider popularity of such technologies among 

social scientists, many limitations and problems of internet-mediated sampling methods are 

beginning to present themselves. These drawbacks demonstrate the inherent limitations of 

sampling methods, especially when society and communication media are evolving alongside 

developing technologies, and internet-mediated sampling methods alone are becoming more 

and more insufficient to help social scientists observe and study social phenomena. These 

problems re-emphasise the methodological challenge, and at the same time point to other 

areas of potential enquiry. 

1.2 Methodological limitations of sampling methods 

In response to the challenge that arose in an environment filled with new ICTs, sampling 

methods  have produced impressive datasets, and have been used widely in various internet-

research fields (Gutmann et al., 2009). However, as these methods mainly observe the activity 

and thinking of a society through a small population (Outhwaite and Turner, 2007, Sayer, 

1992), internet-mediated sampling methods thus have inherent weaknesses. This section will 

mainly discuss the impact of such weaknesses on the accuracy and reliability of the collected 

data. 

In the twenty-first century, most social scientists still hold the view that the traditional 

sampling method is one of the most important methodologies for observation, and holds an 

irreplaceable position for observing contemporary phenomena and monitoring change in 

society (Halsey, 2004). This method refers to using information collected from a small group 

of people as a “sample” to represent a view or behaviour trend of the entire society. Not 

considering new methodologies incurs a number of problems in internet-based sampling 

surveys and qualitative interviews (Best et al., 2001, Chen and Hinton, 1999, Schonlau et al., 

2002, Wright, 2005). In fact, such methods are only a variation of the traditional methods 

and still belong to sampling methods which are based on self-reported data collected from a 

small representative population (Eagle et al., 2009, Shaffer et al., 2010). Therefore, they carry 

all the limitations intrinsic to those traditional sampling methods (Ards et al., 1998). 

Additionally, the incompatibility between some of the features of internet societies and 

sampling methods may cause even more severe biases (Best and Krueger, 2004, Best et al., 

2001, Hartford et al., 2007). Under such a situation, we argue that the methodological 
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challenge is more pronounced and potentially more serious in internet societal research than 

that of studies into “real” society. 

Sampling methods based on the internet have been used in different areas, including social 

networks (Dwyer et al., 2007, Ellison et al., 2007), financial capital (Uzzi, 1999) and market 

research (Ilieva et al., 2002, Michaelidou and Dibb, 2006, Tse et al., 1995). However, the 

domination of sampling as the primary method to collect national demographic information is 

challenged in “knowing capitalism” (Thrift, 2005). Meanwhile, complex digital forms of 

social and cultural data are emerging (Thrift, 2005) and revolutionary products are created 

and disseminated in the online environment (Benkler, 2006). Losing their previous confidence 

and jurisdiction, social scientists now have to face a new methodological crises, whilst being 

inundated by commercial and by-product information (Savage and Burrows, 2009). We 

propose that social science fields face a crisis precipitated by a deficiency of data and 

ineffectiveness of analysis when applying internet-mediated sampling methods. Meanwhile, 

we argue that the biases in sampling methods in internet research are primarily caused by self-

motivated and self-reported data (Eagle et al., 2009, Shaffer et al., 2010). This problem to a 

certain extent encouraged social scientists to seek new methodologies to respond to the 

challenge set by ICTs. There are obviously alternative data resources for social scientist to 

respond to the methodological challenges in observing internet society. We propose that by 

using these new data resources, researchers may acquire more unbiased and comprehensive 

results and contribute to the discipline by developing both theoretical and practical 

innovations.  

1.2.1 Deficiency of data 

The duty of social science is that researchers should dedicate their energy to increasing the 

knowledge of human society and the interactions between people by interpreting different 

types of data. However, the internet-mediated sampling methods social scientists used on 

topics of internet phenomena are deficient data with a merely acceptable level of quality 

(Couper and Miller, 2008, Couper et al., 2001, Kaplowitz et al., 2004). At first glance, this 

data impoverishment presents itself in the form of data deficiency and this is due to the fact 

that social scientists still use unchanged methods to collect data in a changed social 

atmosphere.  

Researchers are often frustrated by low response rates when collecting data via the internet 

(Couper and Miller, 2008). Online users have less motivation to fill in questionnaires or to be 

interviewed than the populations targeted in research that uses more traditional methods 

(Wright, 2005), although invitations to participate are easier to distribute when using internet-

mediated methods. Social scientists have long believed that questioning a (small) group of 
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people can give responses that are representative of the community (Savage and Burrows, 

2007). This belief is based on the assumption that it is possible to gather opinions from 

individuals who are interested in the topic or feel responsible to influence it. Many studies 

suggest that internet-mediated surveys cannot obtain a response rate similar to other methods, 

although explanations for this vary (Couper, 2000, Couper and Miller, 2008, Kaplowitz et al., 

2004, Walt et al., 2008).  

Additionally, it is difficult to obtain valid responses in an internet-based sampling survey. 

Even if the targeted sampling group responds to an internet-based survey or interview, there 

remain serious challenges for researchers to obtain a fully completed response. Depending on 

the complexity and length of a questionnaire, many respondents have less motivation to 

complete a survey without supervision. It is likely that many respondents will drop out in the 

middle of the process (Schmidt, 1997). Furthermore, the fact that respondents may answer a 

question in a variety of ways rather than following a stringent format may give rise to 

unacceptable responses and damage the validity of the response (Zhang, 1999).  

Sampling cases collected through the internet generally lack the precise personal information 

required to show the social status of the participants. Previous research has indicated that 

web-based surveys which do not request personal information can have a higher response rate 

(Kiesler and Sproull, 1986). This presents a dilemma, since if the questionnaire launched 

online requires basic information then the response rate could be lowered, but if such studies 

avoid collecting the basic information from respondents, the quality of research could be 

negatively affected. Particularly, the requirement for respondents to supply their personal 

details in online surveys may arouse the suspicion of infringement of privacy and raise ethical 

issues. Participants in surveys could easily feel uncomfortable and insecure when they are 

asked to provide basic personal information, such as their name, gender and social status. This 

concern is more serious in web-based surveys than in pen-and-paper surveys and email-based 

surveys, which explains why requesting personal information could dramatically decrease the 

rate of responses (Kiesler and Sproull, 1986). Indeed, the most successful internet surveys 

were conducted anonymously (Sheehan and Hoy, 1999). Although scholars may be able to 

use email addresses to identify respondents in some way, some studies also showed that email 

addresses may become out-of-date fairly quickly (Pitkow and Recker, 1995, Smith, 1997). 

Despite the benefits of using an anonymous survey to increase the response rate, it obviously 

complicates the matter when researchers try to draw connections between the results and the 

real social characteristics of the participants.  

Although social scientists have begun to use internet technologies to collect data, they are 

only reinventing the sampling method wheel. The process of data collection is hampered by 
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low response rates (Couper, 2000, Couper and Miller, 2008) and data biases (Ards et al., 1998, 

Coomber, 1997, Hartford et al., 2007, Sax et al., 2003). The limited data availability and the 

lack of refined approaches to gather valuable and credible data force social scientists to seek 

more raw datasets (Savage and Burrows, 2007, Webber, 2009). However, the limitation is not 

only at the level of data collection; the ineffective analytical approach presents an additional 

challenge for social scientists. 

1.2.2 Analytical ineffectiveness 

The use of sampling methods in internet-based research has limitations in collecting reliable 

information and validating responses. In addition to the limitations on the quality and 

diversity of the collected data, this section focuses on the biases that may occur in the process 

of data analysis using internet-mediated sampling methods. 

When using the internet as a communication media, it is fairly difficult for researchers to 

conduct a second round of research on the same group of respondents. Because of potential 

changes within the first set of collected data after pre-analysis, social scientists may need to 

revisit respondents in order to confirm some information or collect additional data. However, 

such a process is difficult to implement in an internet-based survey because of the 

respondent’s distrust of data collection by web-survey (Cho and Larose, 1999, Schonlau et al., 

2002). Both web-based and email-based surveys also face the problem of finding out the 

respondent’s true identity and contacting them if required.  

The information collected from internet-mediated sampling methods may lack data about 

respondents’ social status and/or personal identification. In traditional sample surveys, 

scholars are able to confirm certain information provided by the respondents in subsequent 

face-to-face communications. However this is more difficult to realise in an internet-mediated 

sampling survey. The data collected from internet-mediated methods generally provide poor 

documentation of certain information, as respondents prefer not to provide their personal 

information such as gender, age and social status etc. (Frankel and Teich, 1999). Although 

internet-based surveys provide an alternative means to collect data for sampling studies, they 

raise serious concerns on how to check the credibility of data. The major obstacle of research 

is how to obtain representative samples from un-identified respondents (Braithwaite et al., 

2003).  

Furthermore, it has been widely noted that there are apparent biases in the responses of 

internet-mediated surveys which are caused by differences of participant’s motivations 

(Lampe and Resnick, 2004, Lampe et al., 2007). These studies claimed that people who are 

more active online are also more likely to participant in a relevant survey; which may in turn 

skew the representative sampling group. Such biases are the result of the self-selected 
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mechanism in internet-based surveys which fully depend on the self-motivation of the 

respondents. In traditional surveys, the selection process is random. In other words, internet-

mediated surveys may receive more responses from motivated people who are willing to 

participate (Ards et al., 1998, Hartford et al., 2007). 

Such a research bias could be exacerbated in internet research, especially during studies of 

particular internet communities. Sampling methods mainly rely on the active participants 

from respondents in surveys or interviews. This method is dependent on the respondents’ self-

motivation to cooperate in the data-collecting process. It is effective because people who have 

the motivation to join in should be interested in the topic; however, it also raises the 

possibility of bias stemming from such self-motivation. Such biases are thought to be the 

invariable result of self-motivated actions, as different participants are driven by different 

motivations. Some scholars worry that in online surveys, "the sample is very diverse, but 

skewed" (Baym and Ledbetter, 2009). Some studies tried to put their surveys online to attract 

online users who are associated with a particular community, thereby expanding the sampling 

domain (Baym and Ledbetter, 2009). However, under such an investigation the respondents 

have to be heavily involved in the user groups. In general, these are long-term users, who are 

involved in online events more than average; have considerably more peers within that 

community; have a strong community spirit; and feel more responsibility to publicize it 

(Baym and Ledbetter, 2009). Therefore the results of such sample surveys can be skewed 

toward those who strongly identify themselves within and are emotionally involved with a 

particular community, or at least more skewed than that obtained from average users (Baym 

and Ledbetter, 2009). 

Last but not the least; sampling surveys present information from a small group of 

respondents, which is suitable for the traditional society which has clear identification on each 

class. However, whether these classifications are still effective and true in an internet 

environment has raised some doubts. It has been called into question whether this limited data 

could provide representative samples and adequate descriptions of a virtual society. For 

instance, it is debatable that such research can accurately represent the internet applications 

used by millions of people. Furthermore, from a qualitative point of view, there is no clear 

consensus of the participant makeup of the internet; therefore, we cannot claim that certain 

participants could represent the activity and opinion of the entire population. The 

organizations and communities of Web 2.0 contain far more participants than any traditional 

community. Internet digital technologies have changed physical aspects of human life, 

enlarged the size of communities and increased interactions (Smith and Kollock, 1999). All of 

these might facilitate the objectives of social science by providing new research opportunities. 

For instance, Facebook has more than 250 million active users and the average user has 
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almost 120 friends; Wikipedia has 10,366,177 registered users and YouTube gets 1,586,000 

website hits daily, streams 100 million videos a day and has about 63 million unique visitors 

per month
1

. This technological development could threaten the use of traditional 

methodologies to conduct quantitative studies, as we cannot possibly develop theories about 

new Web 2.0 applications by only surveying hundreds of participants to represent the 

members of a community that includes over 100 million members. There is an obvious hurdle 

to realistically display online phenomena through traditional sample surveys (Smith and 

Kollock, 1999). 

In summary, there are two inherent weaknesses of the sampling methods typically used in 

internet-based research. First, internet-mediated methods limit the possibility for scholars to 

re-collect data from the same group of respondents after first contact. More importantly, 

scholars may be unable to collect the basic information required to identify respondents, 

because people may feel uncomfortable and unwilling to offer personal information online 

(Coomber, 1997, Hampton, 1999, Pitkow and Recker, 1995). Although such a situation is 

understandable, studies using this collected data may find it difficult to validate the collected 

responses. Second, both sampling surveys and qualitative interviews generate self-reported 

data via self-motivated means (Eagle et al., 2009). A number of factors may hamper this 

process of data collection, such as: the attitude and prejudice of respondents towards the 

research topic (Bertrand and Mullainathan, 2001, Marcus, 2003); the personality of the 

scholars (Ards et al., 1998); or even the memory of the subjects (Freeman, 1992, Freeman et 

al., 1987, Frensch, 1994). Because the inherent limitations of sampling methods could not be 

reconciled, internet-mediated sampling methods inevitably engender the limitations 

mentioned above and lead to analysis biases.  

Because social science is a discipline that investigates and explores society, the development 

of such a discipline builds upon the collection of vast information from data resources. 

Therefore, if the credibility and availability of the data could not meet the expected demand, 

social science research, particularly that related to observing the online society, could be 

negatively affected. In spite of the difficulties experienced by social scientists during the 

collection of internet-mediated sampling data, some promising opportunities and approaches 

for data enrichment have emerged recently along with the widespread use of the internet. The 

lack of awareness of these opportunities and an appreciation of their potential in research has 

limited the development of new methods and led us to notice the “opportunity”.  

1.3 New attempts of using existing data—using digital by-

product data to explore online phenomena  
                                                      
1  Information comes from the official press release of these three websites, FaceBook, Wikipedia and YouTube.  
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The methodological challenge we reiterate upon refers specifically to the difficulties of 

capturing online phenomena effectively and efficiently. While the first attempt i.e. using 

internet-mediated sampling methods in response to this challenge has been shown to have 

certain limitations, many more researchers realised another possibility – instead of using the 

internet as a means to communicate, they believed it possible to use the existing features of 

ICTs which collect and stores data, and then use that stored information in research that 

studies online phenomena. This marks the second attempt by social scientists to alternatively 

and creatively tackle the methodological challenge and will be introduced in this section.  

1.3.1 A missed opportunity 

Social scientists face obstacles in that the data required for fruitful study may be in the 

possession of others; expensive; not accessible for the public; and, most of the time, 

practically out of reach due to a lengthy collection process (Avital et al., 2007). Specifically, 

Avital et al. regard most of the social science fields as “data-poor” because they are, 

“populated with individuals or small groups of scholars that collect their own data. Datasets 

are often small due to limited resources and incompatible methods” (Avital et al., 2007 p.6). 

Following the above analysis, it is not hard to realize that internet-mediated sampling 

methods are not perfectly suited for research on the internet and related topics, because of the 

bias caused by the limited sampling number and quality.  

In the meantime, internet and related technologies provide an operational platform that 

facilitates the storage of colossal amount of data and even the construction of comprehensive 

and robust datasets. In order to ensure stable and visible websites, internet applications collect 

and store information including content, hyperlinks and personal behaviours automatically. 

For instance, Facebook needs to backup all uploaded profiles, photos, posts and even the 

interactions between users, such as “poke” behaviours. Moreover, all systematic information 

such as user names, passwords, login times and logout times also need to be stored. Every 

internet application has a huge database to support it which contains abundant information.  

More importantly, such technologies also improve data transparency and enforce the sharing 

mechanisms that enable particular data to be selected, modified and analysed easily by any 

group or individual. Therefore, much of the internet-related data have become easier to gather 

and use. Based on the digitisation of data and the availability for access and transmission at a 

relatively low cost, many commercial companies are quick to adopt such resources to enrich 

their internet applications (Tapscott and Williams, 2006). We suggest that the masses of 

readily available data on the internet are invisible to, or overlooked by, many social scientists, 

and the potential for utilizing such missed opportunities could be immense. 
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Although such exiting digital data collected from the internet has been used widely in science 

to test and evaluate new techniques (Bellomi and Bonato, 2005, Capocci et al., 2008, Chan et 

al., 2008, Cucerzan, 2007, Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2009, Holloway et al., 2007, Strube 

and Ponzetto, 2006, Yan et al., 2009), we believe it is possible to use them in social science 

research as well, especially in areas that focus on observing newly emerged internet 

phenomena. Traditionally, social scientists regard the subject of studies as individual cases for 

data collection and analysis. Social science research is largely dominated by a research 

approach and a studying perspective designed for a particular purpose, rather than to 

understand the underlying phenomena. Using such exiting digital data can extend the vision 

of research in practical terms. Additionally, social science research has a propensity for an 

over reliance on sampling studies. Such studies are useful for exploratory research, revelatory 

research and theory generation, but are insufficient to examine and generalize the online 

phenomena and integrate such observations to develop theories about the internet-based 

society. 

Hence, it becomes apparent that traditional sampling methods are not suitable to describe 

online phenomena, even if they use the internet as a media to communicate, because they only 

include a relatively small number of response cases. In order to understand internet 

phenomena, studies need to access more data to describe complicated situations and trends, 

and this could be best achieved by accessing a large database with diverse data (Barbier and 

Liu, 2011). In the following section, we will argue that scholars should creatively use free 

resources on the internet to collect such diverse data that provides an overall description of 

online processes and records individual activities. 

Although the methodological challenges in social science may be more appreciable in studies 

of internet applications, there are missed opportunities to overcome this. We believe that the 

existing digital data introduced above is one example of such missed opportunities. 

Furthermore, the technical environment supporting internet platforms offer alternative 

opportunities to transact and establish datasets for social science research. One opportunity 

lies in the possibility of visualizing the online society through “computer assisted analysis” 

(Smith and Kollock, 1999). Along with this technology, social scientists can also benefit from 

previous experiences of using existing digital data in scientific fields, which will allow them 

to obtain and analyse data effectively and efficiently. As we have already discussed, this 

existing digital data as a by-product of internet technical processes can offer a new 

opportunity for social scientists, but such attempts also require a certain degree of familiarity 

with those same processes. In the next section, we will introduce some studies using the 

existing by-product data along with a summary of the available technical tools (Avital et al., 

2007, Chan et al., 2008, Heer and Hellerstein, 2009). We propose that the plethora of existing 
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digital data could be used as a primary resource for social scientists to respond to the 

methodological challenges of the internet age. Such data can be gained through increased 

processing capabilities. In addition, the accuracy of data presentation creates new 

opportunities to advance social science research (Barbier and Liu, 2011).  

1.3.2 Digital by-product data 

In the introduction above, we introduced an existing data resource which is another 

opportunity for social scientists. This section defines two features of such a data type and 

names it digital by-product data. Additionally, this section also emphases that the 

opportunities provided by ICTs include abundant digital by-product data and related open-

source software (Barbier and Liu, 2011). Under the present circumstances, this study boldly 

suggests “digital by-product data” as a new concept to describe such data, and clarifies its 

features. Using such data is considered as the second attempt of using ICTs to respond to the 

methodological challenges caused by internet phenomena.  

Here we use the concept of digital by-product data, which is defined not only by its nature as 

a digital format but also its origin as a by-product from an internet operating or backup 

system. For instance, when we login or out of our Google email box, the system will save the 

exact time of we did so, the duration of the browsing session and the number of emails we 

read and replied to. Such data are collected for the purposes of system operation, and the 

record is a by-product of the email service. However, this data can be used by social scientists 

as a means to analyse the behaviour of email users. Technically, any web page has a database 

which automatically stores every action such as the transfer and creation of information. As 

Smith and Kollock (1999 p.196) said, “Online spaces become self-documenting natural 

settings”. Most internet users understand that every website they see on screen has a relevant 

database to store all content, hyperlinks, users, page view and other information. 

Organizations use the database management systems to control the creation and maintenance 

of a website. Generally, this data not only includes the behaviour of millions of website users, 

such as when they registered and when they logged-in; but also contains the tens of millions 

of messages they post online (Coderre et al., 2004). The latter may become a treasure trove of 

information for longitudinal research in social sciences, especially in socio-linguistic studies 

(Nocera, 2002). The most important point is that such readily established databases offer a 

possible source of information for social scientists, even though they were not designed for 

that purpose. We term such data as “digital by-product data”. 

Social scientists have largely overlooked the potential and value of using digital by-product 

data. Internet and related computing technologies generate digital by-product data while 

carrying out their normal technical functions. These data record human behaviours and the 
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interactions between people in online communities, and thereby display a comprehensive 

view of their “online life” (Freeman, 2000, Rheingold, 2000). However, despite an awareness 

of the existence of such data, social scientists have often overlooked its value. Additionally, 

since digital by-product data are created effortlessly through technical processes, they usually 

do not receive due attention for utilization.  

Previous studies have referred to digital by-product data by different names, such as 

transactional data (Savage and Burrows, 2009); internet data (Heer and Hellerstein, 2009) and 

data from social networks (Barbier and Liu, 2011). Generally, such data have several features. 

First, they are produced by internet technical processes, and are dependent on the internet as a 

medium for their dissemination (Barbier and Liu, 2011). Their appearance and maintenance 

are closely associated with ICTs. Second, such data are unbiased records of internet 

behaviours. Their generation does not depend on the individuals’ responses, instead they are 

created by the computing system as an automatic record of an individuals’ behaviour 

(Capocci et al., 2008). Objectively speaking, it is in contrast to the self-reported data in 

sampling methods (Eagle et al., 2009, Shaffer et al., 2010). Third, the generation of such data 

was not specifically aimed to contribute to academic research or similar purposes. On the 

contrary, these data are created and maintained by computing processes for technical usage. 

Fourth, most of this data cannot be analysed or investigated as isolated units. In order to 

successfully analyse, scholars need to assimilate the data that address the same issues or 

behaviours and study the conglomeration of the data as an integrated subject.  

On the one hand, such data are not defined or selected by the researchers as they are in more 

traditional sampling methods. When using digital by-product data, depending on the 

availability of the technology and the openness of the personal data source, we may not be 

able to access the complete set of data to study certain internet behaviours. The restriction of 

data availability depends on the data source rather than the choice of the researcher. Since 

such data are objective records of the internet behaviours, their use could prevent the potential 

bias caused by using self-motivated and self-reported data. 

Digital by-product data must not be confused with other data in digital format collected using 

internet technologies. The former are generated through technical processes and as a by-

product of personal or social communications that were carried out without any specific 

purposes. The latter is obtained through careful design to achieve a certain research goal. In 

other words, “digital by-product data” are only side products which may not be useful for any 

research, but “digital data” are produced by research or commercial institutes with a particular 

aim.  
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Digital by-product data are not the same as a shared institutional dataset. The shared 

institutional dataset is another important digital data source which is collected by particular 

institutions and shared internally for academic research purposes, and some specific examples 

include the NHS database and the national census. The existence of such databases and the 

growing acceptance of their use by the general academia have conveniently provided 

resources for social science research, especially when information can be shared across many 

disciplines in a digitalized format. However, institutional data are collected for a specific 

purpose by a particular institute, and this underscores the principal difference between such 

data and digital by-product data. Because the collection of shared institutional data is made 

with a certain intention, in order to use it, users must understand the existing data structure 

and content, and authorization for access to the data may not be free of charge. Therefore, 

compared to digital by-product data, such shared institutional data could be more difficult to 

attain due to its high cost of collection and maintenance. Moreover, some of the shared 

institutional datasets are self-reported data as well, although may not have been subject to 

sample selection.  

1.3.3 Why apply digital by-product data in social science research? 

Following our description of the features and definitions of digital by-product data, we now 

explain why we should utilize such data in social science research. While social scientists are 

challenged to observe and analyse online interactions to explore a new format of society, 

internet technologies provide a mechanism to produce and share a massive amount of digital 

by-product data. Such data avoids the possible skewing effects inherent to the sampling 

methods. In other words, the internet on the one hand challenges social science by bringing 

various new social phenomena as subjects for studies; on the other it facilitates data collection 

and enables the expression of the emerging complicated discourses in social science research. 

Taking this into consideration, it seems most suitable to use the resources provided by the 

internet to study phenomena that occurs on the internet. 

The most compelling reason for social scientists to start considering digital by-product data 

over traditional sampling methods is that the former offers better information without 

incurring possible biases by selecting samples and collecting responses. We have addressed 

that social science researches may experience limitations in the accuracy, breadth and 

diversity of collected data, because of a reliance on self-reported data inherent with traditional 

sampling methods. Using the internet as a medium to apply sampling methods may still pose 

observational limitations due to the reliance on self-reported data which are affected by self-

motivation and the accuracy of human memory (Eagle et al., 2009). On the other hand, these 

problems are avoided if digital by-product data are use. Based on the forth-mentioned 
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advantage of digital by-product data, such methods could avoid possible bias and improve the 

quantity and quality of information that scholars can get from the internet.  

Digital by-product data offer an accurate, integrated and comprehensive dataset for internet 

studies that is beyond any database generated by current methods. Because it is ordered as a 

by-product, such data avoid skewing the research result by offering an entire genuine record 

of people’s online behaviours. Digital by-product data thus covers various categories of 

online behaviours and content without being affected or limited by sample selection, self-

reporting mechanisms, individual memory or preference. An additional advantage of such 

data is the diversity of information. Digital by-product data provide detailed information on 

who, where, when and even how, which helps researchers gain a panoramic view of the 

internet society. Summarizing the points made above, the possibility of using digital by-

product data in social science research has been approved. However, when we evaluate the 

suitability and practicality of certain methodologies to address particular research objectives, 

we always need to take into consideration the features that are associated with the particular 

research methodology.  

In practice, the ease of which it is possible to launch a methodology is an important factor in 

measuring its practicality. As previously mentioned, digital by-product data can be accessed 

from multiple channels. Some internet applications have already sorted their data into 

different categories and published them online. Examples include Wikipedia (Ahn et al., 2005, 

Bellomi and Bonato, 2005, Denoyer and Gallinari, 2006) and Facebook (Paul, 2010, Price, 

2010). For applications without already established databases, scholars could gather digital 

by-product information from individual webpages and aggregate them. Additionally, it is easy 

to extract shared information from websites such as Facebook and YouTube (Duffy, 2008), 

but privacy issue should be considered before implementing experimental procedures (Jones, 

1994). Furthermore, some technical enthusiasts also share the databases they extracted from 

raw resource of digital by-product data (Ayers et al., 2008, Price, 2010). In general, there are 

several possible means of obtaining digital by-product data from the online environment.  

In summary, digital by-product data provides several benefits for research. The most 

important is that digital by-product data, unlike the data from sampling methods, offers the 

opportunity to avoid potential biases. Interestingly, some scholars have even suggested using 

established by-product data to validate the responses of online participants (Ellison et al., 

2006, Schwarzer et al., 1999). They emphasized that the limitation of surveys lies in that they 

only collect a self-assessment from participants, who can report their behaviours as they like. 

Furthermore, some social science researchers have solely relied on digital by-product data in 

their research and attained impressive results, which we will introduce next.  
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1.3.4 Pioneering attempts  

In recent years more and more social scientists have begun to realize and value the possibility 

and advantages of using such types of digital by-product data. Social science studies that only 

use data supplied by the internet are burgeoning. Taking advantage of the easy to acquire and 

process features of internet data, researches started to explore within different disciplines and 

topics (Newman et al., 2006, Sanderson and Fisher, 1994). We will introduce some case 

studies to further discuss what digital by-product data are in specific contexts. Internet 

technology has supplied a massive amount of data (Janetzko, 2001, Sanderson and Fisher, 

1994). This resource provides a fundamentally new opportunity for analysis in different fields.  

In an attempt to classify the range of research topics, we realize that studies which make use 

of internet technologies encompass a wide variety of topics. For example, in sociology, social 

networks can be reformatted based on online friendship data or contacting history (Newman 

et al., 2006; Lewis et al., 2008); in geography, scholars map geo-coded internet information 

(Crutcher and Zook, 2009, Goodchild, 2007, Zook and Graham, 2007, Zook et al., 2011); in 

marketing personalised and localised advertising has been studied (Haddadi et al., 2011); in 

psychological research, people’s emotional expression can be tested and identified through 

textual analysis (Chmiel et al., 2011); in media studies, gossip and rumour have been 

identified to clarify its integrating and disseminating process (He, 2011; Dutton, 2006); and in 

criminology, both online criminality can be traced and offline crimes can be identified and 

localised by forum discussion (Casey, 2011; Fafinski 2010).  

Social networks are the classic topic in social science and new digital by-product data 

accessed from the internet can describe such network more clearly and in a massive scope.  

With new datasets, millions of nodes, edges or cases can be traced through an interconnected 

online network (Newman et al., 2006). More importantly, these datasets also captures the 

links in the personal network. Therefore, the established database is able to reveal true human 

behaviours and interactions in online networks (Lewis et al., 2008). It could offer fascinating 

snapshots of people's actual behaviours, irrespective of what they claim their actions have 

been (Fisher et al., 2006).  

Internet usage will record people’s IP addresses along with behaviours, such as log in, 

opening a link, posting on a blog, uploading a video etc. All such behaviours can be localized 

the person who did the act based on their IP address (Lakhina, 2003). Therefore, social 

scientists can use such information to identify a particular community or a certain type of 

behaviour. For instance, the geographic distributions of all participants in Wikipedia and all 

users of Facebook have been drawn along a time line. Although such information is only 

displayed as a simple way to describe geographic location, these results can assist with the 
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public awareness of usage and popularity of internet applications. More impressively, the 

development and application of internet IP addresses goes well beyond their mapping and 

simple analysis. Now researchers are equipped with the ability to collect information through 

social and internet participation thereby providing detailed information such as a distribution 

of professions and ratio of personal assets for Facebook users. Researchers in the commercial 

arena have taken a step ahead of other research areas as the application of such data is 

especially useful in marketing focus research. This is directly driven by the commercial 

incentive to hunt for lucrative ways to attract more customers; on the other hand, it is also 

partially attributed to the fact that the owner and operator of the internet applications are the 

exact same companies that create and own the data. In comparison to others potential 

researchers, they undoubtedly have the most convenient conditions of use. A classic example 

of the use of such data is the recommendation system utilized by many online retailers. 

Regardless of what browser the customers use to make their online purchases, the system 

record and store all information on purchases. This “hidden” data can generate the commonly 

seen, “the costumers who bought this product also viewed/bought”. 

Existing digital by-product data resource contains many unstructured text streams which may 

be valuable to social scientists (Erickson and Herring, 2005, Welser et al., 2007). An obvious 

opportunity for social scientists lies in analysing the unstructured online content to address 

peoples’ emotions. Researchers have conducted psychological studies on web users using 

information collected from personal profile pages, blogs, comments and interactions on 

internet fora. The main method of analysis is to define various key words which could 

identify different emotions based on traditional psychological theories, and makes use of 

machine learning technologies, followed by semantic technology to categorize these words 

into positive and negative emotions (Chmiel et al., 2011, Thelwall et al., 2012). This method 

can be used to discover and define the emotional environment on different discussion 

platforms. 

Textual data are stored in content resource of different internet applications, which includes 

specific information such as participants present at  events and details of those events through 

natural-language process and/or the extraction of keywords or cluster concepts (Fisher, 2007). 

Besides emotion studies, some scholars have used content analysis to characterize the form 

and functions of blogs or to trace the trend of topic changes (Herring et al., 2005, Herring et 

al., 2004). Other studies have analysed the profiles of social networks to address the issue of 

privacy protection (Hinduja and Patchin, 2008). 

Using textual data obtained from the internet, such as forum discussions (Howard, 2002), 

email triage (Neustaedter et al., 2005) and social network profiles (Ellison et al., 2007), media 
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scholars can explore online interaction and communication dynamics. Researchers can 

investigate questions such as the manner of speaking, content change, the dynamics of 

research discussions, changes in communication and influence of the media etc. (He, 2011). 

For instance, scholars chose to research rumour spread via the internet as a research topic and 

conducted studies to investigate the dynamics of the creation, alteration and dissemination of 

rumour by examining the content of online forum and blogs (Bai and He, 2010). Although 

such attempts still make use of the most basic stored data from internet, these researches 

require a certain technical background to integrate both the textual data and numerical data. 

For social scientists, these by-product data are fascinating, rich, attractive and under-explored  

(Ellison et al., 2007).  

Criminology is still at a relatively early stage of exploring digital by-product data, as 

demonstrated by the fact that most studies still limit its use to the analysis and sorting phase 

of research (Fafinski 2010). In fact, the usefulness of the internet for the study of criminology 

should be more appreciated, because it not only provides a new research topic of 

“cybercrime”, but also supplies a great number of new possibilities for both new and 

traditional research topics (Williams, M. 2006). Through the linguistics analysis of online 

communication, many key words could be used to identify potential or actual criminal events. 

This theory has been proposed as an important possibility of development in criminology, 

although the practice of which has a long way to go. 

There are many ways to classify studies based on digital by-product data resource collected 

from the internet directly. By analysing the application of such data in research, we discover 

that there is more than one type of data that can be utilised by social scientists. While some 

use public data such as hyperlinks and web IP addresses as their primary data (Halavais, 

2000), others choose to use personal data for their analysis (Lampe et al., 2007). Public digital 

by-product data could be gathered without injecting extra research context (Adamic and Adar, 

2005, Park and Thelwall, 2003), as hyperlinks only include geographic and categorical 

information. For instance, scholars examined hyperlinks from 4000 selected websites to 

explore the role of geographic borders (Halavais, 2000). Aside from hyperlinks, personal 

information is another important digital by-product data source for social scientists, such as 

personal profiles on social networks (Lampe et al., 2007).  

Digital by-product data can be obtained from traditional web 1.0 applications, such as internet 

media and email list, however more data can be obtained from web 2.0 applications, which 

include blogs, social networks (Facebook and MySpace), multi-media sharing communities 

(YouTube) and wiki-platforms. Different researchers can extract different information based 

on their direction and interest. For example, by studying Facebook, geographers have mapped 
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the distribution of geographic locations of users, sociologies have identified the social 

networks that exist between users and social psychologists explored the emotional 

expressions from users’ profiles. This illustrates the fact that internet applications can provide 

a rich body of digital by-product data for research, but also more importantly that the same 

data can be robustly reused and applied in different areas of academic research. 

Additionally, from the approach of research, especially in terms of the technical tools used, 

social scholars have used alternative means to gain digital by-product data in order to initiate 

analysis. In general, two approaches are employed to convert raw data obtained from online 

open sources: one is to use existing tools (Banks, 2001, Brunn and Dodge, 2001, Park and 

Thelwall, 2003), and the other is to design computer data programmes by the researchers 

themselves (Adler and Alfaro, 2007, Almeida et al., 2007). In fact, we discovered that in most 

of the previous studies, the research was never done independently by one social scientist. 

They are the fruit of either a research group or collaboration between computer scientists and 

social scientists, or social scientists adopting existing tools to analyse data.  These intellectual 

hubs integrate the diverse expertise of different researchers and marry the application of 

technology and social scientific ideas and perspectives to achieve their investigations. 

As for the second round of attempts to study online society, pioneering studies demonstrated 

different ways that they used to generate and apply digital by-product data. From their studies, 

we can summarize the types of used data by understanding the features. However, what is 

more important for us is to summarize the value and perhaps even the feasibility of the 

research methodology with regards to such data resource. We aim to assess the advantages 

and disadvantages of such a methodology, especially in terms of the step-by-step procedure of 

applying it in internet studies. Due to the lack of summaries and explanations in the process of 

using such a methodology, another task is to evaluate the associated limitations by using 

digital by-product data resource in a real study and observe the process.  

1.4 An innovative method to approach a new resource 

For the newly emerged social science topics provided by ICTs, researchers took an active part 

in innovating existing research methodologies and exploring the use of new data resources 

(Caplan, 2003, Illingworth, 2001, Wright, 2005). Initially social scientists attempted to reuse 

traditional sampling methods but use the internet as a medium to explore the ICT supported 

society (Best et al., 2001, Hartford et al., 2007). This first attempt in research is facilitated by 

a convenient information communication platform supported by ICTs and made use of the 

internet as a communication tool (Chen and Hinton, 1999, Coderre et al., 2004, Couper, 2000, 

Couper and Miller, 2008, Hampton, 1999, Schmidt, 1997). However such attempts are still 

limited in the quantity and quality of the information available (Savage and Burrows, 2007, 
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2009, Webber, 2009). The recognition of these limitations prompted some social scientists to 

start to explore other features of ICTs such as digitalized information and automatic data 

storage. Social scientists initiated the second attempt by using new type of data collected from 

the internet directly.  

Using digital by-product data to conduct social science research is an innovative methodology, 

extracting digital by-product data from the target resource can be a complicated process. In 

this section, we propose to highlight data mining, which has been applied widely in scientific 

research to extract and utilize digital by-product data. In order to choose the right process to 

obtain appropriate datasets, it is necessary to consider the complexity, the structure and the 

comprehension of extracting such data. It should be noted that data mining is only one 

possible process to obtain and use digital by-product data; nonetheless it is a rigorously tested 

and widely used method. In order to address how to use data mining to approach the digital 

by-product data resource, this section focuses on issues such as the feasibility, usefulness, 

efficiency and scalability of data mining for the discovery of knowledge hidden in large 

datasets. Our discussions focus on what data mining is; why it is important; what the function 

of data mining is; and how to implement it in practice. 

1.4.1 What is data mining? 

Digital by-product data is abundant both quantitatively and qualitatively because it is 

produced by internet operating systems automatically. Thus, in order to apply such data, we 

need to learn how to collect it and integrate is as a large dataset. Large data-set utilization is 

an important practical field across disciplines and organizations including the social sciences, 

government, public organisations and commercial institutes. Experts or amateurs alike from 

around the world construct an information network that contains data which could be easily 

accessed in a digital format. Such platform provides different type of large dataset for 

different applications. This has been demonstrated in disciplines such as astronomy, physics, 

geology, history, archaeology and ocean sciences, which have traditionally relied on the 

building up and sharing of datasets within fields (Avital et al., 2007). Scholars in biology and 

economics have shown the proof-of-principle of working together to build large-scale datasets 

and using them as a public asset for the entire field (Baitaluk et al., 2006, Hine, 2008). 

Basically, we can learn how to use a large dataset from previous scientific studies. This 

method is data mining.  

Data mining is the process often referred to as the extraction of relevant information from 

selected data (Han and Kamber, 2001, Hand et al., 2001). Many sources regard data mining as 

a synonym for another popular scholarly concept “knowledge discovery in databases” (KDD) 

(Han and Kamber, 2001 p.5). The KDD process is similar to that of traditional miners 
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extracting precious metals or gold from rocks or sand. Similarly, an analogy of data mining 

would be sieving through all the sands from the riverbed to find small pieces of gold. In other 

words, data mining, as a pioneering field, is to extract meaningful information that is not 

readily apparent or easily discovered from a dataset (Barbier and Liu, 2011, Hand et al., 2001, 

Larose, 2004).  

As a multidisciplinary field, data mining encompasses work from areas such as database 

technology, artificial intelligence, machine learning, neural networks, statistics, pattern 

recognition, knowledge acquisition and data visualization (Han and Kamber, 2001). Some 

literature narrowed its definition to a single step: the convenient extraction of patterns 

representing knowledge which is stored in large databases or data warehouses (Hand et al., 

1999, Inmon, 2002). However, the more widely accepted definition of data mining is the 

entire process of discovering interesting knowledge from a large data store, including the 

building up of a data storage, selecting and transforming useful data from the warehouse, 

mining information and representing knowledge (Han and Kamber, 2001). In this work, we 

have chosen to adopt this latter definition. 

In fact, data mining as a classical methodology that is commonly used in scientific research 

has been continuously improved and widely applied. Aided by advances in computational and 

machine learning technologies, the data mining process has undergone much evolution from 

the 1960s to now (Han and Kamber, 2001). With the establishment of query languages such 

as Structured Query Language (SQL) in the 1970s, data mining software provided more user-

friendly interfaces to facilitate data collection and functional performances. From the mid-

1980s, the wide adoption of computational technologies has oriented data mining to a more 

application focused process, in which advanced data models could be fitted to the database 

management system and basic analysis could be carried out along with the data cleaning 

process (Han and Kamber, 2001). Based on the understanding of internet and web languages, 

the territory of data mining has further expanded to web-based data mining since the 1990s, 

facilitated by the eXtensibleMarkup Language (XML) based database system which includes 

features for both data storage and data analysis (Han and Kamber, 2001). 

The above introductions are intended to provide an overall impression of what data mining is, 

and how it developed as a technology. However, more important to us, as social scientists, is 

to find out how to using data mining in the process of digital by-product data utilization. In 

order to achieve this goal, we will begin our discussion by introducing how scientists use data 

mining to extract relevant information.  

The major reason that data mining has been discussed frequently in recent years is due to the 

wide availability of large amount of data and the demand for converting such data into useful 
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and interesting knowledge (Han and Kamber, 2001). Most of the time, such data contain not 

only digital by-product data but also other types of data produced by computational processes. 

These other types of data include biological networks (Baitaluk et al., 2006), brain images 

(Kremer et al., 1996), and astronomical geography (Fotheringham et al., 2000). All of these 

are the result of two technical improvements, namely computational techniques for 

integrating and formatting data and internet technologies for storing and sharing information. 

Thus, ICTs provide an immense body of datasets, which offer an opportunity for discovering 

hidden or latent knowledge (Barbier and Liu, 2011).  

The large body of data in combination with the complicated content and the intricate structure 

of such data demand the careful extraction of pertinent information to address specific 

research questions. In order to construct relevant information repositories, data mining is 

required to extract useful information and depict certain patterns from different data stores. 

This process is difficult to accomplish by any single execution but data mining is able to turn 

a complicated data repository into interesting and comprehensive observations.  

1.4.2 What is the process of data mining in previous scientific studies
2
? 

After addressing the definition of data mining in the last part, it is clear that the application of 

data mining is used widely in scientific fields. The reason that data mining was introduced 

within in the application of scientific research endeavours is because that although some 

social scientists have begun using digital by-product data and data mining in their research, 

there is a lack of clear description, explanation and procedure of the methodology. On the 

contrary, such a methodology is comprehensively summarized in scientific fields, and has 

been repeatedly tested and summarised into a systematic approach. Therefore, this part 

introduces the general process involved in data mining from a scientific perspective(Barbier 

and Liu, 2011, Han and Kamber, 2001, Hand et al., 2001, Larose, 2004, Witten and Frank, 

2005). Although the purpose of this section is to propose the use of data mining after digital 

by-product data are acquired, we have to admit that the utilization of digital by-product data 

in social science research is less common than it is in scientific applications. Therefore, in 

order to master the features of digital by-product data and apply it to social science research, 

we will summarize its work flow from scientific research experiences.  

The process of data mining can be divided into four steps: the first is importing raw data from 

the original resource, followed by data cleaning and data integration; the second is selecting 

interesting and useful data and transforming them from the data warehouse, and this process 

is considered data mining in the narrow definition (Han and Kamber, 2001); the third is 

                                                      
2The working process described here is based on Han & Kamber (2001); Hand el al. (2001); Larose (2004) and 

Witten & Frank (2005). Although this is an important process in our proposed method, it is not the primary focus 

for this thesis. Thus, we only present it as a simple introduction.  
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analysing the selected data and presenting the analysed results and any associated patterns; 

the final step is turning the pattern into understanding and comprehensive knowledge through 

evaluation and presentation. We present the step-by-step procedures of data mining in  

Figure 1-1. This process is also examined and tested in the empirical work of this thesis, in 

which we aim to provide an introduction of data mining process to social scientists.  

 

 

Figure 1-1 the work flow from data to knowledge (adopted from Figure 1.4 in definition (Han 

and Kamber, 2001) 

First, scholars face a heap of raw data, which require cleaning and integration processes to 

sort and store them into a warehouse by category. The data warehouse is, “a subject-oriented, 

integrated, time-variant and non-volatile collection of data in support of management’s 
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decision making process” (Inmon, 2002). Generally, the raw data have to be filtered to 

remove erroneous and inconsistent entries, a process of which known as “cleaning”. 

Subsequently, the cleaned data are labelled and any potential connections between data are 

marked. This way the multiple data resources become organisational and operational. This 

step is named “data integration”. The establishment of a data warehouse is the basic data 

mining step to prepare for all subsequent steps, but it does not have to be limited by any 

specific purpose of data analysis. In other words, the construction of an organized and well-

sourced data warehouse could be used for many different researches across disciplines.  

Secondly, scholars have to carry out the selection and transformation step to retrieve relevant 

data from the warehouse, bearing in mind the particular research plan and goal, a process of 

which known as “data selection”. Data transformation refers to the process where data are 

transformed or consolidated into sensible aggregates. In fact, this step may merge data from 

multiple organized data warehouses. There are a number of issues to consider during this 

process, such as the data format and the data scale. For example, some daily sales data have to 

be compressed to monthly or annual data using computing processes, in order to generate data 

that could be easily represented by patterns.  

In the third step, data can be characterized to a certain pattern by analysing and generating 

process, such as formulating the mathematical model. A large body of selected data has the 

potential to generate hundreds and thousands of patterns or rules but only a small fraction 

would be of actual interest to scholars. The pattern is able to provide an understandable result 

with a certain degree of certainty, a definitive conclusion or a confirmation to validate a 

hypothesis. Namely, the generated pattern offers knowledge to validate existing data through 

new data. 

It is worth pointing out that in data mining the interesting pattern may not be predictable 

based on the raw data. Thus, interesting patterns have to be sought and explored by data 

analysis. It is not always certain which part of the data might provide the interesting pattern 

and whether some potential patterns could describe a structure related to a part of the data. 

This brings us to two main points in the pattern generation step: that the exploratory pattern is 

not predictable or designable; and scholars should be prepared for any possibility.  

After data cleaning and integration, data selection and transformation, data analysis and 

generation, the final step is to evaluate useful information and present it in an appropriate way. 

This step requires two parts: the first is to evaluate the outcomes from data analysis and 

generation; then the outcomes should be represented in a suitable manner. For instance, 

scientific studies generally adopt graphical techniques, such as tables, charts, cross tabulations, 
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curves and matrices to present their discoveries. Particularly, for social science, we need to 

select an appropriate way to assist readers in understanding our analysis.   

1.4.3 Implementation strategy 

Following the points addressed above, we came to an important realisation that there is a 

tentative solution which liberates us from the imminent methodological challenge found when 

researching newly emerged ICT-related topics. Our entire proposal is based on the 

assumption that the chosen methodology can work in social science fields effectively and 

meets the qualitative and quantitative requirements of data for social science research. 

However, the previous studies utilising digital by-product data did not provide a description 

of the entire process of approaching and analysing data. Therefore, we have to observe, 

examine, evaluate and test the proposed methodology by ourselves, before encouraging more 

social scientists to accept our proposal, convincing social scholars to apply or combine this 

new methodology with sampling methods. 

From a methodological point of view, we need to consider whether the method is practical 

when it is used to treat a realistic problem, and also evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency 

of the application. Furthermore, we want to ascertain that such a methodology with origins in 

scientific areas can also be replicated in conducting social science research. If all of the above 

could be proved, the significance of our research lies in that it will revolutionise the research 

of the internet by introducing a novel methodology. Not only will this revolution equip social 

scientists with advanced technologies to understand and study social phenomena, but it will 

also define the possibility of collaboration between scientists and social scientist. When faced 

with the challenge concomitant with technological innovations, such an innovative 

methodology explores the potential of using current technology to adapt to the evolved 

society. 

In order to address the aims outlined above, the thesis develops as follows. First of all, we 

identify a series of practical questions, such as what preparations are needed before using 

digital by-product data, whether the data mining process is suitable in social science to extract 

and use digital by-product data, how the new social science research angles could be explored 

using the newly available datasets, etc. Generally speaking, there is a lack of experience in 

using such novel methodology in both technical practice and preparation.  

Therefore, we propose an integrated plan which aims to examine the possibility of using such 

methodology in social science research and also to evaluate its advantages and limitations 

during the experimental process. In this study, we plan to observe an online phenomenon 

where human behaviours and interactions have been changed or even formed by the internet 

environment. More importantly, we will utilise this new methodology as the only method in 
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this study to examine the possibility of whether it can be used in social science and the effect 

of using it to carry out social science research.  

In the design of the research proposal, there are two questions that demand our attention: the 

first is how to design and approach the methods to focus on digital by-product data resources; 

the second is whether such a methodology could achieve the same level of 

comprehensiveness compared to traditional sampling methodologies. In other words, the first 

focuses on the practical issue, whereas the second concentrates on the theoretical perspective. 

To answer these questions, we need to investigate an appropriate subject using digital by-

product data from multiple sources.  

Based on the research plan of examining the new methodology, we propose to use Wikipedia 

as a case study to explore the newly emerged phenomenon of people working together to 

create and share knowledge (Tapscott and Williams, 2006). Such a choice meets our 

requirement of using the available resource of digital by-product data, which also represents 

an interesting social science research topic. Then we will concentrate on the exploration of 

this research topic using the approach of digital by-product data utilization. Moreover, we 

intend to use three representational means at the end of our data mining process to deliver our 

findings: namely, mathematical equations, graphics and visualization. Through this, we will 

be able to evaluate the possibility of using data mining in social science research, and also 

explore the potential of the different representational means.  

This chapter points out that social scientists face an emerging methodological challenge 

brought by ICTs. They have responded to this challenge in two ways: using internet-mediated 

sampling methods whose data limitations and analytical ineffectiveness have been described. 

The second attempt of using digital by-product data is at the initial exploring stage. We 

discuss the possible advantages, review the previous pioneering works and design our plan to 

evaluate its possibility and practicality. Through the next chapter, we carry on designing our 

implementation plan and outline Wikipedia as our case study to evaluate the proposed 

methodology. 
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In chapter one, we discussed previous attempts at finding appropriate and effective 

methodologies in current social science research in regard to their application in internet 

studies especially Web 2.0 applications. We further pointed out that contemporary social 

scientists might have overlooked opportunities of using existing data resources that are 

themselves produced by internet applications. Based on this, we introduced some pioneers’ 

works on using digital by-product data as a second attempt to extricate social scientists from 

their methodological predicament. Although some pioneers have applied digital by-product 

data, their works have not yet offered a systematic discussion on the methodological process 

or provided any evaluation of such a method. In the final section of chapter one, we pointed 

out that using a case study with abundant digital by-product data in our research would allow 

us not only to understand the process of applying such a methodology to social science 

research but also further evaluate our proposed method by comparing the results with the 

outcomes generated by sampling methods. 

Therefore, in order to demonstrate how digital by-product data can be used in social science 

studies, and examine whether using it can achieve the expected research outcomes, we need 

to construct an experimental research plan. Specifically, our research needs to derive its data 

from a web 2.0 application that is able to offer digital by-product data resources. We decided 

to use Wikipedia. There are two purposes to this chapter, first to address why we chose 

Wikipedia as a case study and second to introduce Wikipedia and its related studies in order 

to assist readers to understand our case better and to be able to follow our later three later 

empirical chapters.  

There are two reasons why Wikipedia is selected as our case study. On the one hand, studies 

of Wikipedia reflect many newly emerged social science issues such as mash-up and 

Chapter 2 
                                          

Using digital by-product data resources: 

Wikipedia as a case study 
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knowledge-sharing/crowd-sourcing, and involves numerous fundamental questions about how 

the internet is changing our lives, such as the dissolution of copyright, e-democracy, mass 

collaboration and e-economics. Based on this, we think that researching Wikipedia provides a 

fruitful site to explore new forms of data and methods, and in addition, has a large set of 

digital by-product data with reasonable accessibility. The data stored in this database met our 

requirements to conduct social science research using only digital by-product data both in 

content and structure. More importantly, compared to other internet applications, Wikipedia’s 

database contains extra types of data because it does not only depend on traditional Web 2.0 

functions, it contains unique functions to maintain its sharing and collaborative mechanism, 

which we will explain later.  

In this chapter, we introduce the technological environment from which Wikipedia arose and 

the factors that prompted social scientists to study it. We then elaborate on the establishment 

of Wikipedia and current academic discussions on the progress and development of 

Wikipedia. Finally, we will review the past efforts to explore Wikipedia, leading to our own 

unique study in the same field.   

2.1 What data resource does Wikipedia provide? 

The continuous development of ICTs has filled our life with a variety of data. Such data can 

not only supply commerce with a rich resource to improve customer services and reduce cost, 

but can also be used in research across many disciplines. The digital by-product data we 

introduced in the first chapter are only one of many types of existing data. In this section, we 

will first discuss the current digital data environment from a practical perspective. At the 

same time, we will also categorize the various types of data and point out how digital by-

product data differs from other data resources. Following such a categorization, the format 

and meanings of the data we drew from Wikipedia are also introduced. 

2.1.1 Digitalized daily life—a research environment established by data 

With the development and popularity of the internet, our daily life is digitalized and recorded 

as data automatically. These new types of data are constantly emerging. Such data are no 

longer limited to those that need to be extracted through selecting and integrating processes, 

where data generation and data collection are both subjected to personal prejudices (Ruppert 

and Savage, 2009, Forthcoming); such data are no longer limited to those that are stored in 

databases of commercial or government-related organizations; and are no longer limited to 

those that are displayed and disseminated in traditional formats such as a table or set of 

metrics (Savage et al., 2010). In other words, the formation of these data is more complicated, 

the information delivered more abundant and the expressive formats more diverse. Such 
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wealth of data could be generated from an accumulation of events at every moment of our life, 

actions from every social movement and every piece of text we sent to others or received 

from others. For instance, a day starts with an alarm which is stored in a mobile database; our 

calls, texts stored in the server of a mobile telecommunication company; the songs we 

listened to store in a music device’s database; all purchases we make are stored in suppliers’ 

database and our online lives are as individual behaviours stored in different online databases 

(Ruppert and Savage, 2009). This life, full of data, has been defined as heralding a ”new 

social life of data” (Beer and Burrows, Forthcoming).  

In such a data-rich environment (Zinovyev, 2011), data are not merely a resource in research, 

the analysis and discussion of which can further measure our life. Our preferences, friends, 

social life, cultural experience and even political orientation can be annotated by and 

interpreted from diverse data (Beer and Burrows, 2010, Law, 2009, Ritzer and Jurgenson, 

2010). The assembly of such individual datasets into a data resource could help us to measure 

the developmental trend of the society and social movements (Law et al., 2011). Depending 

on the type, characteristic and the data archives, such data resources can be classified 

according to its application within research. In order to explain how we could measure our 

life from a social science perspective within an environment with richly accumulated data, 

this part will categorize data types mainly in terms of their accessibility and applicability.  

First of all, based on the accessibility of data archives, the privacy of the content and whether 

the data collection violates the individual’s will–we can divide online archives into public and 

private ones. Specifically, public archives are designed to be publicly accessible, the content 

is not associated with any private matters and furthermore the usage of such data does not 

engender ethical issues, such as the Wikipedia database we use in this thesis. If the archive 

does not fit any of the above descriptions, we classify it as a private one–such as Facebook 

messages, or online bank statements. The differences between public archives and private 

archives can be summarized into the following three features: accessibility; ethical concerns; 

and privacy.  

From another perspective, based on the purpose of data generation, the transmission mode, 

and whether there is a fixed group of recipients, we divide data into by-product data and 

intentionally produced data. The former are not established to serve a transmission purpose, 

the generation of such data is not intended to elicit any particular response from audiences 

and there are usually no fixed recipients, such as the Wikipedia edit history, a purchasing 

history in Amazon or an email-send/receive history. However, intentionally produced data are 

generated with the specific purpose of dissemination. In the process of data generation, they 

are further modified and edited, and finally delivered to certain audiences in order to achieve 
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particular responses. For instance, a post on a Facebook wall is created to disseminate 

personal information to other friends. Similarly, blogs are written to deliver certain 

information with an expectation of feedback from readers.  

Through these classifications, we can provide a clear demonstration of the data usage 

situation based on their accessibility and ethical considerations. As shown in Table 2-1, we 

divide data based on accessibility and relevant ethical issue, and through such a classification, 

we hope to discover how different types of data and their corresponding archives are used. 

Table 2-1 not only summarizes our classification of existing digitalized data, but also 

introduces examples of various data used for current research (Lampe et al., 2007). 

Data in  category B are rather easy to use in traditional internet research and consequently are 

the most frequently used because they are widely transmitted and intended to be noticed. Data 

in category C should not be used due to ethical issues and legal constraints or inaccessibility 

due to technical restrictions. Type D data are the most debatable kind, since they are intended 

for dissemination by the involved participants, yet they contain sensitive information that may 

also cause ethical and privacy issues. Examples include Facebook profiles, uploaded live 

photo albums etc. Finally, category A type data are the data that we focus our discussions on 

in this study. On the one hand, they belong to public archives, which is available to anyone 

with sufficient computing power at their disposal. On the other hand, they are by-product data, 

which are objective, diverse and abundant. We thus proposed this data as a valuable and 

effective resource for social science studies.  

 

 

 

Table 2-1. Data categorization 

 

By-product data Intentionally produced data 

Public 

archives 

Private 

archives 

A. 

e.g. Wikipedia editing 
record 

B.  

e.g. Blogs 

C. 

e.g. Record of Music 
download 

D. 

e.g. Facebook profile 
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The reason we place an emphasis on Type A data is that such data are often overlooked by 

academic researchers, as the system that produces data generates them automatically and does 

so for a technical purpose, and organizations who own such data do not intend to disseminate 

data to the public. Yet by-product data is accessible given appropriate techniques, and so such 

data can be used to extend our ability to explore our society, especially on internet issues.  

We believe that Type A data are the most valuable data and are easiest to use in research, 

because such data are not only  accessible but also are objective in the sense of being ‘given’. 

The most important advantage of digital by-product data is that it does not include any 

information with intentional “edits”, which avoid any “adding” information or “selecting” 

bias. In chapter one, we argued that all sampling data are affected more or less by intentional 

edit in the process of collecting, formatting and transferring, and the personal bias might 

occur at any step of the process to affect the accuracy and completeness of information to be 

used in academic research. Therefore, we propose that the value and significance of digital 

by-product data cannot be compared with that of other forms of digital data, which is often 

information collected with a certain purpose and shared within an organisation. 

Type A data are particularly suitable for use in academic research, due to the fact that they 

contain large amount of information, which are easily procurable and most of all do not 

involve any private information. More importantly, Wikipedia, as the owner of such data, has 

already opened access to the public (excluding personal information), to encourage both 

amateur and scholarly involvement.  

2.1.2 Wikipedia is a good example of Web 2.0 applications 

In Web 2.0 applications, functions of editing and uploading empower users to create products 

for their own use, which is the big difference between Web 1.0 and Web 2.0. Web 2.0 

applications provide platforms for producing applications and creating content by users and 

such a production system is user-oriented, whereas Web 1.0 applications only provide 

products and contents for users to read and retrieve. Therefore, Web 2.0 applications contain 

more digital by-product data about users’ actions and their movements, which is more useful 

in evaluating the reality of using digital by-product data in online research.  

It is worth noting that Wikipedia, as one type of Web 2.0 applications has its uniqueness 

deferring from other Web 2.0 applications, including blogs, tagging and RSS etc. (Anderson, 

2007). In the table below, we address several important functions of Web 2.0 and discuss 

whether they have similar characteristics. Wikipedia has the history trace and reversion 

functions which are not offered in other Web 2.0 applications. The reversion function is one 

of the important functions to maintain the quality of collaborative knowledge, which offers 

convenience to participants. 
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Web 2.0 

type 

Edit / 

uploa

d  

Social 

communication  

History  

trace  

Reverse action Product 

 

Wikipedia 

 

Wikis 

 

Yes 

 

Yes 

 

Yes 

 

Yes 

Single product required 

collaboration 

 

Blog 

Blogs / 

Audio 

Blogging 

 

Yes 

 

Yes 

Yes/no 

deletion  

No, only deletion Multi-combined content 

depending on individuals 

 

del.icio.us 

Tagging / 

Social 

bookmarking 

 

Yes 

 

Yes 

Yes/no 

deletion  

No, only delete their 

own marking 

Multi-combined  content 

depending on individuals 

 

YouTube 

Multi-Media 

Sharing 

 

Yes 

 

Yes 

Yes/no 

deletion  

No, only delete their 

own uploads 

Multi-combined  content 

depending on individuals 

 

RSS 

RSS and 

syndication 

 

Yes 

 

Yes 

Yes/no 

deletion  

Dependent  on 

system 

Multi-combined content 

depending on individuals 

 

Table 2-2 Features of various web 2.0 applications 

 

We have argued that Wikipedia is a single-goal web 2.0 application. Consequently, Wikipedia 

provides some distinct functions to accomplish this goal. Looking at Table 2-2 it is noticeable 

that this reversion function is designed for Wikipedia to assist participants in collaborating in 

a single-goal project, which means that Wikipedia only provides the integrated and 

interconnected content persistently under the same structure. For instance, in Wikipedia, all 

articles follow the same structure to present standard entries for readers; and all participants 

contribute and collaborate with each other with an awareness of the same end goal of 

establishing and maintaining a free online encyclopaedia. Their contributions are consistent 

even they are from different participants. However, in other applications, such as Facebook 

and YouTube, users contribute their content or information separately for individual purposes 

and so are formed by an individual’s will.   

Wikipedia can generate more digital by-product data about collaborative behaviours because 

of its extra functions comparing to other web 2.0 applications. It can be said that the reason 

why Wikipedia can provide behaviour data of a large crowd of participants is thanks to its 

collaborative feature and a sharing culture. 
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2.1.3 Data from Wikipedia 

Following our macro analysis of the possible data structure within Wikipedia, we will direct 

our effort to the introduction of the features and types of data in this section. Wikipedia 

provides a very friendly data platform for users, by periodically sorting digital by-product 

data and providing them for public download. 

Currently, Wikipedia has 18 million articles in over two hundred languages, including 3.6 

million articles in English according to official statistics
3
. Wikipedia represents an effective 

and efficient system to organize volunteers’ edits, whilst its data storage systems are 

comprehensive, recording high-quality data due to its establishment of manually-derived 

structures to manage complex people-driving content (Chan et al., 2008, Cucerzan, 2007). 

Moreover, all data are created or reserved to assist with some functions of Wikipedia. Most of 

the available data set has been created by Wikipedia as a side-product of the editing process 

as well as for archive and back up reasons (Chan et al., 2008, Cucerzan, 2007). Wikipedia 

provides data dumps of this content, which are also made public for academic research (Hu et 

al., 2007, Kittur et al., 2007b, Ortega, 2009).  

In fact, information from Wikipedia’s data include every edit record, such as IP addresses 

from individual webpages, hyperlinks, images and templates, textual information and so on. 

Additionally, Wikipedia also has other data resources to record all participation behaviours 

including: user ID; username and the time and content of any edits. These data help 

Wikipedia offer a “page history”, a record of “recent change” and a “discussion page”. “Page 

history” contains: (A) previous versions with time of edit; (B) the differences between the 

saved version and the previous one , which shows what has been deleted and what has been 

inserted; (C) who made the edit (all anonymous participants recorded as the IP address used 

when the edit was made); (D) any comment or explanation editors might have left to describe 

the change. Wikipedia also offers a “recent change” link to list the latest edit. Both the “page 

history” and “recent change” tab are able to help participants track updating activities in a 

particular article since their last view. 

Wikipedia keeps all such digital by-product data for two purposes. First, as an online system, 

Wikipedia needs to store all information for backup and system security (Barrett, 2008). An 

“article” is a basic entry in Wikipedia, which consists of a hypertext document with 

hyperlinks to other pages within or outside Wikipedia. For easy organization, Wikipedia 

identifies its articles according to the category system which are defined and described by 

voluntary participants. Articles, categories and hyperlinks serve to combine essential 

information in Wikipedia (Ayers et al., 2008 p.89). Based on wiki technologies, editing in 

                                                      
3 http://en.wikipedia.org/Wikipedia. retrieved 2011-05-27 
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Wikipedia is an easy job, using a few simple mark-ups that can be translated into Hyper Text 

Markup Language (HTML) in the background (Barrett, 2008). 

Second, in order to provide the open-editing platform, Wikipedia allows its users to track, 

change and reverse any edits through its systematic entries (Mihalcea, 2007, Yan et al., 2009). 

Because repetitious changes are implicit to the system, most Wiki-type online applications 

have storage systems to save all archives that record all previous edits of a page and make it 

simple to return to a previous version. A wiki-type platform is a simple content management 

system, which enables all readers to add and modify the content of the website without using 

a programming language (Ayers et al., 2008, Barrett, 2008). Therefore, scholars (Viegas et al., 

2004) point out that, “If the ease of adding a contribution is a distinguishing feature of a wiki, 

so too, paradoxically, is the ease of removing contribution of others by reverting an 

edit”(p.576). Although conserving this dynamic and large data requires much more 

computing power, this storage system ensures that vandalism can be reversed immediately 

and prevent permanent harm (Suh et al., 2008). Collection of such data relies on the 

Wikipedia operating system– MediaWiki, which is a server-side technology (Ayers et al., 

2008, Barrett, 2008). It allows participants to make instant updates to a web page via a web 

interface.  

An analysis of a database relies on the format of its data set. In Wikipedia, all digital by-

product data, including its content and other information, are formatted in XML
4
 (Ayers et al., 

2008, Leuf and Cunningham, 2001). These collections can be used in a large variety of XML 

information retrieval or machine learning tasks like categorization, clustering or structure 

mapping (Denoyer and Gallinari, 2006). However, if social scientists want to use this data for 

social research, the XML dumps have to be filtered and converted by standard programs. 

XML dumps only store data under certain formats, and are not of much use for any sort of 

direct analysis. Fortunately, many volunteers offer their tools to produce XML dumps as well 

as SQL
5
 statements, which is able to insert data directly into a database.  

Wikipedia collects its content into XML dumps every three weeks but the Wikipedia sites 

with more edits such as the English site requires a long time to compress the edit information 

and create split stub dumps according to namespaces
6
. Based on this process, Wikipedia XML 

dumps include page content, page-to-page links, categories and user editing records. Under its 

privacy policy, Wikipedia does not provide “user data” including password, e-mail address, 

                                                      
4 XML (Extensible Markup Language) is a set of textual data format to encoding documents. It is widely used in 

web services or data storage.  
5 SQL (Structured Query Language) is a database computer language designed for data control and querying. The 

majority of database software are based on the SQLlanguage, such as Oracle and MySql, etc.  
6 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia_database 
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watching lists, and ’deleted pages”
7
. The ingenious design of the database allows researchers 

to incorporate the data into their research directly and without ethical concerns.  

Wikipedia data format and dynamic update system shows the difficulties of selecting and 

integrating useful information from a large database. There are two extra steps before we are 

able to analyse the data. First, the data have to be re-formatted in order to generate query and 

carry out analysis; secondly, a dynamic system means that in an entire analysis process, 

timeline can be a unique indication to mark the different behaviours and records. In order to 

make use of these data, we need to follow a data mining procedure as introduced in chapter 

one, changing its format and structure, making it easier to read, find and analyse. Our 

experienced difficulties and solutions in this process will be introduced and discussed in detail 

later.  

It is undeniable that Wikipedia is able to provide well organized digital by-product data but 

this is not the only reason we decided to use it as our case study. Another important reason is 

that, Wikipedia and Web 2.0 applications it represents can provide fascinating topics for 

social science research. We will now introduce what Wikipedia is and what kind of internet 

innovation it represents.  

2.2 What is Wikipedia? 

Wikipedia provides a rich resource of digital by-product data. The whole database with a 

stable structure, is updated constantly and is easy to operate. These features are important 

methodological considerations; however, they are not the only reason why we selected 

Wikipedia as a case study. Wikipedia provides scholars what they crave the most in academic 

research, the possibility of discovering new trends and new phenomenon, and the opportunity 

to evaluating and examining previous arguments. In this section, we highlight the uniqueness 

and novelty of Wikipedia, by introducing its history, basic policies and current operation 

system. From this introduction and the previous literature reviewed in the third and fourth 

chapters, we show the audience a research topic that is controversial yet immensely valuable 

for academic research – Wikipedia. 

2.2.1 Wikipedia’s History 

The establishment and development of Wikipedia has been unique a fact acknowledged and 

praised by many academics. Furthermore, it gave birth to the so-called “wiki” model of 

collaboration. As a web 2.0 application, the idea of Wikipedia borrows from traditional 

encyclopaedias, yet it successfully differs from them. This difference and the success of 

Wikipedia might give us new insights on knowledge building, sharing culture and user-

                                                      
7 http://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Data_dumps 
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centred economics. This section is dedicated to introducing the historical aspects of 

Wikipedia to compare and contrast it with traditional encyclopaedias, and furthermore how 

Wikipedia is a form of encyclopaedia which is based on having expertise and professionals in 

relevant areas.  

Wikipedia is an online encyclopaedia edited by millions of collaborative volunteers, available 

under a GNU Free Documentation License
8
. It was launched by Jimmy Wales and Larry 

Sanger in January 2001, originally acting as a “feeder” project for Nupedia
9
. Wikipedia not 

only provides friendly digital by-product datasets; it also exemplifies an outstanding instance 

of a web 2.0 application. This section will introduce the history of Wikipedia, from which we 

can see the difference between an idealized professionally written encyclopaedia and the 

publicly edited Wikipedia.  

The idea of establishing an online encyclopaedia edited by volunteer experts emerged and is 

based on the idea of sharing knowledge (Sanger, 2005). The plan was to build an online 

encyclopaedia using a scholarly collaboration model, with professional participants and a 

formal peer-review process. This idea was launched as Nupedia in March, 2000 (N/A, 2001). 

The only difference between Nupedia and scholarly collaborations was that professional 

participants voluntarily contributed their knowledge without remuneration and the ownership 

of content was according to the sharing copyright chapter of the GNU Free Documentation 

License (Sanger, 2005, Tabb, 2008, Timothy, 2005).   

However, one year later Nupedia failed because it did not have enough participants. Because 

of such a restrictive peer-review process (N/A, 2001), it only had two complete articles 

published (Timothy, 2005). The failure of Nupedia has been attributed to two reasons (Sanger, 

2005). First, Nupedia required that participants should be experienced experts in their field or 

at the very least PhD students, which are few and far between, even in an online environment 

(Sanger, 2005). Secondly, published articles in Nupedia had to go through an official editing 

process, which included a critical peer-review by readers followed by comments made by 

editors (N/A, 2010, Sanger, 2005). The entire system was too complicated by far. And even 

editors who were professional in this area; found it hard to comment on all reviews by 

anonymous readers (Sanger, 2005, Timothy, 2005).  

To break these two barriers, the founders of Nupedia started a similar project, but with more 

open and free-style — Wikipedia — in which everyone could access the edit system without 

                                                      
8 The GNU Free Documentation License is a copy-left license for free documentation, designed by the Free 

Software Foundation (FSF) for the GNU Project. It gives readers the rights to copy, redistribute, and modify a 

work and requires all copies and derivatives to be made available under the same license. 
9 Sanger, Larry (2001-01-10). "Let's Make a Wiki". Internet archive.is achieved from the original on 2003-04-

14.http://web.archive.org/web/20030414014355/http://www.nupedia.com/pipermail/nupedia-l/2001-

January/000676.html.Retrieved 2009-01-26. 
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any formal educational requirements (Marks, 2007). Meanwhile, the articles are able to be 

published immediately after editing. The bureaucratic structure of Nupedia disappeared, 

replaced by this new collaborative model. Thus, the mass collaboration model of “online 

encyclopaedia” has been established in Wikipedia (Marks, 2007, Sanger, 2006, Sanger, 2005).  

The description of how Wikipedia came about can give us a clear idea how the birth of 

Wikipedia is the result of an innovative way of writing and editing traditional encyclopaedia 

material. How to discuss these innovative and creative features has become a heated topic that 

is attracting the attention of many social scientists. Two differences should be clarified. First, 

we need to address the differences between online encyclopaedia and traditional 

encyclopaedia, i.e. between Nupedia, Wikipedia, and paper encyclopaedias. This difference, 

which is based on innovation supported by technical advancement, directly gave rise to the 

ability of Wikipedia to redefine the meaning and function of encyclopaedia in the information 

era.  We also need to differentiate Nupedia from Wikipedia. In this section we discuss the 

difference between the internet-based encyclopaedia and traditional encyclopaedia. in the 

following section, the difference between Nupedia and Wikipedia will be discussed through 

the reliability arguments surrounding Wikipedia.  

First, as an important collection of reference works, an encyclopaedia provides a summary of 

human knowledge in comprehensible terms (Ayers et al., 2008, Featherstone and Venn, 

2006). In doing so, it must be capable of transmitting all classical knowledge from older to 

newer generations (Diderot as quoted in Hunt, 2007). Moreover, it can be a forum for new 

scientific issues, a platform for the advancement of knowledge, and a handbook of new 

discoveries. Finally, in the process of editing the encyclopaedia, authoritarian control has 

been resisted as the target of censorship (Ayers et al., 2008 P.34). The general way to create 

an encyclopaedia is to let senior editors consolidate work from disciplined editors who then 

write entries following instruction (Steinberg, 1951, p.6 in Featherstone and Venn, 2006). 

The new encyclopaedia might be a digital notion, a fusion between dictionary, media and 

archive. “Dictionary” is the function inherited from tradition. The traditional form of the 

encyclopaedia cannot compete with the potential of internet technologies to change material 

quickly and easily as real-world events develop (Berners-Lee and Fischetti, 1999). It is 

conceived that the Internet could provide hypertext crossing each text which is easy to move 

by copy-and-paste, which will probably change the way to categorize entries. Featherstone 

and Venn (2006) claimed that a new internet-based encyclopaedia could be built to combine 

the manual of knowledge function with media-like roles, akin to a newspaper in spreading 

news to the public (Wikipedia has a news page with a similar function).  
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A traditional encyclopaedia emerged as a finished project and published volume for searching 

for items. In contrast, new internet-based forms have an ability to store the whole editing 

procedure: the process of drafting, researching, discarding and the recovery of “rubbish”, 

because there is no cost of publication (Ayers et al., 2008 p.36). Wikipedia is able to record 

a history of knowledge transitions or how knowledge definitions have been developed within 

the encyclopaedia. Moreover, an internet-based encyclopaedia offers a community for authors 

to discuss their edits and, even collect reader views and feedback from connected forums. 

Therefore, an internet-based encyclopaedia does not just retain its essential function as a 

collection of knowledge, but also changes its format and social responsibility for 

enlightenment according to culture and technological development. In the following section, 

we discuss possible formats for new encyclopaedias.  

From the introduction and discussion above, it is obvious that there are two distinct 

differences between a traditional encyclopaedia and an “online encyclopaedia”. Firstly, and 

most importantly, an online encyclopaedia is free to use but a normal published 

encyclopaedia is not. The main reason for this is that the ideal ’online 

encyclopaedia‘ encourages volunteers to edit rather than a paid workforce, potentially 

motivated by academic reputation (Benkler, 2006, Leuf and Cunningham, 2001). The 

participants in this online encyclopaedia are unpaid volunteers, whereas traditional experts for 

editing encyclopaedia might be motivated by monetary benefit and academic reputations 

(Ayers et al., 2008, Magnus, 2006). This feature could reshape the traditional way of 

contributing wisdom and creating value; at least shifting the trend away from the exchange of 

labour and money in traditional society (Benkler, 2006). 

Second, an encyclopaedia is a printed publication, which means that its contents cannot be 

changed once it is published except by publishing a new edition. In contrast, the contents of 

Wikipedia are produced by a dynamic system that allows knowledge and information to be 

easily updated. In this respect, some studies believe, an internet-based encyclopaedia has 

some features in common with news reports (Lih, 2004). Last but not least, a traditional 

encyclopaedia has one feature in common with internet-based encyclopaedia, as both 

arguably set out to collect all branches of knowledge and information into ordered categories 

(Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007, 2009). The function of continued reinterpreting 

knowledge and spreading of social news enables the online encyclopaedia such as Wikipedia 

to witness and record changes in society, which is undoubtedly a step forward. In summary, 

as Wikipedia is an online encyclopaedias, the study of it can help us to better grasp how ICTs 

transformed current society.   

2.2.2 Wikipedia’s policies 
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Wikipedia’s policies are the reason it maintains a strong sharing platform as a popular web 

application. To understand Wikipedia’s policies, we need to understand what the primary goal 

of Wikipedia is and what these policies are working towards. 

Wikipedia is an online arena designed to create a free encyclopaedia in multiple languages for 

the entire world to access and use. The word “Wikipedia” literally suggests an online 

encyclopaedia that is established in a quick way by its participants. Since its establishment in 

2001 by the Wikimedia Foundation (Ayers et al., 2008, Lih, 2009b, Reagle, 2010), it has 

become an increasingly popular online resource for people searching for information, at the 

top of Google’s ranking system (Woodson, 2007). At present, it is the largest, most popular 

and dominant general reference platform currently available on the internet (Tancer, 2007). In 

order to create a worldwide internet platform that is easy to use and free to access for 

volunteers, Wikipedia established a series of policies, some of which are widely accepted by 

convention while others are written down as rules. By summarising these policies, we hope 

audiences can further appreciate  Wikipedia’s uniqueness. 

Wikipedia has been shaped by the engagement of millions of volunteer participants. With the 

development of information and communication technologies, it has become a significant 

example of mass collaboration, providing information shared among its millions of members. 

Wikipedia allows its content to be created, edited, corrected and even deleted by the public 

without any special requirements (Ayers et al., 2008). The English Wikipedia passed the 1 

billion edit milestone on 16th April 2010, and as of May 2011, it had 3,646,518 articles 

consisting of approximately 1 billion words
10

. It is a significant example for any exploration 

of mass collaboration because it attracts a large number of users (Reagle, 2010). By May 

2011, more than 1.4 million people had registered accounts on the English Wikipedia, among 

whom there were approximately 145,156 active participants who had made edits in 30 days 

from April, 2011 to May, 2011. The English version of Wikipedia has a large group of people 

with equal access to this online community. In this study, the English Wikipedia constitutes 

the subject of mass collaboration.  

1,790 administrators have been elected to maintain Wikipedia by giving them privileged 

authority. They carry extra technical power—generally the ability to block other participants 

or block articles from being edited. The nominee to become an administrator has to answer 

five initial questions and be voted by other registered users within seven days
11

. Above these 

are the “bureaucrats”, who have the power to appoint administrators
12

. They are generally 

selected by “stewards”— employees of the Wikimedia Foundation. So far, there are only 

                                                      
10 All data in this part come from website: http://en.wikipedia.ogrg/wiki/Special:Statistics 
11 Policy details come from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Administrators 
12 Policy details come from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Bureaucrats 

http://en.wikipedia.ogrg/wiki/Special
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about 37 stewards appointed by a seven-person Wikipedia Foundation Board. Their autocratic 

power covers different Wikipedia language versions
13

. It has always been a topic of debate 

how much influences each of these roles play in the development of Wikipedia.  

Another basic rule by convention is that the minority obey the majority. Because Wikipedia is 

a public platform that allows mass participation and equal editing rights, it is important to 

have set rules on how to make decisions on direction and how to make judgement when 

disagreement occurs. Wikipedia uses the “consensus-dominated” mode to replace the 

traditional “editor-in-chief” in ruling when dealing with conflicts in edits. Such decisions may 

determine the composition of a certain article, the content that it covers, and the accuracy of 

the vocabulary usage etc. In Wikipedia, the primary way to decide about editorial process is 

consensus, which refers the neutrality and verifiability to make decision. Generally, the 

editorial conflicts and arguments can be discussed in the relevant discussion page, where the 

involved participants and readers can reach a consensus to resolve problems. How to realize a 

truly consensus dominated participation platform for millions of users is the other question 

that attracts many researchers’ attention. 

The third important principle of Wikipedia is in regards to its collaborative policies. 

Wikipedia provides a series of explanations and guidance to help users participate and 

collaborate; emphasising equal editing rights and consensus dominated decision making 

processes. The large number of participants, editors as well as viewers makes Wikipedia an 

excellent expression of “mass collaboration” – an important internet phenomenon (Tapscott 

and Williams, 2006).  

In summary, Wikipedia’s policy framework involves three principles: detailed description of 

division of labour; consensus dominated decision making; and mass collaboration with 

millions of participants. The establishment and implementation of each of these policies are 

supported by many guidelines, the study of which give social scientists more space to explore 

the internet sharing model and new organization mode. Therefore, we once again showed that 

Wikipedia as a valuable research subject, supporting our choice of Wikipedia as a case study 

in addition to our methodological considerations. 

2.3 Debates surrounding Wikipedia 

As we mentioned above, a completely open, free and unlimited edit mode, as represented by 

Wikipedia, differs remarkably from that found in traditional encyclopaedias. The differences 

have attracted much doubt and concerns for Wikipedia’s reliability (Magnus, 2009, Sanger, 

2009, Wray, 2009) and quality (Anthony et al., 2005, Hu et al., 2007). On the other hand, 

                                                      
13 Policy details come from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Stewards 
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some scholars believe with an advent of the internet age, the success story of Wikipedia 

indicates that the traditional top-to-bottom management mechanism in the knowledge 

industry is outdated (Beschastnikh et al., 2008, He, 2010a). This change needs to be 

appreciated and studied. In this section, we will discuss relevant opinions by these two groups 

of scholars. Through such a discussion, we want to demonstrate that in addition to providing a 

more complete database from a methodological point of view, academic research based on 

Wikipedia can also provide an interesting topic for exploring new phenomenon from a 

practical research perspective. 

2.3.1 Wikipedia’s reliability 

Many studies have questioned whether Wikipedia can provide a standard quality of 

knowledge to the public (Ebner and Zechner, 2006, Magnus, 2009, Waters, 2007). Some 

scholars have attempted in different ways to evaluate the credibility and reliability of articles 

in Wikipedia (Ortega et al., 2008, Stvilia et al., 2005a, Wilkinson and Huberman, 2007a), 

whereas others researches focus on how to judge the reliability of Wikipedia from 

epistemological perspective (Fallis, 2008, Magnus, 2006, Tollefsen, 2009). The former 

literature will be discussed when we formulate our empirical works and the latter literature 

will be addressed below to explain what strong and essential oppositions and disagreements 

Wikipedia has encountered by scholars.      

With the increasing popularity of Wikipedia among students and experts, some people have 

questioned the quality of its content (Denning et al., 2005). More and more teachers have 

announced they were strongly against their students regarding Wikipedia as a reliable source 

to be cited (Cohen, 2007, Waters, 2007). Besides, more and more professors have found 

incorrect definitions and explanations in Wikipedia which were edited by unprofessional 

volunteers (Chesney, 2006). However, sometimes Wikipedia is claimed to be a useful 

teaching resource (Noveck, 2007). 

There were previously a series of works to examine Wikipedia and to offer epistemological 

theories on Wikipedia. We chose them as primary literature to address Wikipedia’s reliability. 

Fallis (2008) believes its contents can be trusted because they offer “testimony” to the public. 

According to this hypothesis, the final measure of the worth of Wikipedia is equal to the 

question of whether Wikipedia can be recognized as a testimony (Magnus, 2008, Magnus, 

2006, 2009). A majority of studies that concentrated on the quality of Wikipedia show a 

suspicion of the veracity and trustworthiness of its content. They offer four reasons to explain 

why Wikipedia is not trustworthy as an online encyclopaedia: authority; responsibility; 

persistence of content; and consequence-free.  
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Firstly the authority of Wikipedia is what was questioned in the earliest debates. The open 

edit system which is regarded as one that discourages expertise and specialists to join in is 

what sustains Wikipedia (Sanger, 2009). In the open-edit policy, Wikipedia allows any 

individual to edit, amend and even delete content from articles, which provides the equal right 

for all participants, without considering the professional knowledge background. Analysts 

argue that this mode of cooperation does not require the participant to have the specific 

knowledge to participate in the respective edit of the article, and such a problem will affect 

the quality of Wikipedia overall (Wray, 2009). This seeming “disregard of authority” is 

thought to cause the following problems: certain content that is written by an expert could be 

easily altered or even deleted by non-professionals. In extreme cases, when professionals and 

non-professionals are involved in an ‘edit-war’, the experts are more likely to disengage from 

making reversions as they have no time for it, and therefore fail to incorporate their opinion in 

the article (Sanger, 2009). These worries and doubts to a large extent are due to the lack of 

confidence in Wikipedia’s authority, as compared to the authority system in traditional 

encyclopaedias (Wray, 2009). More importantly, on Wikipedia people who have 

corresponding knowledge generally do not obtain the deserved respect and authority to 

“guard the door” (Sanger, 2009). 

Secondly, as articles are delivered to their audience as a finished product that does not contain 

any links between one edit and the corresponding editor, such an expressive manner renders 

no direct responsibility of the editor for their own edited content. Although we can trace 

editors’ user name and the whole history of the edit under the same user name, it is still 

difficult to judge his or her knowledge contribution. The anonymous edit policy of Wikipedia 

(Wikipedia:Policies_and_guidelines) is accused of potentially exacerbating the situation of 

low responsibility in edits, because even if editors are tracked down to their user name, there 

are no real consequence. Thus, Wikipedia’s quality might be questioned because there is no 

certain mechanism to hold participants responsible for their edits (Sanger, 2009).  

Thirdly, researchers also believe that because Wikipedia’s content is dynamic, it is difficult to 

deliver to the audience articles with guaranteed quality (Magnus, 2009, Tollefsen, 2009, 

Wray, 2009). The information editing process is dynamic; a fact which means even correct 

information or knowledge is changeable without authorization. Readers cannot trust content 

even if they previously approved the same articles (Magnus, 2009). This causes the accuracy 

in articles to fluctuate, a process named “doxastic instability” by Tollefsen (2009). With 

dynamic content, any individual correcting action by another can generate disorderly and 

unsystematic statements in sense.  
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Fourth, there is no contribution and profit exchanging relationship in Wikipedia’s edit 

participation (Lipsch, 2009) to encourage participants and maintain motivation. In common 

sense term, contribution to Wikipedia cannot redeem any social profit, including: money, 

reputation, recognition and promotion. In comparison to making contributions to other 

academic publications, contributors of Wikipedia have been concerned that they cannot 

obtain any reputation from their works, nor the property of their work, which means “an 

invisible hand cannot ensure quality in Wikipedia” (Wray, 2009). 

In conclusion, Wikipedia has been questioned as to its quality in four different ways as 

discussed above, which can be summarized in terms of two main criticisms. First, scholars 

question the incentive system in Wikipedia (Javanmardi and Lopes, 2010, Lipsch, 2009, 

Sanger, 2009, Wray, 2009). According to the traditional collaborative system, participants 

can be awarded by monetary and reputation benefit through their contribution. Meanwhile, 

the participants will also be punished if their contributions do not achieve a certain standard. 

In Wikipedia, many studies believe that this ’reliable‘ incentive system is not functioning 

anymore. Therefore, they came to the conclusion Wikipedia is not reliable (Magnus, 2009, 

Tollefsen, 2009, Wray, 2009).  

Additionally, the organizational system of Wikipedia including the recruitment of editors and 

resolving conflicts has been cost into doubt (Lam and Riedl, 2011, Sanger, 2009). People who 

have been recruited into the traditional encyclopaedia editing process should be recognized as 

experts in the relevant editing area, which Wikipedia's open participation system cannot 

guarantee. On the other hand, Wikipedia may not have the effective and reasonable policy to 

solve editing conflicts when editors have different views in the same article (Sanger, 2009). 

Due to both of these traditional solutions not working in Wikipedia, the contents resulting 

from conflicts could be questioned (Sanger, 2009, Waters, 2007, Wray, 2009).  

In fact, all arguments and questions can be overthrown if Wikipedia can be found to operate a 

totally different mechanism which is immeasurable by theories and experiences from a 

conventional encyclopaedia. These doubts are based on the acceptance and recognition of 

scientific research and the function model of traditional encyclopaedia. As a social science 

scholar with a neutral attitude, we ask ourselves whether it is possible that Wikipedia offers a 

new collaboration model. Furthermore, although there are many debates about Wikipedia, our 

argument is that, “what is rational is actual and what is actual is rational” (Hegel cited in 

Fackenheim, 1970P.690, Hegel and Dyde, 2008). Given that the Nupedia, which relied 

wholly on a traditional cooperation mode, versus Wikipedia, which has broken tradition 

completely but maintained successful development for over ten years, should we not focus 

more on its innovation rather than judging and criticizing it to traditional standards? 
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2.3.2 Wikipedia as a new innovation 

Although the content and quality of Wikipedia are subjected to questioning from an 

epistemological perspective, in other research, it is not only regarded as a qualified resource 

in the spreading of knowledge, but it also represents a novel contribution mechanism 

considering its achievement both qualitatively and quantitatively.  

In fact, scientists who have compared the quality of articles between Wikipedia and the e-

encyclopaedia Britannica have approved Wikipedia’s quality. The latter has been established 

via traditional scholarly collaborative means. In a comparative analysis of the current contents 

of both, results showed their accuracy to be very similar (Giles, 2005). This comparison 

supported the claim that Wikipedia is at least as reliable as Britannica. The ‘Science’ 

magazine even said “99.8% of Wikipedia’s articles are error-free and brilliantly written” 

(Giles, 2005). 

Entries in Wikipedia can be continuously revised and improved, which is regarded by many 

scholars as feature. Wikipedia has been identified as an up-to-date information resource (Dee, 

2007), which is able to expand to all real-time knowledge and news. This idea that Wikipedia 

is a constantly updating information system is also proved by studies in quantitative analysis 

fields (Lih, 2004). The open participation system in Wikipedia has been cited as a big 

advantage for both participants (Lih, 2009a) and audiences; and has been described as the top 

destination for new information seekers (Woodson, 2007). 

Additionally, many studies have used Wikipedia to either observe the application of internet 

technologies (Denoyer and Gallinari, 2006, Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007) or explore 

new innovation (Lih, 2004, Tollefsen, 2009) by using its digital by-product data. Through this 

research, the quality of Wikipedia articles has been approved from a quantitative perspective. 

Although they cannot thoroughly refute the questioning and doubt about Wikipedia articles 

coming from an epistemological perspective, they at least offer other possibilities: Wikipedia 

may have established a new cooperative mode that differs from previous ones, in which a 

total egalitarian platform for editing helps to ensure the quality of the articles (Reagle, 2010, 

Tapscott and Williams, 2006). Studies believe that it brought a new type of economics 

beyond the traditional “paid and gain” process (Benkler, 2006).  

From a macro point of view, Wikipedia as a case study has brought many discussions to 

different fields, and scholars try to use various definitions to interpret the new functioning 

modes of Wikipedia. In the case of “Prosumption” (Beer and Burrows, 2010, Ritzer and 

Jurgenson, 2010), Wikipedia has been discussed as “peer-to-peer produce” (Benkler, 2006). 

In the case of a large number of participants, Wikipedia has been defined as mass 

collaboration (Tapscott and Williams, 2006), especially for its “long tail” model which can be 
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attributed to ’Web 2.0‘ (O'Reilly, 2005). Although these discussions did not reach any 

consensus about Wikipedia’s mode, these studies themselves already proved evidence that a 

new collaboration and sharing model has been created in Wikipedia, and this model may 

change our understanding and judgement about productive systems in online society (Hippel, 

2006). 

From a micro point of view, scholars are still discussing the quality of articles in Wikipedia 

based on the common sense that Wikipedia provides a new model. Although there are debates 

about whether Wikipedia provides an acceptable level of knowledge to the public (Chesney, 

2006, Waters, 2007), scholars still believe that Wikipedia provides an innovative process of a 

massive group of people working together (Chesney, 2006, Ortega et al., 2008). On such a 

basis, researchers turned their attention to finding out what administration model Wikipedia 

employs to manage the participants and their edits (Hu et al., 2007, Ortega et al., 2008, Stvilia 

et al., 2005a). From the microscopic view, the collaborative mode of Wikipedia is regarded as 

an innovation for two main reasons: participants in Wikipedia collaborate to write 

information on the internet; second, participation in Wikipedia is unlimited and is based on 

dynamic access (Ponzetto and Strube, 2007). We summarize them into a model where there is 

a large body of participants collaborating on a common project. 

The success of Wikipedia has, more than once, been attributed to its establishment of a 

contribution model. In such a model, all participants have reached a consensus on basic 

understanding. Not only does this consensus give them the basis to abandon their differences 

and work together, but it also becomes the direction to guide their contribution (Hippel, 2006). 

First, every person related to Wikipedia makes efforts or at least understands that Wikipedia 

is acting with the single-goal of establishing an online encyclopaedia, because the founders of 

Wikipedia put this aim on the top of every page (Winer, 2008). Second, the public accept the 

fact that the founders established Wikipedia with the single goal of producing a free online 

encyclopaedia (Orlowski, 2005, Woodson, 2007). The founder of Wikipedia addressed that 

the purpose of establishing Wikipedia is to create the online encyclopaedia for free access 

(Wales, 2005a, b). Third, the communities within Wikipedia are operated to improve the 

“online encyclopaedia”
14

. Therefore, the majority of editors bear this purpose in mind as they 

contribute to the establishment of the online encyclopaedia. Meanwhile, readers are aware of 

this single goal when they read Wikipedia, whether they can convince themselves to trust its 

reliability or not. 

2.3.3 Disseminating the Wikipedia spirit 

                                                      
14 Many chapters ordered by country state they work to assist the “online encyclopedia”—Wikipedia. Their official 

views can be found on the Wikimedia link web.  
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In addition to the epistemological studies questioning the validity of Wikipedia and the 

explorative studies investigating the innovations of Wikipedia from both macroscopic and 

microscopic views, there are many other studies that attempt to directly emulate Wikipedia’s 

“innovative model”. 

Because of Wikipedia’s popularity, many studies have attempted to apply Wikipedia’s model 

to other fields, such as business (O'Reilly, 2005, Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2010), medical 

communities (Boulos et al., 2006, McLean et al., 2007) and education (Brown and Adler, 

2008, Duffy and Bruns, 2006, Ebner and Zechner, 2006). Generally, some of them use 

Wikipedia as a primary source to discuss the possibilities of applying its collaborative mode 

in different fields (Braun and Schmidt, 2007, Tredinnick, 2006). We will now consider if it 

is possible to transfer the successful principle of Wikipedia to other areas, such as business 

studies, the medical information community and the learning environment.  

The popularity of Wikipedia as a means of sharing information encouraged experts to 

discover how to introduce wikis into business (Tredinnick, 2006). Experts tried to introduce 

Wikipedia-like features into their firms—collaborating and sharing information into other 

domains (McKnight and Chervany, 2001), such as customer service and system of 

organization. In business research, some have analysed not only the influence of Wikipedia—

‘wiki-spirit’, but also have investigated ‘collective wisdom’—building upon an initial core 

value by public contribution, based on Wiki technologies (O'Reilly, 2005, Tredinnick, 2006). 

Studies recommend commercial services to provide the “customer-centricity” platform based 

on Wiki technology in order to hear feedbacks from customers (Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 

2010). Another suggests building up the sharing-information between businessman and 

customer, or supplier and demander to reduce the cost of cooperation and communication 

(Majchrzak et al., 2006, Wagner and Majchrzak, 2006). 

There are many examples to support the application of the Wikipedia’s model in the medical 

field. Wikipedia’s technological and organisational format is already expanding into many 

medical areas. Many Wikis provide a communication platform for medical researchers and 

doctors, such as Wiki Surgery (http://wikisurgery.com), Healtheva 

(http://www.healtheva.com) – which is open access to every registered user – and Sermo 

(http://sermo.com) which is accessible by people with medical credentials. Moreover, these 

wiki applications also offer communication between experts and interested members of the 

wider population. Wiki Flu (http://fluwikie.com) offers expertise to help people make 

appropriate preparations for an avian influenza pandemic. 

In education studies, the appearance of Wikipedia is the signature for many educational 

experts who thought they had found a new way to improve the efficiency of learning for 

http://www.healtheva.com/
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students (Brown and Adler, 2008, Duffy and Bruns, 2006, Ebner and Zechner, 2006). 

However, students do not always have enough interests to engage in this “experiments” on 

Wiki platform, because of the boundary between teachers and students, the difficulties of 

contributing on the Web, the lack of motivation and so on (Duffy, 2008, McLean et al., 2007). 

In fact, due to the blurriness of studies of motivation of participation on Wikipedia (Forte and 

Bruckman, 2008, Riehle, 2006), it is considerably difficult to create a Wikipedia-like platform 

where students have similar motivation to share their knowledge and collaborate on the 

content of courses (Duffy, 2008, Duffy and Bruns, 2006, Ebner and Zechner, 2006). However, 

such applications did not consider the feasibility of adopting Wikipedia features, instability of 

students’ motivation.    

What we have covered in this section and our intention of studying Wikipedia, together with 

our empirical works in later chapters are not necessarily clearly related. Our descriptions of 

these studies have tried to argue that the new model of Wikipedia has already been widely 

accepted by applied sciences, and relevant experiences abound. However these experiments 

must be based on a deep understanding of Wikipedia’s collaborative model. If there are any 

deviations from the true model, such misunderstandings could tarnish these experiments 

completely. Therefore, we argue that as long as Wikipedia has been proven to bring a new 

mode of participation because of its establishment and development in the last decade, the 

first job for the Academe is to clarify the organizational and collaborative model operating 

there.  

In this chapter we introduced the academic discussions involving Wikipedia and the new 

participation model it represents. These discussions fall into three categories: the debates 

concerning the current function of Wikipedia and the quality of articles; the discussion and 

investigation of the innovativeness of Wikipedia, macroscopically and microscopically; and 

the recycling of Wikipedia’s innovative model. In fact, despite that there is still much debate 

on the quality and operational model of Wikipedia and the application of that model to other 

areas, we have reasons to believe that overall the discussion and investigations of the 

collaborative model hidden in Wikipedia is academically meaningful – this will be the 

primary purpose of our empirical work. 

2.4 Related work 

We will now introduce how different researchers have used different data resources to 

complete their studies. Just as we have chosen Wikipedia as our case study because its digital 

by-product data are comprehensive and safe to use; many scientists have used Wikipedia as 

their working database. Although their research itself does not help ours directly, their 

methods of data processing are clearly instructive to our research. Such is another remarkable 
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benefit that scientific research based on Wikipedia’s digital by-product data can offer 

valuable experiences to teach us how to extract data and how to generate them for our 

research purposes. The use of digital data attracts ethical concerns; therefore how much 

digital data should be used and how to use it is still the focus for discussions. On the contrary, 

Wikipedia is a digital by-product resource that does not involve any private information, and 

thus can be used safely in academic researches without infringing privacy issues. 

2.4.1 Technical experiments based on Wikipedia and its data 

As we discussed above, Wikipedia generously makes its entire database available to the 

public, which for academics opens up a large source of digital by-product data (Gabrilovich 

and Markovitch, 2007, Kittur et al., 2007a, Kittur and Kraut, 2010, Strube and Ponzetto, 

2006). Wikipedia, as much of literature has pointed out, is, “A huge mine of information 

about words and concepts” (Milne et al., 2006) and has attracted many scholars to use its data 

in different ways with specific techniques. Some technical researchers offer their fresh tools 

to aid Wikipedia with semantic analysis (Volkel et al., 2006), whereas others use the digital 

by-product data offered by Wikipedia to examine new technologies (Budanitsky and Hirst, 

2006, Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007, Strube and Ponzetto, 2006).   

The data resource from Wikipedia, a well-structured and large size database, has been used 

widely to examine a variety of new software and semantic approaches with promising results 

(Ahn et al., 2005, Bunescu and Pasca, 2006). For instance, Strube and Ponzetto (2006) 

presented their tool “WikiRelate” on computing semantic relatedness by using Wikipedia data. 

These experiments are based on the belief that natural machine language can help to 

categorize web content with semantic relatedness more quickly and accurately. With a similar 

purpose, (Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2006, 2009) have also proposed Explicit Semantic 

Analysis, as a new approach to compute the semantic relatedness of natural language texts 

from Wikipedia data. Many scientists have invented new tools or methods in which they have 

used Wikipedia data to evaluate this process which provides one example of how scientists 

use digital by-product data in their studies (Cucerzan, 2007, Fachry et al., 2007, Gabrilovich 

and Markovitch, 2006, 2009, Muchnik et al., 2007, Ponzetto and Strube, 2007). 

In fact, in addition to scholars who use Wikipedia data to examine their own research, others 

believe that their research has a unique contribution to the maintenance and development of 

Wikipedia. Although Wikipedia and its categorization system were both established and are 

developed by collaborative human effort, computer scientists and program technicians have 

also attempted to apply their tools to help categorize and organize content . Some even 

attempt to reformat Wikipedia editing techniques to allow semantic recognition (Milne et al., 

2006, Volkel et al., 2006). On the other hand, scholars have discussed some features of 
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Wikipedia to address possibilities to use it in challenging technologies (Gabrilovich and 

Markovitch, 2006, 2009, Strube and Ponzetto, 2006). 

Research that aims to understand Wikipedia within a purely scientific realm is not directly 

relevant to this thesis. However, they do review and summarize some features of Wikipedia’s 

data resource. First, Wikipedia provides entries on a large number of named entities and 

specific concepts, which can be located by semantic relatedness (Milne et al., 2006, Milne 

and Witten, 2008). Second, the attraction of Wikipedia as a resource lies in its database size, 

which can meet technical requirements and scalability issues. Many technical experiments 

need to test a great number of web data, which can be difficult to find (Milne and Witten, 

2008, Volkel et al., 2006). Third, Wikipedia’s categories are based on a user-supplied tagging 

system that enables the participant to categorize any Wikipedia entries’ content (Capocci et 

al., 2008, Priedhorsky et al., 2007). Compared to systematically engineered categories, these 

include more unordered sub-categories (Strube and Ponzetto, 2006).   

2.4.2 Exploring Wikipedia’s mechanisms and incentives 

In addition to purely scientific research, some scientists and social scientists with scientific 

backgrounds have begun to use scientific methods for treating data in order to conduct 

research on social scientific topics using Wikipedia data. This research has varied forms and 

themes, but they have in common a social scientific angle and make use of scientific methods 

to process Wikipedia’s digital by-product data. We introduce them here in order to understand 

the process of studying Wikipedia with different resource which will inspire our own study.  

As we discussed before, Wikipedia not only offers quantitative data but also generously 

provides all editing content for download (Braendle, 2005, Emigh and Herring, 2005). In 

large part due to this feature much research has emerged based on the content analysis of this 

data. (Emigh and Herring, 2005) measured formality and informality in 15 entries, comparing 

it to a hard print encyclopaedia that shares its content online but retains traditional editing 

rules. They claim that Wikipedia almost matches the standard set in print. More importantly, 

Wikipedia has been found to become more standardized and formal if more control is 

exercised over the contribution. Using similar methods, Pfeil et al (2006) discussed whether 

contributions can be affected if users come from different cultural backgrounds through 

content analysis in four different language versions. They revealed that cultural differences 

observed in the off-line world have been brought into Wikipedia contributions by millions of 

amateur authors. Focusing on 450 articles on the German Wikipedia, Brandle (2005) 

examined the quality of Wikipedia based on content analysis. The results suggest that the 

higher interest (the number of edits and unique participants) and relevance (the Google 

ranking) varies, the better its content quality. Although limited in their samples, their studies 
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demonstrate the possibility to use digital by-product context data from Wikipedia for specific 

academic purposes (Braendle, 2005, Emigh and Herring, 2005, Pfeil et al., 2006).  

Other major studies have also assessed the quality of Wikipedia’s articles, proposing a 

number of different methodological approaches. Lih (2004) analysed the difference in quality 

of Wikipedia articles before and after they had been cited by the press with metrics, however 

no justification was put forward. (Giles, 2005) published his paper in Nature, claiming 

Wikipedia was on equal standard with the Encyclopaedia Britannica, another good-reputation 

online encyclopaedia based on the contribution of professional authors. After coming up with 

a set of metrics related to article quality, (Stvilia et al., 2005a, Stvilia et al., 2005b) also 

assessed the quality of Wikipedia. But the way of solely relying on metrics to test the quality 

of articles has been questioned because invisible factors may have been ignored, for example, 

the popularity of articles can affect the number of viewers, and more contributions and 

corrections from viewers may result (Wilkinson and Huberman, 2007a). These factors are 

able to affect an article’s popularity, namely the possibility of polishing articles by viewers. 

Wikipedia has also been examined as a complex and dynamic system. Some claim that its 

development depends on the capacity to provide benefits that outweigh the costs of 

participation; depending on studies on the cost of online participation (Moreland and Levine, 

1984, 2001, Uzzi, 1999). Meanwhile, other experts believe that the development of 

interpersonal fellowship, companionship and affiliation has helped to establish and maintain 

online social structures (Walther et al., 1994) like Wikipedia through many sorts of benefits 

(Riehle, 2006, Walther et al., 1994); it is a platform for individual people to access 

information and quickly share and discuss their ideas with others (Hoadley and Enyedy, 

1999). Collecting contributions from individuals is another good angle to build up a picture of 

notable achievements, such as software development and political action (Butler, 2001, Ogan, 

1993, Oh and Jeon, 2007). These researchers seems to believe that the social structure can 

provide a variety of benefits for their participants, encouraging them to become deeply 

involved and enabling the whole network to flourish. Some of these benefits are based on the 

fact that participants’ contributions get explicitly recognized as a ’featured article‘ (Riehle, 

2006). Those studies may be able to introduce Wikipedia’s incentive system.  

Viegas and his colleagues (2004) discussed several collaboration patterns by investigating the 

dynamics of Wikipedia, through which they introduced a new tool to visualize the dynamics 

of the editing process. One of the contributions of this research is the development of a new 

exploratory tool to simultaneously show broad trends and outline abnormal episodes through 

scanning normal individual editing behaviours. This research also examines the thriving 
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model of Wikipedia, through which they claim we can better understand the mechanisms for 

reaching the consensus described here which may apply in other contexts. 

To study individual behaviour in Wikipedia, researchers not only focus on participation 

benefits, but also on the self-selection of authors, as well as engagement and retention in the 

editing process. Ciffolilli (2003) makes use of team and club organizational theory—

transaction cost economics — to address the self-recruitment process in Wikipedia He states 

that a principal reason for the success of Wikipedia is due to reducing the transaction costs of 

submitting contributions, which is also an important feature in mass collaboration. Moreover, 

(Ciffolilli, 2003) argues that accumulated editing records can be counted as a source of 

authority just as much as reputation. The lineal relationship between the number of 

participant's contributions and the growth in reputation of individual editors on Wikipedia 

was established in the study. However, the author has not provided enough evidence and 

experimental analysis to support this claim.  

Although Wikipedia has been recognized as a collaborative work, there are debates about 

who actually edits on it, or who contributes most (Kittur et al., 2007a, Voss, 2005). Generally, 

scholars are suspicious of whether Wikipedia’s information is really created by millions of 

volunteers or just a few elite members (Kittur et al., 2007a, Kittur et al., 2008, Kittur et al., 

2007b, Lih, 2004). Jimmy Wales, one of Wikipedia’s founding members, has noted that the 

majority of Wikipedia’s articles are edited by a small cabal of interested participants
15

. 

Additionally (Ortega et al., 2008) claim that a “core” group of authors is responsible for the 

majority of total contributions to Wikipedia by using Lorenz curves and Gini coefficients. 

They suggest Wikipedia might need to focus on this small group to improve the efficiency of 

its projects (Ortega and Barahona, 2007). However, Kittur et al (2007b) offers a different 

suggestion, claiming that the effective way to reduce conflict and article errors is to increase 

the number of users rather than depending on the same ‘core’ people. Instead of answering 

the question, “Who edits Wikipedia?”. His paper concentrates on formulating the conflict cost 

in the Wikipedia editing process.  

Nevertheless, other scholars have used more specific ways of analysing this topic 

(Priedhorsky et al., 2007). Swartz (2004) used a specific measure to count the number of 

letters in each edit, rather than just calculating the number of edits. He then argued that less 

frequent participants were providing a much larger proportion of Wikipedia’s content. 

Although this result only relied on the final version of each article, it provided another angle 

from which to define who the most active participants were. Similarly, Anthony et al.(2005) 

noticed that two main groups may be responsible for most content by formulating the 

                                                      
15 Documents come from Wikipedia archives 
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percentage of aggregated content. They claim that registered participants with a high interest 

in obtaining reputation have created a lot of content, and anonymous participants only 

sporadically made high quality contributions. Apparently, all authors have their own 

understanding of, “Who edits Wikipedia”. However, as a dynamic system, the answer will 

always change along with the transitions in the wider phenomena of mass collaboration, 

which is still worth investigating further.  

When some scholars have concentrated on identifying who edits Wikipedia, other social 

scientists tend to concentrate on the hierarchical system built between millions of participants 

(Antin and Cheshire, 2010, Forte and Bruckman, 2008, Reagle, 2007). Regarding to the 

policy of open edit in Wikipedia, anyone is able to edit, delete and revise articles in 

Wikipedia without any authorial permission, by which Wikipedia intends to make a friendly 

environment for participants and potential participants by eliminating authorial control. In this 

system, anyone wanting to take on the administration responsibility can nominate him or 

herself on the specific wiki page by making a statement to that effect. After going through the 

Q&A section, a nominator can enter into the election process by voting for anyone whether a 

registered or anonymous user. More importantly, Wikipedia officially suggests that 

contributions made by nominated individuals should not be a significant factor in these 

elections. If the nominated person gains the half percentage of the vote from people who 

posted their opinions there, then s/he will be made an administrator with the authority to 

block articles or users. Based on this process, Wikipedia has been studied as a self-governing 

process (Beschastnikh et al., 2008, Kriplean et al., 2008), with systematic self-selective 

recruitment for administration committees (Ciffolilli, 2003). This self-selected and self-

governing process have also been approved by leading members of the Wikipedia community: 

“The welcoming committee is a self-selected group of people who say they will help with 

welcoming new users” (Riehle, 2006). Self-selective governance where people can volunteer 

to take responsibility rather than follow pay-and-gain economic rules (Benkler, 2006), may be 

able to eliminate hierarchy. 

Others argue that Wikipedia was established with an integrated hierarchy (Butler et al., 2008). 

Kittur and Kraut (2008) addressed the importance of a small influential group who created 

articles in Wikipedia at the beginning. They believe that early participants act as leaders by 

implicitly building, “The direction, scope and structure of an article (Kittur and Kraut, 2008); 

while at the same time set a framework of collaboration. Therefore, the small group of early 

participants took a leadership role in creating Wikipedia as it is today. Moreover, Wiki 

platforms, not only breed a peer-based non-hierarchical community, but also create 

hierarchical systems by providing a series of facilitation, support and management policies 

and rules (Butler et al., 2008). Clearly, whether Wikipedia is hierarchical or not is debatable 
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after identifying its administrative commitments, power transfer mechanisms, internal policies 

and rules.  

In hierarchical systems, research has further revealed the importance of Wikipedia’s 

administrators. The administration role presents an ’elite‘ participant, who has a strong 

editorial record, more involved in communication issues and taking part in committees trusted 

with more power than the average participant (Kittur et al., 2007b). Based on this definition, 

Kittur et al. (2007b) argues that these administrative members took a “leading role” in the 

early stage of Wikipedia by creating enough content to attract readers and participants, 

building up guidelines to help new members and establishing procedures to promote and 

reward good contributions. The significance of the administration role led Burke and Kraut 

(2008b) to explore how elites pass the peer review process and gain power in an 

administrative role. This research constructed a model to explain how people who select 

themselves for election can pass the process and be approved for an administration role. 

Burke and Kraut (2008a) suggest this model can be applied as an automatic tool to select 

administrative participants according to the correlation between edit history, varied 

experience, participants’ interaction and helping with chores. Due to the duties of such 

participants, many studies in this area also cross into coordinated research into Wikipedia, 

which try to explore ordination, negotiation and organization within the Wikipedia 

community.  

Some scholars visualized Wikipedia by using quantitative analysis. (Voss, 2005) addressed 

power distribution within Wikipedia by looking at the distribution of edits per article and 

participant. However, Voss offers a demonstration of quantitative data to measure Wikipedia 

as a dynamic system. He provides many graphs to describe the growth of Wikipedia, the 

percentage of different contributions, average edits per distinct author, average number of 

edits per distinct article and so on. However, most of the analysis is based on German 

language Wikipedia entries instead of the larger English language Wikipedia. His work has 

been noted as a demonstration of measuring Wikipedia in quantitative terms by related 

scholars. With similar methods, Wilkinson and Huberman (2007a) argued that high-quality 

articles are distinguished by a considerable increase in the number of edits, the number of 

unique participants and the intensity of cooperation amongst participants. This possibility was 

tested again in another paper by the same authors (Wilkinson and Huberman, 2007b). In this 

new paper, they specifically compared “featured articles” (those given pride of place each day 

on the Wikipedia homepage, judged on quality) and common articles on the number of edits 

present on each. In this way, they assessed the value of cooperation in Wikipedia and claimed 

that it is a successful collaborative effort, because the number of discrete edits directly 

increased the quality of an article. Compared with their previous study, an improvement made 
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in this paper was to use many matrices instead of only one. Concentrating on the same trend, 

Almeida et al. (2007) argued that the value of each editor’s contribution decreases as 

Wikipedia gets larger, whereas Arazy et al. (2006) indicated that increasing size and diversity 

of the author-base improves content quality. Although authors here offer their results from the 

analysis of by-product data, such research does not provide explicit illustration of Wikipedia’s 

developing shape. The reason for this is that Wikipedia is far too complicated to be described 

by simply one or a single series of distributions.  

Wikipedia has also been investigated specifically on how its collaborative mechanism works 

on finalized documents, such as articles judged to be completed. With a specific proprietary 

technical tool called “history flow”, Viegas et al. (2004) made the collaborative editing 

process of individual articles visible through pictures. Through this innovation, we can easily 

see what content has been edited and when it was revised or deleted ordered along a time line. 

They introduced a set of data analysis tools to explore the design and governance of online 

collaborative social networks. Additionally, Viegas et al. (2007a) improved their tool to 

scrutinize the coordination in the “Talk Page”, from which authors found that conversation 

could formalize Wikipedia’s direction and editing policies.  

Although all works surrounding Wikipedia contribute to a developing partial understanding 

(Viegas et al., 2007b, Wilkinson and Huberman, 2007a), we lack systematic research into 

such a complex online community and semantic editing system, especially as a developing 

example of mass collaboration. However, studies of Wikipedia demonstrate the efficiency and 

possibility of using Wikipedia by-product data for academic purposes, as a majority have 

adapted quantitative data into useful graphs and metrics (Almeida et al., 2007, Kittur et al., 

2007b, Lih, 2004, Viegas et al., 2007b, Voss, 2005). A number of studies are interested in 

research and have implications for the design of other online collaborative and consensus 

communities in the Wikipedia model (Boulos et al., 2006, Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2010).  

All studies of Wikipedia have demonstrated different angles to explore interesting topics 

based on the analysis of digital by-product data. Understanding such studies provides two 

lessons for us. First, these studies pointed out the general direction for us to understand 

Wikipedia and all discussions surrounding it, which offer many interesting questions for our 

empirical work. Second, and more importantly, these studies provided the process and the 

means of applying digital by-product data to accomplish different research questions, which 

can also be used for our own research. In this chapter, we introduced why we chose 

Wikipedia as the case study in this thesis and what we want to explore by using its data 

resources. In order to explain why we choose Wikipedia in detail, we elaborated on two 

detailss. First, Wikipedia has a wealth of digital by-product data that are in a well-structured, 
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easily accessible format. Second, Wikipedia as a debatable and innovative phenomenon could 

stimulate the motivation and passion of researchers to explore it. To address the second 

reason, we have described the history of establishing and developing Wikipedia and discussed 

the research about Wikipedia’s features. 

Such discussions about Wikipedia from both epistemological and practical perspectives we 

hope not only assist readers in understanding why we choose Wikipedia as a case study, but 

also demonstrate that the key reason for studying Wikipedia is to explore its participation 

model. More importantly, from the understanding of Wikipedia’s collaborative model we will 

be able to discuss whether Wikipedia is an innovation in the internet age or a high-risk 

information resource with an unreliable participating system. These questions will be 

addressed in the following three empirical chapters. 

Finally, how to use digital by-product data to explore the participation and collaborative 

model in Wikipedia is the vital thing we want to learn from previous literatures. In the last 

section, we listed many different studies that utilize scientific methods to make use of the 

digital by-product data of Wikipedia for different research purposes. The methodological 

approach is similar to that which we proposed to use in this thesis. Based on these studies, we 

want to clarify how to use such a data resource to address our objective.  

In the next chapter, we will construct the participation pattern of Wikipedia from a macro 

point of view using our proposed method. This will give a more direct impression about how 

people participated in maintaining Wikipedia based on the edit record from 2001 to 2007. On 

the other hand, this chapter will also demonstrate how we, as social scientists, can establish 

patterns and generate mathematical models to describe participation on Wikipedia. 
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The previous chapters stated that our research stemmed from the appraisal of internet 

applications in social science, based on our analysis of digital by-product data. We also 

introduced our case study – Wikipedia, in order to explore mass collaboration, a mode of 

working together which has already demonstrated impressive productivity. Guided by our 

research aim and experimental plan, we begin our exploration from this chapter and onwards. 

This part of the research mainly focuses on using digital by-product data to observe and 

describe the development of Wikipedia, and provide further exploration and investigation of 

the mass collaboration behind the scenes of Wikipedia. At the same time, we examine the 

process of conducting our research and we hope that such an examination can give us more 

evidence to support our proposed methodology. Through the observation of our own research 

process, we further discuss the issue of whether using scientific methods to assimilate digital 

by-product data can address the methodological issues raised earlier in the thesis. 

In order to investigate whether mass collaboration exists in Wikipedia and what form it takes, 

this chapter is divided into two sub-topics. The first sub-topic aims to describe the 

development of Wikipedia by examining several salient variables and the second intends to 

formulate Wikipedia’s developmental trend based on the analysis results from the first sub-

topic. To make the reader familiar with our analysis, we must introduce the data selected for 

the purpose; the software used for analysis; and the process of using such software. Based on 

the preliminary analysis of results, we offer the proposal that there is a pattern in the growth 

of Wikipedia’s editing contributions. To test our hypothesis, a number of statistical analyses 

are carried out, and we model the developmental trend of Wikipedia through mathematical 

equations. 

In addition to the practical contributions in describing and exploring Wikipedia, this chapter 

also bears methodological significance, in accomplishing the collection and analysis of data 

Chapter 3 
                                    

Assessing the development of Wikipedia 
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and matching the data to a classical and well established distribution model — Pareto 

distribution. Furthermore, from the calculation of the parameter, we go on to construct a 

participation model in Wikipedia. We hope to demonstrate the proof-of-principle that as a 

social scientist, data mining can be used to extract useful information from digital by-product 

data and so test our hypotheses. Furthermore, we use the “equation” as a representational 

approach to data mining together with relevant graphics to explain our research findings.  

3.1 Introduction  

Wikipedia has been identified as a prototype of mass collaboration with impressive 

achievements in producing knowledge in much of the literature (Reagle, 2010, Tapscott and 

Williams, 2006) whereas other scholars have raised serious doubts about the quality of its 

product (Agarwal, 2009, Fallis, 2008, Forte and Bruckman, 2008, Magnus, 2008, Magnus, 

2009). In fact, the debates around Wikipedia include the belief held by some scholars that 

Wikipedia has developed in a positive way (Voss, 2005), and this trend is brought by the 

unique participation model of Wikipedia (Reagle, 2010, Viegas et al., 2007a). Such 

participation is defined as “mass collaboration” (He, 2010b, Tapscott and Williams, 2006), 

which in essence is a democratic model involving many participants (Hippel, 2006). However, 

on the other hand, some scholars do not agree that Wikipedia represents a successful mode of 

producing and sharing knowledge and some even have serious doubts about the knowledge 

products created by Wikipedia; therefore, they would rather discuss the problems and 

shortcomings of Wikipedia (Magnus, 2009, Sanger, 2009, Tollefsen, 2009). After we have 

closely examined and criticised these debates, the main task of this chapter is to discuss 

whether Wikipedia has created a steadily developing participation model, and construct a 

description of this model. 

For those researchers who believe that Wikipedia provides a new mode of participation, such 

a new model is regarded to have two important characteristics: open participation without 

restriction (Lih, 2009b, Reagle, 2010) and the positive correlation between the quality of 

products and the quantity of participants (Lih, 2004, Voss, 2005). A working mode that is 

created and defined by these characteristics is regarded as ’mass collaboration’ (Tapscott and 

Williams, 2006). Such a collaboration represents a new productive force, which abandons the 

traditional hierarchical organisation and instead chooses to focus on gathering individuals’ 

contributions in a decentred organizational system (Hippel, 2006). The results of mass 

collaboration have been mainly positive and are comparable to knowledge produced by 

professionals from many fields (Antin and Cheshire, 2010, Beschastnikh et al., 2008, He, 

2010b). 
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This new model of collaboration has gained wide attention within both academia and industry 

alike, and is thought to have revolutionary potential and innovative values in certain areas 

(Reagle, 2010, Tapscott and Williams, 2006). From the macro point of view, voluntary 

participation in Wikipedia’s knowledge production will likely have an unnerving impact on 

financial systems and intellectual property which are traditionally based on monetary 

exchange and accumulation of knowledge by professionals (Benkler, 2006). Its open mode of 

operation has been given due recognition despite its lack of intended expertise and 

management (Tapscott and Williams, 2006). From the micro point of view, it defies the 

glorified authority in the production of contemporary knowledge by allowing amateurs to 

contribute to the integration of knowledge from different areas (Surowiecki, 2004), while the 

entire process of consuming is driven by a logic of “self-production” and “self-consumption” 

(Beer and Burrows, 2010, Hippel, 2006, Ritzer and Jurgenson, 2010). Undeniably, the 

development of such a collaborative model and its increasing popularity has encouraged wide 

enthusiasm in the social scientific area, with an ensuing abundance of both discussion as well 

as theoretical and practical exploration.  

Although some proponents have explored Wikipedia from both macro and micro levels, other 

scholars have stated their concern and doubts about it; opposing the recognition and 

acceptance of the underlying collaborative mode by mainstream academics (Sanger, 2009, 

Tollefsen, 2009, Wray, 2009). There is an apparent logical relationship: this argued if 

Wikipedia does not have a steady development trend, its operational model may not be 

worthy of discussion. In other words, the positive development of Wikipedia both in terms of 

quantity and quality determines whether it has viable and unique participation model. Our 

task, therefore, becomes more specific: to consider whether Wikipedia has such a developing 

trend, and if so, whether Wikipedia has a stable model of collaboration, as suggested by some 

researchers (Viegas et al., 2007b, Voss, 2005). 

With this realisation in mind, we are able to decide on the first question that demands our 

attention and discussion: whether there is a stable and positive development trend, and hidden 

in this trend whether there are a pair of ’invisible hands’ which represents a unique 

participation mode that allows Wikipedia to continue to develop. First of all, we believe that 

in order to discover whether there has been a steady improvement to Wikipedia, we need to 

study the quantitative and qualitative changes of relevant variables. In other words, Wikipedia 

must have a regular and stable developing trend as a whole, to prove its potential and 

significance in representing a new mode of participation. Secondly, we need to consider that 

if Wikipedia indeed has such a development trend, what exactly is the so-called ’mass 

collaboration’ model of participation? 
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Apparently, the research into the development of Wikipedia spans a wide spectrum of topics, 

such as evaluating the quality of articles (Hu et al., 2007), comparative studies between the 

collaborative and administrative management (Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007), and the 

assessment of data interpretation collected from hyperlinks and citations (McGuinness et al., 

2006). However, along with the mathematical changes in the number of edits and participants, 

more and more researchers have started carrying out quantitative measurements and 

qualitative evaluations of the related sub-objects, such as articles, participants and edits (Lih, 

2004 2007, Voss, 2005). Such studies not only describe the rise of articles and edits 

quantitatively, but also provide an optimistic outlook for the appearance of Wikipedia, the 

model of its existence and development, the means and forms of communication facilitated by 

Wikipedia, and emphasise the underlying value and significance of its collaborative 

mechanism. Despite the superficial differences between these studies and ours, the method of 

applying pure quantitative analysis based on the existing data resource of Wikipedia will be 

discussed late in this chapter.  

In addition to investigating the quantitative development of Wikipedia, we also hope to use 

some quantitative methods to prove that the quality of the articles in Wikipedia is constantly 

improving. The chief aim of these attempts is to show the reliability of articles in Wikipedia 

through literature research and content analysis (Voss, 2005). Voss examined some variables 

such as the number of articles; division of language-specific sites; growth of the site; editing 

behaviour of authors; size of articles, and other formal elements of the site (Voss, 2005). 

Other experts have performed a genre analysis on Wikipedia and its web community 

supported by the popular wiki-technology—Everything2, concluding that the style of the 

content was shaped by the socio-technical processes of article creation (Emigh and Herring, 

2005). Yet other papers have concentrated on the process of collaboration (Bryant et al., 

2005); the categories of articles (Halavais and Lackan, 2008); the content of articles 

(Braendle, 2005); and the dynamics of Wikipedia (Okolia and Ohb, 2007).  

Based on these studies, we discovered that the articles of Wikipedia are the subject most often 

focused on by researchers who try to measure its development. As the essential product in 

Wikipedia, articles have received a systematic evaluation which is based solely on the editing 

history database (Lih, 2004). Lih proposed that the total number of edits (rigour rate) and the 

total number of unique editors (diversity) could denote the “level of good standing” of articles. 

Under such operationalized estimation, high quality articles have been identified with the 

median values of these features. Additionally, he also argued that citations of Wikipedia 

articles by other media could contribute to the improvement of article quality by driving more 

public attention towards them. It can be explained that higher citation rates mean that articles 

attract more potential viewers or editors from other online sources. Lih was the first 
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researcher to create a model for the systematic measurement of the quality of articles. His 

research inspired us to study the relationship between the quantity of articles and the quality 

of Wikipedia. Starting from his example, in this chapter, we also regarded articles as an 

important variable to measure whether Wikipedia has indeed developed gradually. 

Moreover, the ‘edit’ has been concerned as another significant factor to measure Wikipedia 

quantitatively. Voss (2005) intended to find some regular patterns on the development and 

edit processes of Wikipedia based on editing changes. First Voss used the calculation of the 

total number of words, internal links, articles, and the number of participants, and especially 

the number of edits to show Wikipedia’s growth. More importantly, he recorded the average 

number of edits per minute and then compared the percentage of anonymous edits to the total 

number of edits in the different language versions of Wikipedia. Finally, he tried to establish 

the relationship between the number of ingoing and outgoing links for each article. His work 

covered most Wikipedia factors which are supported with digital by-product datasets, and his 

experience enlightens and equips us with the knowledge of which data could be used for 

specific research.  

Another frequently examined facet of Wikipedia is the change in participants. Voss 

formulated the number of active participants according to their edits in one month, which can 

also describe the development of Wikipedia (Voss, 2005). More interestingly, the number of 

distinct participants per Wikipedia article can be defined as “diversity” in this collaborative 

process of producing knowledge (Lih, 2004). In many studies, the number of participants has 

been analysed as one of the important features to formulate a Wikipedia model. But different 

definitions of which participant is associated to the number of edits per participant can make a 

huge difference to the conclusion (Javanmardi and Lopes, 2010, Zachte, 2009).  

In addition to using only one variable to examine the development of Wikipedia, many 

scholars also use different variables together to study the special features of Wikipedia. Zeng 

et al. (2006) evaluated the trustworthiness of Wikipedia articles by utilizing the revision 

history database. Based on a computing analysis, they offered a simplified hypothesis that, 

“trustworthiness of the revised version depends on the trustworthiness of the previous version, 

the author of the last revision, and the amount of text involved in the last revision”. In order to 

test this hypothesis, they adopted the model of the Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN). To 

extrapolate the equation of DBN, they identified four Wikipedia participation types: 

administrators; registered editors; anonymous editors; and blocked participants. Based on the 

analysis from this model, they concluded that the mean trustworthiness in featured articles
16

 is 

higher than that in cleaned-up articles, but is just slightly higher than that in normal articles.  

                                                      
16 According to Wikipedia, featured articles are considered to be the highest-quality articles Wikipedia has to offer, 
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In an attempt to determine the quality of edits in Wikipedia, Adler and Alfaro (2007) 

arbitrarily defined the survival time of edits as the criterion for the quality of edits, and relied 

solely on this criterion to evaluate the reputation of editors in Wikipedia. The relationship 

between authors and edits is established to be that authors earn their reputations from long-

surviving edits and lose reputation from reverted or undone edits. Adler and Alfaro propose a 

chronological method, which in essence is to measure the reputation of an individual editor by 

examining the time span (text survival) and the number of total revisions (edit survival). 

Additionally, they applied the same method to the French and Italian versions of Wikipedia to 

validate the accuracy and reliability of this evaluation model. Through a series of 

experimental analyses, they claimed that, “Of the short-lived edits performed by low-

reputation users, fully 66% were judged bad” (p. 268). 

Hu et al. (2007) used two variables, the article quality and the author authority, and the 

relationship between them to construct a model. Their study provided the hypothesis that, 

“good contributors not only author but also review a considerable amount of good quality 

content”. However, their following analysis of correlation cannot mark the distinction of 

authority between registered users and anonymous users, which disproved the hypothesis. 

This case indicates that a hypothesis is not always approved by data analysis even is 

established according to common sense and previous conclusions (Hu et al., 2007).  

While some literature focuses on measuring articles, other researchers turn their attention 

specifically to the Discussion Page; which is relevant to every article page and records every 

interaction between participants. In other words, studies of articles and edits focus on the 

process of producing knowledge whereas the research of discussion page concentrate on the 

communication and social network interaction between participants. Stvilia et al. (2005b) 

selected 834 article discussion pages to examine the quality of Wikipedia. They attempted to 

measure how the collaborative mode of Wikipedia could maintain and develop the quality of 

content by allowing interactions between participants as recorded in the Discussion Page. 

Their results revealed that, taken together, all of the participatory mechanism, edit processes 

and community-based recognitions are able to maintain and improve the quality of 

information in article pages. Another study, organized by the IBM Research Group (Viegas et 

al., 2007a), also focused on the editing coordination found in Wikipedia Discussion Pages. 

Through the investigation of 25 Discussion pages, authors found that the information 

mechanism, including written guidelines and reference policy enforcement, played a crucial 

role in fostering and reforming participants’ behaviour.  

                                                                                                                                                        
as determined by Wikipedia's editors. They are used by editors as examples for other articles 
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As shown in the literature review, many researchers have based their studies on the analysis 

of the current Wikipedia database, and collected a number of variables to rebuilt their 

interests (Hu et al., 2007, Viegas et al., 2007a, Viegas et al., 2007b). The selection of 

variables differs in each study and depends on the focus of the research plan. For example, 

although investigating the same editing variable, some researchers chose to examine the 

quality of articles under the assumption of “more edits, better quality” (Lih, 2004); while 

others judge the editors’ reputations by the time their edits lasted (Adler and Alfaro, 2007).  

It is through logical assumptions or observation of the facts that these scholars were able to 

depict the relationships between variables, and construct a reasonable mathematical model 

from these relationships. The proposed models need to be tested by applying them to a real 

data source, and checked to see whether they contain any regular pattern. The generation of 

regular patterns would illustrate the collaborative mode of Wikipedia if it is matched, and 

bring significant contributions to similar studies on relevant internet applications. These 

explorative works can discover the underlying value and the future development trends of 

collaborative work based on internet platforms. However, sometimes such models based on 

arbitrary assumptions may not be suitable for the subject of analysis in practice, because the 

original assumptions could be biased or erroneous. Some authors also could discover 

unexpected knowledge through the process of data mining and testing assumptions (Hu et al., 

2007). 

Although the research topics of the above studies do not appear similar and neither do they 

share similarities in terms of methods selection, they demonstrate an analogous procedure in 

conducting research. Such a procedure could be roughly divided into four steps. First of all, 

they selected certain basic data from Wikipedia; such as: edits (Voss, 2005); hyperlink 

(Fachry et al., 2007); participants (Lih, 2004); or articles (Hu et al., 2007). Following this 

selection, they made some assumptions based on the connection between their selected data 

and specific research questions. Some examples of their assumptions include that the 

proportion of each topic covered in various edits reflects the focus of Wikipedia (Halavais 

and Lackan, 2008) and the number of articles could predict Wikipedia’s growth (Voss, 2005). 

The third step involved discovering the intrinsic mathematical relations between the variables 

and constructing a mathematical model based on presumed assumptions. Finally, they fit the 

originally selected data back into the mathematical model for analysis; thereby accomplishing 

the assessment. This common procedure introduced a conceptual framework for constructing 

and analysing a complex and multi-variable model based on certain social phenomena.  

In the process of our investigation into Wikipedia, we hope to use digital by-product data to 

produce some meaningful analysis and results. Based on the discussion and following 
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inspiration, we propose to use similar procedures to look at digital by-product data on our 

study. We do attempt to use an understandable representation to answer our research question 

and display the outcome from data analysis.  

3.2 Methods and databases 

In Wikipedia, the metadata of articles have been investigated thoroughly and used to measure 

many social science concepts like reputation (Adler and Alfaro, 2007), trustworthiness (Zeng 

et al., 2006) and general measurement (Voss, 2005). However, other metadata based on the 

participants’ information has not been explored effectively. Such a situation offers us great 

opportunity to gain interesting knowledge based on participation data sets. 

On the other hand, we need to clarify how millions of registered or anonymous participants 

create Wikipedia with individual edits. It is important to discover any possible correlation 

between participants and their associated edits. The insight of how participants edit in 

Wikipedia from a macro point of view could offer us a general sense of possible “mass 

collaboration”. If mass collaboration does indeed exist, it would be intimately linked to the 

number of participants in the project and the output of each individual.  

With such reasoning, we decided to adopt the research methods in previous literature to 

describe and assess Wikipedia. Our research differs from theirs in the sense that although we 

are also analysing data related to the article, such as edits and participants; our attention is 

mainly focused on participants because we are interested in the model of how people 

collaborate and regularly participate on Wikipedia. 

The database of article namespace has been selected as the subject in our study. On Wikipedia, 

designers classify different namespaces (information pages by subjects) to store and exhibit 

varying content. Articles contributed by different participants are the primary content of 

Wikipedia, and are similar to entries in a traditional encyclopaedia. However, hidden behind 

the scenes of the finished articles are other namespaces to record additional information, 

including summary of edits, which memorize every development step of the knowledge 

production process.  

The database of articles is comprised of three parts: “revision”, “page” and “text”, which are 

similar to categories in a library to store different types of books. “Revision” stores single 

edits as individual units and those data related to single edits, including; who edited, where 

they edited, when it was edited, and a summary of the edit content. “Page” stores webpages as 

individual cases and related information, such as the article version at a particular time point, 

which contains the time of creating each version, title of its webpage, basic contents, 

hyperlinks etc. “Text” stores all text in individual webpages, but it does not include content, 
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only the name to identify content for the tracing of respective texts. Among these three 

databases, page storage has the largest size but revision storage contains all information 

related to participants and their edits. Therefore, the revision data set has been selected to 

formulate this part of our study.  

 

Table 3-1 Different types of data collecting from the Wikipedia database17 

 

 

There are four types of information involved in every participating-behaviour as shown in the 

figure below (Figure 3-3). In terms of the identity of the user, only registered users will be 

                                                      

17 Information adopted from www.mediawiki.org 

Revision  

Table 

Rev_id The system ID for each revision 

Rev_page The page ID which this revision comes from, same as the one 

in page table 

Rev_text_id The pointer to text content, it is possible for different revisions 

to share the same text as an admin could do the reverse action 

to restore a previous version 

Rev_comment An editor's edit summary (the editor's comment on revision) 

Rev_user The participant ID of who made the edit 

Rev_user_text The participant’s user name or IP address of who made the 

edit 

Rev_timestamp The time point of the submission of the edit 

Page  

Table 

Page_id The system ID automatically set to each page 

Page_namespace Namespace defines the category to which this page belongs 

 

Page_title The title of page stored as text 
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recorded according to the names they chose, while the anonymous users will be identified by 

IP addresses. In order to clarify participation from a macroscopic point of view, we decided to 

use the entire revision data, excluding the summary of contents.  

 

 

 

Figure 3-1 the individual components extracted from Wikipedia’s database 

[Originally in colour] 

Regarding the requirement of a highly comprehensive database as we discussed in the 

beginning of this chapter, the stub-meta-current data is selected as our original database. All 

data is obtained and extracted from the English Wikipedia metadata, which includes all edit 

records of revisions from 2002 to 2007, and excludes any detailed editing content. Specific 

information such as editors, timestamps (the time the edit was submitted), interlink, storing 

namespace and summary (the editors’ personal descriptive summary for the edit) was also 

collected. 

3.3 Descriptive development 

As we discovered from previous literature, digital by-product data was first utilized to provide 

a descriptive analysis of Wikipedia. Drawing on this work, we want to question whether 

Wikipedia has a stable and regular developing trend that is due to a systematic mode of 

participation. Therefore, we will discuss the change of Wikipedia in quantitative and 

qualitative terms to unravel this developing trend.  

3.3.1 The quantity of articles and participants 

Edit 

Timestamp 
 

Participant Content 
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The rapid increase of participants and the number of articles in Wikipedia has become a 

popular topic in the news press. By focusing on the amount of articles produced by millions 

of volunteers, the media not only advocate Wikipedia’s development
18192021

, but also question 

the possible wane of both participation and production
2223

. Such intensive concentration on 

discovering the value of articles as the essence of Wikipedia also occurs in academia. Many 

studies attest to the increase of the number of articles created since the launch of Wikipedia 

(Lih, 2004, Voss, 2005, Wilkinson and Huberman, 2007a, b). With such a quantitative rise, 

Wikipedia has been regarded as a successful platform for gathering knowledge (Giles, 2005).  

Moreover, as an increasingly productive mechanism, Wikipedia mainly relies on its 

volunteers to contribute continually. The remarkable difference between Wikipedia and 

traditional organizational means of producing knowledge is that Wikipedia has millions of 

participants who voluntarily collaborate, which is its primary labour force of production. This 

indicates that the number of participants is another fundamental variable to denote the current 

status of Wikipedia. Thus, when the number of participants was found to be falling, it became 

a considerable concern for both the Wikipedia organization and the public (Barnett, 2009).  

Following such literature, we will measure in quantitative terms the development of 

Wikipedia in its articles and participants. Most of our results are presented in scatter charts, 

many of which share a number of descriptive characteristics as the X-axis is defined as the 

time line and is graded monthly in all graphs. To visualize the amount of articles or 

participants in each month, the data is displayed as spots. All graphs are produced by 

statistical software and generated in a coloured format, therefore we recommend viewing 

them in colour if possible.  

Figure 3-2 reveals that the number of articles and the amount of new articles each month 

increased from 2001 to 2007 respectively. It clearly shows that the total number of articles 

has kept steadily increasing since 2001, which can illustrate the positive development of 

Wikipedia. Although the number of newly created articles showed little variation since 2006, 

the overall change of new articles by month has increased. Wikipedia can put its trust in its 

enthusiastic volunteers based on the following figures (Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3), despite a 

stagnant period in mid-2006 of new participant recruitment. 

                                                      
18http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1208941/Free-edit-Wikipedia-appoints-volunteer-editors-vet-changes-

articles-living-people.html 
19 http://www.techshout.com/internet/2006/03/wikipedia-puts-up-1-millionth -english-language-article/ 
20 http://www.theawl.com/2011/05/wikipedia-and-the-death-of-the-expert 
21 http://www.smh.com.au/news/web/wikipedia-cracks-twomillionth-mark/2007/09/13/1189276859147.html 
22 http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg20327206.000-wikipedias-quality-under-threat-by-territorial-

editors.html 
23 http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/wikipedia/6020775/Wikipedia-growth-slowing-as-it-reaches-3-million-

articles.html 
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Figure 3-2 the number of total articles on Wikipedia from Jan, 2001 to Dec, 2007 

[Originally in colour] 
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Figure 3-3 the increase of new articles each month on Wikipedia 

from Jan, 2001 to Dec, 2007 

 [Originally in colour] 
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Figure 3-4 the number of participants each month on Wikipedia 

from Jan, 2001 to Dec, 2007 

[Originally in colour] 

 (This chart displays the amount of participants in Wikipedia each month, in which the 

“participants” have been identified as users which have edited at least ten times since their 

registration, excluding all anonymous editors with IP address recorded in the system.) 
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Figure 3-5 the number of new participants monthly on Wikipedia 

from Jan, 2001 to Dec, 2007 

[Originally in colour] 

 (This chart represents the number of new participants who made at least ten edits since they 

registered.) 

3.3.2 The quality of articles 

To measure the quality of articles in Wikipedia, some literature offers a measuring method 

based on the quantity of both the number of edits and the number of authors (Lih, 2004). The 
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former represents the amount of effort made and the latter indicates the diversity of the 

contribution. In our study, the basic unit for investigation is the average number of edits per 

article and the average number of authors per article per month. Such analysis is based on the 

assumption that the quality of an article is dependent on the number of edits that an individual 

article has received and the number of participants who were involved in editing the article.  

In fact, the first part of the assumption presumes that more edits mean deeper contribution and 

effort was injected into the production of articles (Lih, 2004). The second part of the 

assumption is that the greater number of different authors not only means diversity of content 

(Lih, 2004), but also implies the possible number of times the articles were viewed (Hu et al., 

2007). Therefore, it is assumed that more participants can bring more diversity of contribution 

and more views and corrections. We thus can draw lessons from previous literature about the 

positive correlation between the increase of edits and quality of article; and the increase of 

participants and quality of articles (Hu et al., 2007, Kittur et al., 2008, Lih, 2004). 
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Figure 3-6  Average number of edits per article each month from Jan, 2001 to Dec, 2007 

[Originally in colour] 
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Figure 3-7 the average number of participants per article monthly 

from Jan, 2001 to Dec, 2007 

[Originally in colour] 

 

This section outlines some benchmarks in depicting the quantitative changes of Wikipedia. 

We first assumed that the growth of Wikipedia was directly correlated to some basic variables. 

From a quantitative perspective, we linked the expansion of Wikipedia to the number of 
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engaged participants and the number of articles. The engaged participants are an indispensible 

component of Wikipedia and make up its mass collaboration model. The articles are the direct 

product of such collaboration. We contended that the changes in these two variables explicitly 

reflect the quantitative changes of Wikipedia as a product of knowledge assimilation, both in 

the process of its production and the final results. Through graphical depictions, we 

demonstrate that both variables are increasing, and such inclines reveal the growth and 

expansion of Wikipedia quantitatively. From another perspective, we also discuss the changes 

of Wikipedia in qualitative terms. In this process, we also made an assumption that the 

development of Wikipedia is expressed as the improvement of the article quality. The quality 

of articles is mainly affected by two variables, the number of edits in each article and the 

number of participants in each article. We made the assumption that the quality of an article is 

determined by the number of times that it is edited, and the number of editors involved in the 

article. The number of participants involved in the editing could influence the number of 

times that an article is reviewed to a certain extent, and the latter is also an important factor 

that has an impact on the quality of the article. The graphics generated from our digital by-

product data illustrates that the average number of edits per article and the average number of 

participants per article are both on the rise overall, despite slight fluctuations at the early stage 

of Wikipedia’s development. Such trends confirm the improvements in terms of the quality of 

Wikipedia and also reveal an optimistic model for the development of mass collaboration.   

3.4  Assessing the development of Wikipedia 

To summarize the points made above, we argue that the manifestation of the growth of 

Wikipedia is most apparent in its articles and participants. Through descriptive measurements, 

we qualitatively and quantitatively demonstrated that the development of articles correlates 

with the growth of Wikipedia. In the next section, we hope to use mathematical modelling to 

formulate a model of such a developmental trend. 

In this step, we hope to discover how mass collaboration works in Wikipedia. If the above 

graphs verify the existence of mass collaboration because of the steady increases in the 

massive number of participants and the gross number of collaborative products, i.e. articles, 

the following research aims to assess the mass collaboration via analysing the relationship 

between edits and participants. 

To provide a suitable description of mass collaboration on Wikipedia, we assume the 

relationship between participants and their contribution can be formulated as a stable pattern. 

There are two reasons for such an assumption, the visible and stable increase on the number 

of participant and the number of edits; and the ratio of participant to articles and the ratio of 

edits to articles were relatively stable (Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-7). Therefore, we start to 
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generate a pattern from the trend we previously discussed. In order to model how individual 

contributions accumulate and integrate into the final product of Wikipedia through every edits, 

we offer the following testable hypothesis: 

There is a certain model in Wikipedia of the annual change of participation that is based on 

the distribution of edits by individual participants. 

The correlation between participants and the content they contributed has been formulated 

into some specific distribution patterns in web 2.0 applications, which is normally expressed 

as the majority of participants being responsible for or linked to a minority of content (Brown 

and Adler, 2008, O'Reilly, 2005, Shirky, 2005). Following their theories of correlation 

between participants and edits, we constructed histograms to examine them, verify previous 

findings, and establish a new model.  

3.4.1 Histogram 

In order to do so, we first ask this question: what is the distribution of contributions made by 

individual participants in Wikipedia each year? It is first necessary to outline the participation 

situation in Wikipedia by plotting the changes in participation, which comprises edits from 

individual participants. Making use of the individual edit records from Wikipedia’s original 

database, we note the number of edits made by individual participants. The list of individual 

participants and the number of edits they have made annually will describe the participation 

situation year on year. 

 

Figure 3-8 including six histograms from 2002 to 2007 shows the frequency of editors’ 

participation against their number of edits. It is clear that similar patterns are seen from year 

to year. Markedly, editors who produce a large number of edits only make up a small 

percentage of all participants, whereas those who only edit a few times are in the majority. It 

should also be noted that the total number of edits by individual participants (shown on the X 

axis) rapidly increases from year to year and the frequency of editing (shown on the Y axis) in 

the same contribution area increases from 700 in 2002 to more than 20000 in 2007. In 

particular, the number of participants who have produced a certain amount of edits has 

increased from 2002 to 2007, which means that the number of participants who edit most 

frequently and who edit less than ten times has risen quantitatively. 
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Figure 3-8 the frequency of editor’s participation by year 

The histograms for each year follow a similar pattern: a majority of participants only edit a 

few times and a few participants edit more than ten-thousand times in total. For instance, in 

2002, more than 61% of the participants only edited once, and there is only one participant 

who edited 2287 times totally. Similarly, 66.9% of the total participants (155 thousand) only 
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edited once, and three people (less than 1%) have more than one million edits in 2007. 

Because all histograms from 2002 to 2007 show a similar trend, we assume that they have a 

similar distribution type, which is explained in Table 3-2:  

 

Weighted 

average (edits) 

yearly 

Percentiles Max edits by 

individual 

Min edits by 

individual 
5

% 

10

% 

25

% 

50

% 

75

% 

90

% 

95

% 

2002 1 1 1 1 4 15.4 55.1 2287 1 (61%) 

2003 1 1 1 1 3 15 49 2340 1 (62.5%) 

2004 1 1 1 1 3 15 43 25156 1 (59.8%) 

2005 1 1 1 1 2 11 35 27477 1 (62.3%) 

2006 1 1 1 1 2 7 22 81198 1 (66.2%) 

2007 1 1 1 1 2 7 21 200112 1 (66.9%) 

 

Table 3-2 the comparison of the number of edits by individual participants on 2002-2007 

From Table 3-2, it can be seen that the change in the number of edits by individual 

participants in Wikipedia from 2002 to 2007 suggests a linear trend. The minimum number of 

edits by an individual is one, which is understandable. However, the percentage of people 

who only edit once increased from 2002 to 2007, the only exception being 2003. Meanwhile, 

the maximum number of edits rises from 2287 in 2002 to more than 20 thousand in 2007. The 

percentiles from 2002 to 2007 also suggest that the histogram may take up a “long tail” shape. 

As the average number of edits in 95% of total participants is decreased and the maximum 

edits made by individual is increased, we can imagine that the line between the point of 95% 

and the point of 100% (peak point) becomes longer and longer each year. We assume that the 

change in distribution of editors making amount of edits yearly can be modelled. Additionally, 

we could discover the development trend over the past year and this may enable us to predict 

the developing situation in the following years.  

3.4.2 Pareto Distribution and Matching Analysis 

In the previous section, we discussed that the distribution of edits by distinct individual 

participants shows that a majority of people only edit a few times, and a minority of 

participants edit the majority of content. This nature of the distribution is reminiscent of the 
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expression of the “size-power” relationship
24

, which is also described as the Pareto 

Distribution. Since all the histograms meet the criteria of the Pareto Distribution in shape, we 

assume that the participation situation in Wikipedia is one type of the Pareto Distribution.  

Pareto Distribution is one of the distributions encountered in economics and other realms of 

inquiry to exhibit the size-power relationship (Newman, 2005). It is sometimes expressed as 

the Pareto principle, which is the famous economic theory known as the “80-20 rule”. This 

suggests that 20% of the population owns 80% of the wealth (Koch, 1999). Similar situations 

are also observed in online communities where a minority of participants are responsible for a 

majority of the content, and concerns over such distribution have been voiced by numerous 

scholars (Fisher et al., 2006, Shirky, 2005, Whittaker et al., 1998). Many studies of Wikipedia 

have mentioned the “size-power” relationship, otherwise known as the power law (Capocci et 

al., 2008, Kittur et al., 2007a, Voss, 2005), the power-law distribution (Panciera et al., 2009), 

and the power-law relationship (Priedhorsky et al., 2007, Royal and Kapila, 2009). However, 

none of these studies made use of Wikipedia’s data to test whether such a distribution exists 

on Wikipedia; nor did they use an equation to model the existing distribution to accurately 

describe some key features of Wikipedia. Models that depict the characteristics of Wikipedia 

can provide a clear conceptual framework of the mass collaboration in Wikipedia and 

therefore the construction of models is an important goal of our research. 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
24  “size-power” relationship focuses on the interaction between the size of participants and the contribution or 

influence by them. The classic “size-power” claim is that in any society, 80% of social wealth always belongs to 

20% of people. The “”size-power” is normally described by Pareto Distribution. 
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Figure 3-9 Pareto Distribution 

[Originally in colour] 

In  

Figure 3-9, the Pareto Distribution shows different shapes according to the shape parameter  

when =1. This distribution has the probability density function that the "probability" or 

fraction of the population 
 
that owns a small amount of wealth per person 

 
is rather 

high, and such probabilities decrease steadily as personal wealth owned by different members 

of the population increases. This pattern is not limited to describing only the distribution of 

wealth or income, but it is also suitable for many other situations where an equilibrium is 

found in the distribution from the ‘small’ to the ‘large’.  

Most importantly, the family of Pareto distributions is parameterized by two quantities,  

and . When this distribution is used to model the distribution of wealth, the parameter  is 

called the Pareto index. Figure 3-9 above shows the shape of the distributions with different  

parameter values. Simply,  has a main effect on the shape of the distributions by changing 

the scale of log-spacing of orders statistics
25

.  

                                                      
25

 On the Pareto Distribution, if  is a random variable within a Pareto distribution, then the probability that  is greater 

than  is given by: 
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Following this, the probability density function can be represented as: 

 for  

According to the similar patterns observed between our histograms in Wikipedia and the 

Pareto distribution, it suggest that the statistical results of who is top of the editor list in 

Wikipedia based on the number of edits can be expressed more simply by the Pareto principle, 

or the "80-20 rule", which states that, in many cases, 80% of an effect comes from 20% of the 

causes. Moreover, it is obvious that the  parameter value could be changed from year to year 

in our histogram. Estimating the  parameter is vital to modelling the participation situation 

on Wikipedia. The change of parameter from 2002 to 2007 also reveals the pattern of 

change in the Wikipedia size-power model.   

3.4.3 The Maximum Likelihood of estimating the  parameter 

As we discussed in the previous section, in order to model the distribution of edits by 

individual participants in Wikipedia, the crucial issue is to estimate . In this part, we try to 

formulate the  parameter through the Maximum Likelihood approach.  

According to the histogram formulated from the database, we denote that ‘ ’ (the number of 

edits relevant to a particular individual) is distributed as: 

 

From the comparison of the number of edits by individual participants from 2002 to 2007 in 

Figure 3-8, it is obvious that =1. Once the mathematical model of ‘ ’ (the number of edits 

relevant to a particular individual) is set, we apply the Maximum Likelihood approach to 

estimate the unknown parameter . As there is only one unknown parameter ‘ ’ in the model, 

estimating the value of ‘ ’ is the crucial work here.  

Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) is a classic statistical method, which is used to fit a 

statistical model to data, and providing estimates for the model's parameters. In this study, we 

have a statistical distribution—Pareto Distribution and some data from Wikipedia, therefore 

our aim is to estimate the model’s parameter to establish this model. The process of model 

formulation is provided below, and is only for the scholars who are of interest.  

                                                                                                                                                        

For all , where  is the (necessarily positive)  minimum possible value of , and  is a positive parameter. 
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The joint probability density function (PDF) from   is as follows:  

 

          

Thus, the likelihood is set as: 

 

 

Then, for computational convenience, we take the logarithm for the likelihood function and 

obtain the function as follows:  

 

 

     

    =  

 

To estimate the unknown parameter ‘k’, we maximise the likelihood function following the 

MLE; 
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Following the formulation process above, the  value for each year from 2002 to 2007 is 

calculated and plotted as shown in Figure 3-10. It can be seen that there is a linear 

relationship. 

 

Figure 3-10 Change of key variable in Wikipedia model by year 

The results can be summarized by the allocation of contributions among individual 

participants. It is quite difficult to formulate a sound model, because there are only six years 

of data. However, as Wikipedia was only launched in 2001, there is not as much data as we 

have hoped to analyse. The result here is the best we can achieve based on a limited database.  

This graph suggests that there is a linear relationship underlying these yearly changes. 

Meanwhile, this trend has become more significant along with the development of Wikipedia. 

This idea is expressed simply with “ ” as a parameter in distribution. According to the 

database of Wikipedia’s record system, we may be able to generate a mathematic model 

k

k
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written as a linear array of symbols from 2002 to 2007, which may enable us to represent the 

change of the percentage of editors who have edited at the lowest rate, from 1 to 5 times in 

total.   

3.4.4 Summarize the distribution 

Our analysis is designed to accommodate the original histograms which have a shape of the 

Pareto Distribution to estimate the tail exponent by fitting the data from Wikipedia’s record of 

edits. The method of Maximum Likelihood is able to estimate an extreme-value 

approximation in statistics. Our result can model the ‘long tail’ participation pattern on 

Wikipedia, which represents the size-power relationship in the mass collaboration process.   

By doing this, we discovered the relationship between the population of individual 

participants and the number of their edits. Such a relationship establishes the size-power 

model to describe Wikipedia. Meanwhile, the Pareto Distribution suggests the possibility that 

there is a certain level of invariance in the participation of mass collaboration. In this model, 

the distribution of editors suitably coincides with the true distribution of the participation of 

Wikipedia if and only if the distribution is of the Pareto form and the variable “k” has a linear 

regression in the equation from 2002 to 2007.  

Through modelling the participation pattern of individuals, the result shows that there is a 

regular rule in the change of participation pattern each year based on the distribution of 

individual edits, which supports our original hypothesis.  

On the one hand, our research into the participation in Wikipedia produces two findings. First, 

this participation has a similar shape to that of the Pareto Distribution, with the majority of 

participants only contributing a few edits and a few participants contributing a great number 

of edits. Second, the maximum number of edits from individual participants has grown yearly 

and both the number of actively-editing participants and the number of least-actively—editing 

participants increased from year to year. Namely, the quantity of participants and the number 

of edits from individual participants show an increasing trend from 2002 to 2007.  

Furthermore, the developing pattern in Wikipedia has been fitted to a linear relationship, and 

a mathematical equation has also been established to model this pattern specifically. In this 

modelling process, we formulated the variables in the editing process and presented 

Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimates for the parameter used in modelling the “long tail” 

through the understandable description. We also used the estimates to calculate optimal chip 

scaling factors for a data set consisting of thousands of variables.  

This analysis demonstrates the possibility of establishing models to automatic detect and 

predict participation on Wikipedia based only on digital by-product data. Specifically, social 
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scientists are able to observe and formulate complex phenomena such as the edits/participants 

distribution to predict what trend Wikipedia will follow in the future using quantitative 

models. The approach of building such a model can also give us a better understanding of 

how metrics correlate with the investigating matters, which could lead to the creation and 

improvement of new tools and new policies. These modelling techniques may have wider 

applications for complicated online topics to simplify their trends and changes on a macro 

level.    

3.5  Conclusion 

This chapter aims to explore the development of Wikipedia through both descriptive graphics 

and mathematical modelling. The revision sets from 2001 to 2007 in the sub-meta-current 

data dumps are selected as our quantitative database and the entire data analysis process is 

comprised of three steps: extracting data from original resources; selecting relevant data sets; 

and building new databases. First, our study of the development of Wikipedia is supported by 

quantitative and qualitative analyses, which were guided by theories from previous researches 

(Hu et al., 2007, Lih, 2004, Voss, 2005). Generally, articles and participants have been 

considered as the two primary features to measure the development of Wikipedia. Based on 

the quantitative changes of articles and participants from 2001 to 2007, we conclude that the 

rapid growth in numbers of both articles and participants signified that Wikipedia maintains a 

stable developing trend.  

Moreover, the quality of the products on Wikipedia is indicated by the number of edits per 

article and the number of participants per article. We assumed that the number of edits per 

article can represent how much effort has been put into improving the quality of the article. 

On the other hand, the number of participants per article illustrates the involved human labour 

and possible correction following edits. By showing a rise in the average number of edits per 

article and average number of participants per article, we demonstrated the exponential 

growth of Wikipedia in qualitative terms.  

Then this chapter tested the hypothesis of how Wikipedia developed by mass collaboration 

through the discussion of the frequency of participation and edits. The distribution of the 

individual participation each year suggests that we could use a mathematic equation to 

explore the change of participation. With available models such as the Pareto Distribution, we 

found that the participation model in Wikipedia followed the Pareto Distribution. However, 

further examination should take place to test this model on the history-version data in the 

future.  
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Through the empirical studies in this chapter, it is possible to summarize three features of 

mass collaboration on Wikipedia. First, the total number of articles and the total number of 

participants has increased from 2001 to 2007, which suggests that Wikipedia has developed 

quantitatively shown by the number of involved people and their products. Second, the 

number of participants per article and the amount of edits per article on average not only 

demonstrates the amount of effort involved in the production of the article, but also implicate 

the number of possible views and corrections. Third and most importantly, statistical analysis 

suggests that the participation situation from 2002 to 2007 has a linear relationship, and can 

be represented by a mathematical equation created originally for this chapter. Based on this, 

we assume that the participation situation of each year in the English Wikipedia followed this 

equation. The prediction of following years thus can be formulated. Additionally, in the 

analysis of the model, we also found that the participation situation in each year may be 

explained as a majority of participants having contributed a few edits whilst a few participants 

have edited the majority of articles.  

Although we have come to the mathematical model of describing the participation pattern in 

Wikipedia, it is necessary to emphasise the limitation of this analysis. In fact, this study only 

uses the data from the current-meta database as an original resource, excluding deleted or 

changed edits data, which is invisible in the current Wikipedia. This selection of data avoids 

the risk of an overwhelming database but on the other hand misses some information from the 

history record. In addition, we only have six years of data provided by Wikipedia to establish 

the participation pattern. Therefore, the result of this study only offers tentative explanations 

to the process of how Wikipedia established and developed through mass collaboration. The 

equation we build here should be tested further if we have access to more data in the future.  

The general analyses and descriptions of the several basic variables of Wikipedia and the 

connections between them only represent our first attempt to understand Wikipedia. In the 

following chapter, we will specifically investigate the influence of individual participants in 

the process of mass collaboration on Wikipedia, based on the number of edits contributed by 

each participant. Through grouping the participants together according to the number of their 

edits, we also investigate who dominates Wikipedia’s development within a certain period, 

and what proportion of participants influence the development of Wikipedia the most. From 

such observations, we could further mature the model of mass collaboration, and clarify 

whether such a collaborative model of Wikipedia exists and how it can be improved.  
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In the previous chapter, we investigated the developmental trends of Wikipedia, which 

indicate that participation in Wikipedia is systematic and predictable. To clarify its 

development, we also introduced an equation to demonstrate the distribution of individual 

participants. The participation pattern in Wikipedia was illustrated by a Pareto distribution, 

which provided a general overview of the frequency of individual contributions into 

Wikipedia under the mass collaboration model. However, this result only provided a macro 

view of mass collaboration by offering a description of its regularity. To understand more 

about mass collaboration, for instance, the different types of participants, the editing 

behaviours and so on, we have to use digital by-product data to formulate more detail of the 

collaborative process.  

Wikipedia is a collaborative platform to which millions of participants can contribute freely. 

Based on the policy announced on Wikipedia’s community page, every participant shares an 

equal right to direct the encyclopaedia and edit it
26

. Specifically, the policy claims that, “If a 

rule prevents you from improving or maintaining Wikipedia, ignore it”
27

 and all the rules 

have to be changed by consensus. It could not be denied that the openness of Wikipedia’s edit 

policy has allowed the number of articles in Wikipedia to grow exponentially since its 

establishment. However, there are a number of questions remaining, including: how open is 

                                                      
26 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Five_pillars 
27 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:What_%22Ignore_all_rules%22_means 

 

Chapter 4 
                                             

The shift of participation -Who is the 

most important participant 
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Wikipedia?; Is Wikipedia a democratic system where all participants have equal rights to 

make a decision?; If so, do different types of participants share equal rights?; And if not, 

which is the most important group of participants? These series of questions outlined above 

illustrate our research interests. The chief aim of this chapter is to answer these questions as 

thoroughly as we can. 

This chapter explores mass collaboration by dividing participants into different groups 

according to the number of their edits. The working question addressed in this chapter is who 

the primary participant really is among the more than five million registered users. By 

identifying the primary participants on Wikipedia, we are able to answer whether Wikipedia 

relies on mass collaboration for its function or whether Wikipedia is just another product co-

authored by a small group of participants. By identifying the most important participants in 

Wikipedia, we may also be able to illustrate the decision-making process that occur on 

Wikipedia, which will help us to understand how millions of people can work together to 

generate value.  

From a methodological perspective, the previous chapter used digital by-product data to 

establish the equation for modelling the development trend of Wikipedia, which is a classic 

method used by scientists and technicians in similar studies. However, as we delve deeper 

into particular aspects of mass collaboration, exact replication of scientific methods becomes 

insufficient to address our questions. We will use digital by-product data in order to 

accomplish our goal in this chapter. We have opted to follow the methodological approach of 

previous research on Wikipedia. The empirical work of this chapter mainly aims to explore 

the participation mechanism of mass collaboration and to verify the findings of previous 

studies. In doing so, we will use graphical representations to discuss our research questions, 

by which we continue to examine the reality of applying digital by-product data in social 

research.  

First, this chapter introduces what we aim to discover and what possibility there is for using 

such data. Second, the related literature is discussed, along with our empirical work, and from 

the comparisons we propose a series of hypotheses to predict the shift of participation. The 

findings suggest that during a specific period there has been a slight shift among the 

participants who dominate the content of Wikipedia, which we plan to test again when more 

data resources become available. Third, we introduce the database used in this chapter and 

related numerical details. More importantly, we discuss how we divided participants in 

different groups by accounting for their edits and administration status. By providing the 

hypothesis that such a shift in participation exists, the fourth part of this chapter examines two 

related hypotheses of the shift specifically in the general edit-divided groups and admin-
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divided groups. Finally, we summarise the shift hypothesis and discuss who dominates 

Wikipedia based on the number of edits. Additionally, we discuss the advantages and 

disadvantages of applying graphic expression as a primary methodology based on digital data.   

4.1 Introduction 

In studies of Wikipedia, there has been a mixture of approval and disbelief at the same time. 

First we discuss the doubts about the quality of articles produced by the large number of 

participants on Wikipedia. Such doubts mainly originate from the analysis of some statistical 

data, followed by pessimistic predictions of the quality of Wikipedia and its future. Secondly, 

this section also discusses the academic discourse and data analyses which aim to investigate 

whether the decrease of participants in Wikipedia will indeed have a negative impact on the 

quality of its articles. Through the discussion of previous literature, we will not only explore 

who are the most important participants in mass collaboration, but also will learn how to 

evaluate such issues by using digital by-product data.  

4.1.1 Debates about the participants of Wikipedia 

In early 2009, a heated debate broke out within mass media, blogs, the Wikipedia 

organization itself, and related statisticians about the departure of a large number of editors, 

and whether such a widespread dissipation would have an impact on the sites quality of 

content. Certain media casted considerably bad light during such debate: “Volunteers log off 

as Wikipedia ages” (Angwin and Fowler, 2009); “Report claims Wikipedia losing editors in 

droves” (Edwards, 2009); “Report: Wikipedia losing volunteers” (Whitney, 2009); 

“Wikipedia Editors are leaving Wikipedia” (Agarwal, 2009), and “Wikipedia goes down” 

(N/A, 2010). 

These news or comments were based on the statistical report from a Spanish doctoral thesis 

by Ortega (2009). This study used Wikipedia’s online database and analysed the complete 

history of edits made to Wikipedia by registered users in the top ten Wikipedia language 

versions including English Wikipedia. This study claimed that the English Wikipedia had lost 

its editors rapidly, suffering a net loss of 4900 in the first three months of 2008 and over ten 

times that number in the same period in 2009 (Angwin and Fowler, 2009, Ortega, 2009). Such 

continuing decline has been considered a signal of a crisis in Wikipedia’s development (N/A, 

2010), while some even asserted Wikipedia was in decay because its mechanisms were 

getting older (Angwin and Fowler, 2009).  

Such decline has been explained and untangled by different scholars and specialists. Ortega 

suggested this downward spiral of editors leaving Wikipedia would continue and eventually 

harm Wikipedia as a mass collaborative outlet (Barnett, 2009). This quantitative decline has 
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been verified by many other studies. However Wikipedia has responded that this claim of 

decline only rests on Ortega’s definition of a participant on Wikipedia. Wikipedia defines 

participants as people that must have edited at least five times in total, but Ortega’s 

“participant” considered those that have edited only once. However, even if the definitions 

differ greatly, they still cannot deny the fact that the number of at least one-time participants 

in Wikipedia has decreased since 2007 (Zachte, 2009). 

In addition, Wikipedia’s founder Jimmy Wales announced Ortega’s database was inaccurate, 

as the number of editors in English Wikipedia has stabilized when interviewed by Lomas 

(Lomas, 2009). He further pointed out that the majority of articles and edits on Wikipedia 

were contributed by a small group of people. Jimmy Wales said during this interview that, 

“There is a vast majority of Wikipedia where the entry was started by one person, really 

heavily edited by one more, and two or three more have added some comments or critiques 

and changed some spelling or something, so that it does tend to be small group collaboration” 

(Lomas, 2009). Thus he summarized that Wikipedia, in fact, was edited by only about a 

hundred people instead of millions. This statement might imply that even though the number 

of one-time editors in Wikipedia has slightly dropped; it would not affect the development of 

Wikipedia as a whole.  

Graphs in chapter three indicate that there was indeed a “slight decline” in the number of new 

articles and the number of new participants, although it has been explained as numbers that 

“declined slightly and have now stabilized” (Edwards, 2009). Therefore, the debates triggered 

by the media raise two further important questions. The first is whether the number of 

participants of Wikipedia is indeed in decline, and if such decline is confirmed then to what 

extent has the effect been in quantitative terms since Wikipedia was established in 2001. This 

leads us to ponder the second question, that is – who is, after all, the real contributor to 

Wikipedia? In other words, who are the important participants in Wikipedia according to the 

number of their edits? 

4.1.2 Literature review 

In the past decade, Wikipedia has experienced a very fast growth rate, which has been 

discussed as a result of “mass collaboration” (Tapscott and Williams, 2006) by millions of 

volunteers. Researchers have not only recognized the overall importance of the working 

model of mass collaboration, but have also investigated mass collaboration from different 

angles (Benkler, 2006, Surowiecki, 2004, Tapscott and Williams, 2006). Specifically, 

comparison studies between Wikipedia’s collaborative model and that of existing open source 

software have been carried out. Such investigations have confirmed from all perspectives 

including the quantity, diversity and quality that Wikipedia has created a new mass 
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collaboration mode, where the number of contributions correlates with the quality of the 

collaborative products (Anthony et al., 2005, Arazy et al., 2006).   

In fact, the definition of mass collaboration as a mode of working together on a single project, 

has even started in open source software research, in which studies suggested that most of the 

products were created by a small number of experts who are also active in the communication 

process (Lakhani and Hippel, 2003, Mockus et al., 2002). The point of “mass collaboration” 

(Tapscott and Williams, 2006) or “wisdom of crowd” (Surowiecki, 2004) has been considered 

controversial by experienced Wikipedia participants. We found that the quality of mass 

collaboration was defined by the number of participants in some studies (Kittur et al., 2008, 

Kittur and Kraut, 2010, Kittur et al., 2009). Such correlation has been further noted as the 

primary characteristic of Wikipedia – mass collaboration, and also referred to as “the wisdom 

of mobs”, and “swarm intelligence”, which describes the process whereby millions of 

individual users each make contributions and out of this emerges a coherent body of work 

(Swartz, 2004). The central debate about whether Wikipedia is created by a small group or 

millions of participants.  

This freedom and collaborative mode of Wikipedia has generated intense scholarly interest, 

because it not only demonstrates that Wikipedia has created a new means of working together 

(Surowiecki, 2004), but more significantly, it indicates that this model may diminish the 

necessity of authority and expertise (Hippel, 2006). If all of the participants are working at the 

same level on the hierarchy, and the number of participants directly defines the outcome of 

the project, this would overthrow the traditional organizational structure, which relies on 

authority and specialists for quality control. If such hypothesis is true, mass collaboration may 

produce a new model of working organization where the quantity of participants could 

directly affect the quality of products.  

Some studies have addressed their assessment of whether the quality of products from mass 

collaboration depends on the number of participants (O'Reilly, 2005). Initial studies indicated 

that certain features of mass collaboration, such as size, diversity and aggregation trend, may 

be associated with, or even affected by the number of participants and edits. This theory has 

been supported by studies using metrics. Others have argued that the number of participants 

and edits in an article is directly associated with the quality of the article (Lih, 2004, Stvilia et 

al., 2008). These researchers simply provided a correlation between the number of 

participants and the quality of the product, and therefore deduced that Wikipedia is dependent 

on a mass collaboration which sustains itself by all participants (Olleros, 2008).  

However these discussions cannot lead to the conclusion that the number of participants may 

directly reflect the number of contributions. The former is the determinant of the quantity of 
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productive activities as discussed by previous literature, whereas the latter is the number of 

people involved as the component of collaboration. In other words, mass collaboration could 

be executed in two modes: the first is that only a limited number of people participate, yet the 

output from such a small group is still significant; alternatively, there could be a large 

participating group, but each individual only contributes a little, yet the collective 

contribution would also be significant. In this light, previous research does not define which 

model of function could represent Wikipedia’s operation.  

The issue of whether Wikipedia has been mostly based on contributions by a small group of 

people or by a massive crowd also affects some fundamental policies and strategies within 

Wikipedia. For instance, Jimmy Wales, the founder of Wikipedia, claimed on his blog that the 

majority of the total contributions to Wikipedia came from a small group of participants, 

citing the statistics from December 2004, in which 2.5% of the registered participants on the 

site made half of the edits (Wales, 2005b). Based on this result, Wikipedia has developed 

tools and features to meet the demand of this small group of people (Reagle, 2010).  

However, Wikipedia also claimed that all participants are equal on the platform (Ayer, 2008, 

p.57). According to Wikipedia’s policy, the openness and freedom of participation is the 

primary factor which facilitated its speedy development (Almeida et al., 2007, Arazy et al., 

2006, Reagle, 2010). Its strategy of offering everyone including anonymous participants the 

equal position to edit has been questioned by many studies (Denning et al., 2005, Sanger, 

2009) but has also been confirmed as its most useful and valuable mechanism by others 

(Anthony, 2005; Surowiecky, 2005). In fact, these studies on the one hand advocate the 

wisdom of an equal editing policy, on the other hand, they imply every participant in this 

mechanism should have equal right to affect the final product, which is the basic principle of 

mass collaboration. Furthermore, such domination could establish mass collaboration on 

Wikipedia, which could be replicated in other mass collaborative web 2.0 applications. 

However, this conception has been disputed by empirical studies of Wikipedia with statistical 

description of the power law, which means a minority of participants creates a majority of 

content. According to the description in chapter three, the power-law distribution, also named 

the Pareto distribution, has been addressed by some related statistical studies. Voss (2004) 

presented many growth figures of Wikipedia features such as articles, words, links, bytes and 

users, and suggested that the number of unique authors per articles followed a Pareto 

distribution. The Pareto distribution has been cited again in other studies (Kittur et al., 2007a, 

Olleros, 2008, Swartz, 2004). The proposal that a small group leads Wikipedia has been 

supported by the “Inequality of Contribution” study of (Ortega et al., 2008) based on 

statistical analysis. They claimed that the general ratio between the number of participants 
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and their contributions is less than 10% of the total number of participants was responsible for 

more than 90% of the total amount of contributions. This result came from the analysis of the 

top ten language versions of Wikipedia including the English one. This study includes the 

data collected on 30
th
 November 2006. Based on this result, Ortega and his colleagues 

suggested that it is possible to identify a “core” group of participants that require the majority 

of attention from software or tools designed for Wikipedia (Ortega et al., 2008). Similarly, 

through exploring who dominates Wikipedia’s edits, it is possible to determine which style of 

mass collaboration Wikipedia assumes.  

The statement that “mass collaboration” is dominated by a small group of participants has 

been argued by (Kittur et al., 2007a). Firstly, their study proved that a Pareto distribution 

existed in the participation pattern of Wikipedia. However, the primary argument from their 

study was that, “A closer look revealed a major shift in the distribution of work”. This study 

claimed that the small group of participants who contributed the majority of the edits had 

been replaced by an increasing number of participants who each made only a small number of 

edits. Furthermore, they also claimed the shift could be explained as the outcome of a marked 

growth of low-edit participants rather than as an effect of high-edit participants leaving or 

reducing their activities.  

However, there are many methodological issues, which might affect the accuracy and 

consideration of Kittur at al.’s study. The test database was the history dumps generated on 

2
nd

 July 2006, which could be considered small, especially given Wikipedia’s growth, 

although it was new at that time. In his work, Kittur claimed that there was a shift in 2004 as 

to who contributed the majority of content in Wikipedia from the “elites” to the “crowd” 

contributors. But it is debatable to reach a conclusion about a shift having occurred in 2004 on 

the basis of an analysis of only six years of data culminating in the middle of 2006. To claim, 

further, that if the trend existed in 2004 then the shifting trend of crowd’s contribution would 

be maintained in the future is also problematical.  

In conclusion, the participation pattern of Wikipedia has been described in two different ways. 

Some theoretical studies emphasize its open and free mechanism in Wikipedia and thus 

suggest that the mass collaboration pattern in Wikipedia has developed because every 

participant has equal influence to the content. However, other empirical works based on 

statistical results argue that mass collaboration of Wikipedia follows the power law, in which 

a majority of contents are created by a small portion of participants. From our own analysis in 

chapter three, the power-law has been supported by the generated Pareto distribution. 

However, the third statement is addressed by Kittur (Kittur et al., 2007a), which suggests that 

although the most of Wikipedia’s content was previously contributed by a small group, a 
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change occurred alongside the development of Wikipedia. He indicated that there was a shift 

from the obvious power-law (a minority of participants responsible for majority of content) to 

the wisdom of the crowd, in which the majority of participants increased their proportion of 

edits compared to previous periods. But his argument was based on only six years of data, 

which lacks enough information to fully convince. 

From the introduction of previous literature, we have attempted to clarify that this chapter 

focuses on examining whether the distribution of edits per participants changed alongside the 

development of Wikipedia. Is it possible that Wikipedia has already become a more 

decentralized system where a majority of content is contributed by a majority of participants 

instead of the established power law? If such prediction could be validated, we could further 

prove that the development of Wikipedia is based on both the manifestations of mass 

collaboration, which would enable us to extend our knowledge on mass collaboration, and 

even the entire concept of web 2.0 applications. 

4.2 Method 

The data used in this chapter were generated from the free data dump “stub-meta-history” on 

11
th
 Oct 2010. The data is 13.8GB with 13% compression. This data set was imported into the 

Oracle 11 database management system to process and analyse. The data set consists of 

information about every edit, including the edit time, the user ID of the editor and the 

summary of content. In other words, we are able to inspect people’s edit behaviours over time.  

The original data set includes 359,407,803 cases in total, among which 272,286,668 edits 

were created by 3,884,256 distinct registered participants and 87,121,135 edits were made 

anonymously. The first edit was made at 20:08 16
th
 Jan 2001 and the last edit at 19:17, 11st 

Oct 2010.  

For the definition of administration in Wikipedia, we use the user status data dump 

downloaded from Wikipedia. From this data set, we collected lists of 1769 administrators and 

660 bots for analysis. The administration list shows the editing behaviours of administrators 

A bot is an automatic technical tool authorized by administrators and some senior participants 

for maintenance of Wikipedia by reversing deletion and preventing vandalism.  

4.3 Analysis 

In order to evaluate who dominates Wikipedia in terms of participation, we will generate 

some graphical descriptions. The first section will introduce the growth and fluctuation of 

Wikipedia to illustrate that the change of contributions in the development of Wikipedia is 

dynamic and rapid. In the second section, we hypothesize who may be the important 
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participants. Following our hypothesis, the third section illustrates the changes in the number 

of edits made by different participant groups categorized by their number of edits. These 

results provide clues about who might dominate Wikipedia, and also address the question of 

whether Wikipedia is a process of mass collaboration or just a specific collaborative product 

made by a small group of elites. Finally, the fourth section discusses whether the 

administration group has specific influence on editing Wikipedia.  

4.3.1 Growth and fluctuation of Wikipedia 

The number of articles on Wikipedia experienced a considerable growth, which is considered 

a great achievement for collaborative participation. However, in addition to the increasing 

number of articles, there are factors in Wikipedia that have changed in the last decade. These 

changes represent the trend of Wikipedia’s development and have important implications for 

the future direction of the site. Wikipedia has seen overall increases in its edits since it was 

launched in 2001.  

Figure 4-1 illustrates that the number of edits per month has been maintained at a steady level 

since it was first launched. From 2004 to 2007, this number experienced a sharp increase, 

followed by fluctuations at 5,000,000 edits per month. Based on this trend in the change of 

number of edits in Wikipedia, we can predict two possible outcomes of development. One is 

that the number of edits will follow its current fluctuation; another is that the number of edits 

may undergo an intermittent increase as was the case between 2004 and 2007.   
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Figure 4-1 Growth of edits per month in Wikipedia 
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The number of active participants monthly is shown in Figure 4-2. According to our records, 

Wikipedia currently has millions of registered participants, but not everyone contributes all 

the time. The change of number of participants has a similar appearance as the change of 

number of edits monthly. After a steady period, the number of active participants who edited 

articles increased suddenly from 2004 to 2007. After this jump in active participation, the 

number of active participants fluctuated until mid-August, 2010.  

The shift from a stable horizontal growth to a sharp rise is not an exponential model. However, 

it suggests that Wikipedia experienced considerable development in the period between 2004 

and 2007, which will help to illuminate our hypothesis.  

Based on the two observations above, we found that changes in the total number of edits per 

month and the total number of active participants have a similar shape, which could be 

described by the invariance-sharp raise-invariance model. It suggests that Wikipedia has 

attracted an increasing number of participations quantitatively within the specific period. 

Figure 4-3 shows that the average number of edits per participant rose for a short period of 

time and fell quickly at the beginning of Wikipedia’s development. More specifically, the 

sudden rise occurred between May 2002 and January 2003. The average number of edits per 

participants peaked at 150, which means that there were on average 150 edits made by one 

participant at that particular time point. However, such a number remained at a stable level 

from January 2006. This curve not only shows the change of edits per participant, but also 

illustrates that the rate of edits per participants keep the certain value from September 2006 

approximately.  

This section provides a general description of growth in Wikipedia observed from a number 

of perspectives, including the number of edits, the number of participants and the average 

edits per participant. According to these graphs, we found both the number of edits and 

participants rose sharply and then tended to remain unchanged from 2006 onwards. The 

average number of edits per participant had fluctuated at the end of 2002 to the beginning of 

2003, then the entire line changed downwards gradually, which might suggest that the most 

active and productive period of participation may have been the year between 2002 to 2003 

since the unit of edits per person was significantly higher. Based on these general descriptions 

of numbers, we propose some hypotheses in the next section to discuss the influence of 

participants at different editing levels.  
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Figure 4-2 Growth of unique participants per month in Wikipedia 
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Figure 4-3 Average number of edits per participant in Wikipedia by month 

 

4.3.2 Hypothesis of influence of participants 

The last section illustrated that Wikipedia has been able to attract an impressive number of 

participants who have created accounts and have edited at least once. However, the fact that a 

massive number of people can contribute easily does not mean that everyone made an equal 
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contribution to Wikipedia. Similarly, the fact that anyone can modify or change the articles 

does not mean that all authors have similar power to affect Wikipedia as in a democratic 

system. In this section, we will examine the argument of Kittur et al. (2007a) to explore which 

mass collaborative pattern Wikipedia follows and whether it has changed during Wikipedia’s 

development.  

In order to examine how equal or unequal the contributions and the participations from 

different participants are, we proposed three possibilities to characterize mass collaboration. 

One possibility is that Wikipedia is indeed produced by a massive “nobody”. Technically, this 

possibility would show the Pareto distribution has changed or is changing along with 

Wikipedia’s continuing growth. In this case, Wikipedia would provide an important case 

study of how internet-based platforms eliminate privilege and hierarchical systems in order to 

make millions of participants collaborate towards one goal. The second possibility is that the 

content of Wikipedia is generated by a small group of active participants without authority, 

represented by a continual Pareto distribution. In this hypothesis, Wikipedia is a semi-

democratic organization, because the great majority of participants in Wikipedia depend on 

their active participation instead of administration title. In other words, Wikipedia has mainly 

been produced by a small group of volunteers.  

The two possibilities above were sketched out in previous studies but if the second possibility 

existed, we propose to further examine the position of the administrators of Wikipedia, and, in 

particular, to test for the existence of a hierarchical structure. A third possibility is that 

Wikipedia is still a web-based encyclopaedia dominated by a small group of authorized 

administrators, who have a privileged technical power in comparison with normal participants. 

If the third hypothesis is proven then Wikipedia, surprisingly, will not be a verification of the 

concept of mass collaboration. It could be that there is no mass collaboration in current 

internet-based platform, despite Wikipedia championing itself as a freely collaborative 

community.  

In order to specify these possibilities against the measurable factors of Wikipedia, we 

summarize the process of deduction as follows:  

If the first possibility is true, then Wikipedia is an entirely decentred mass collaboration; 

If the second possibility is true, then Wikipedia is an elite-dominated mass collaboration; 

If the third possibility is true, then Wikipedia is an administrator-dominated working system. 
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4.3.3 Edits made by different groups 

To categorise participants, we have used the number of edits to assign them to a particular 

group. Following the detection of a Pareto distribution, we named participants with the 

highest number of edits as “elites” and participants with lower number of edits as “crowds”. It 

is important to separate the “elites” and “crowds” in our analysis in order to examine mass 

collaboration in Wikipedia. Therefore, we propose to use the number of edits to define groups 

based on the basic calculation of edits as follows. We divided participants in Wikipedia into 

five groups in decreasing order of editing activity: 

 Group 1: Participants who made more than 15,000 (15K+) edits; 

 Group 2: Participants who made between 1000 (1K) and 14999 (<15K) edits; 

 Group 3: Participants who made between 100 and 999 (<1K) edits; 

 Group 4: Participants who made between 5 and 99 edits; 

 Group 5: Participants who made between 1 and 4 edits; 

The numerical criteria defining the groups are based on our basic calculation about the 

number of edits made by the most active participants.  The ‘15K’ is the average number of 

edits of the top 100 participants in 2007 and the ‘1K’ is the average number edits of the top 

100 participants in 2004. The ‘100’ is the average edits of the top 100 participants in 2002. 

The ‘5’ is the standard Wikipedia statistics offer to define the ‘Wikipedian’, active participant.  

Figure 4-4 shows the growth in the number of participants in the different groups. The curve 

illustrates that group 1 and 2 represented by the green and blue lines, share a similar shape, 

which kept the same value from 2001 to 2004, and increased sharply until the middle of 2006, 

after which the number of participants fluctuated and decreased gradually. It is noted that the 

period of growth takes place between 2004-2006, which is the same period as an increase in 

the number of total participants takes place. The number of participants in group 3, 

represented as a brown line, rose gradually from 2004 to 2006 when compared to group 1 and 

group 2. The number of participants in group 3 has also fluctuated, and decreased slightly 

from 2006. The number of participants in group 4 (purple line) has a shape generally similar 

to that of the group 3 but the gradient is much more gentle. Finally, the number of participants 

in group 5 (yellow line) has increased only fractionally. That suggests that from the outset the 

number of those who have made the largest number of edits has always been small. 

Conversely, the number of participants with fewer than 100 edits totally rose sharply and 

comprises the majority of participants.  
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Figure 4-4 Number of participant grouped by the number of edits monthly 

[Originally in colour] 
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We now turn to discuss the number of edits made by participants in different editing levels 

based on Figure 4-5. It is interesting to note that the order of edits made by participants in 

different groups is the reverse of the order of the number of participants in the different 

groups. Specifically, group 5 which had more than 15,000 edits in total, has provided the 

highest number of edits, although it has the smallest number of participants. In fact, the shape 

of the number of edits made by participants differs from that of participants. The curves 

representing the number of edits have fluctuated much more than the lines of participants. 

However, when combining these two figures, it becomes clear that though the majority of 

participants are in group 1, the group who made fewer than 5 edits, have the lowest number of 

contributions in terms of absolute value; whereas the smallest number of participants, those in 

the group 5 who made more than 15,000 edits contributed at the highest level compared to 

other groups. It is also noted that group 4 and 5 share an almost similar shape until the end of 

2006. After that, group 4 declined gradually whereas the number in group 5 increased with 

some fluctuation.  
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Figure 4-5 Number of total edits made by participants in different editing groups 

[Originally in colour] 
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Figure 4-6 Average number of edits per participants in different editing groups 

[Originally in colour] 

To further analyse the number of edits used to define the groups, we calculated the number of 

edits per participant in different groups. Figure 4-6 shows that the average number of edits per 

participant in different editing groups, in which the average number of edits in the group 5 

(elites participants with more than 15000 edits) has the highest average number of edits. More 
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importantly, the peak point of approximately 1250 edits per participant has been reached 

twice during Wikipedia’s development in 2002 and in 2009. It suggests that high-contribution 

elites might have had two active periods in which their contribution rate increased. Another 

important finding is that the average number of edits per participant in group 1, 2, and 3 is 

very similar and there were no marked changes over the last decade.  

In this section, we have discussed the changes in the number of edits, participants and average 

number of edits per participant in different groups as defined by the number of edits per 

individual. We found that the small group of people have edited more than the groups 

including a large number of participants. However, the absolute value of edits in different 

groups could not define who had contributed the majority of the content in Wikipedia. In the 

next section, we calculate the percentage of edits made monthly by different groups, which 

will allow us to specifically explore who have made the major contributions in Wikipedia and 

also to examine whether there was any change in editing practices during the development of 

Wikipedia.  

4.3.4 Changes of proportion in edits by different groups 

This section will examine the proportion of edits produced by the different participation 

groups. Following the study of Kittur et al. (2007a), we can test whether the proportion of 

edits has changed from 2001 to 2010. Another important point is their claim that this “shift” 

occurred in 2004 (Kittur et al., 2007a).  

In Figure 4-7, it is clear that group 5 made approximately 40% of the total edits in the latter 

part of 2002. More interestingly, group 4 also contributed quite a high percentage from March, 

2001 to the latter part of 2002; whereas prior to that, group 3 contributed the majority of edits. 

Another important issue is that group 4 has edited almost 40% from 2003 to 2006, which was 

roughly equal to the proportion made by group 5. However, this balance of equal contribution 

was broken from the end of 2006, when group 5 started making the absolute majority of 

contributions among the five groups and the percentages made by other groups have remained 

stable up until 2010.  

Figure 4-7 shows that groups divided by their number of total edits have been responsible for 

the majority of edits in order of: group 3; group 4; and group 5 – which made around half of 

all edits during Wikipedia’s development. This observation illustrates that the development of 

Wikipedia has always been led by a small group of participants. In other words, a small group 

of top-level editors has always been responsible for the majority of content on Wikipedia. 

However, along with the development of Wikipedia, the standard of top-level edits has 

changed from hundreds to millions. Following this assumption, we can deduce that if the 
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participants with the top-level edits have maintained their contribution in both quality and 

quantity, the quality and quantity of Wikipedia should not have weakened.  

Although in the specific period under review, group 4 and group 5 share an almost equal 

percentage of edits, we still can claim that Wikipedia has been produced by a small group of 

active participants because the total number of participants in those groups comprises fewer 

than 20% of the total number of participants. However, there is no evidence of any marked 

shift in the proportion of the overall total of edits which these two groups contributed from 

the middle of 2002 to the end of 2010.  
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Figure 4-7 Percentage of edits made by participants in different editing groups 

[Originally in colour] 
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Figure 4-8 Percentage of the number of participants in different editing groups 

[Originally in colour]  

 

As showed above, Figure 4-8 discusses the change in the percentage of participants in 

different editing groups. It clearly indicates that the percentage of participants with different 

editing levels has fluctuated since Wikipedia was founded, up until 2006. After that the 
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percentage of groups 1 and 2 has increased to almost 40% each, while group 5 keeps less than 

3% of the total number of participants. It does not only show that the participants with higher 

edits only take a few percentage of participants, also illustrates that participation in Wikipedia 

may have stabilised in 2006 and all groups have remained unchanged since then.  

Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8 demonstrate that Wikipedia still follows the Pareto distribution, in 

which a majority of content is only produced by a small group of participants. The results 

from both the number of edits and the number of participants suggest that Wikipedia has 

maintained a continual Pareto distribution over the last decade. Therefore, we propose that 

Wikipedia might follow either the elites-dominated system or administrators-dominated 

system. However, this result by itself cannot provide an answer as to whether Wikipedia is 

produced by privileged participants-administrators or just unauthorized participant “elites” 

who have come to dominate the semi-democratic system. This issue will be discussed in the 

next section.  

4.3.5 Influence of administrators 

The previous section introduced the proportion of edits and participants respectively in 

different groups which were identified by their edit level, whereas this section will examine 

the percentage of the amount of edits and the number of people categorised between 

administrator groups and normal participants group, which is defined based on their authority. 

With this issue explored we will then be able to discuss whether Wikipedia is an authority-

oriented system or a non-authority-oriented system. Although in the last section we clarified 

that Wikipedia has been produced by a small group of participants, we cannot define whether 

administrators were included in this small group of “elites”. Therefore, we have divided the 

participants into administrators and non-administrators to test whether administrators 

contributed more to Wikipedia.  

First of all, we need to clarify who the administrators of Wikipedia are. As we introduced in 

chapter two, administrators are selected by an agreed process, which involves: self-

nomination or nomination by others; providing a self-statement; a poll; and empowering them 

with an administration title. Administrators are elected by the consensus of more than 80% 

approval in the community. Wikipedia claims it is a non-hierarchical system in which the 

status of administration is granted only for technical reasons since the server cannot entitle 

everyone with similar technical rights. However, administrators do indeed have some 

privileges which general participants do not have, such as blocking or unblocking articles, and 
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blocking or unblocking editing rights for particular participants
28

. Because of this, 

administrators could be considered particular participants with specific rights.  

Unlike the “elites” with higher number of edits, administrators may not have a higher quantity 

of contributions, because the number of edits is not the primary factor of their election
29

. In 

other words, administrators are not required to be “elites” with a large number of edits to 

stand for election. In particular, we will first explore the number of edits made by 

administrators. It is clear that the contribution of administrators has increased sharply since 

the end of 2006 and fluctuated afterward.  

Administrators may affect participation in Wikipedia in different ways due to their ability to 

control others’ edits. As we can see Figure 4-9, the average number of edits per administrator 

is higher than the average number made by normal participants. Generally, the average 

number of edits per person made by normal participants has remained steady between 50 to 

100, whereas the number of edits per person made by administrators rose and remained 

between 500 to 600. In other words, the number of edits per person made by administrators is 

ten times that made by the crowd. This contrast repeatedly manifests the Pareto distribution of 

Wikipedia where the administrator group representing a small group of elites contributed the 

most. 

                                                      
28 The details from the administration policy of Wikipedia at 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Administration 
29 In the explanation of guiding to requests for administrators nominees, the number of edits is 

important but not identified as a necessary factor of success, from 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Guide_to_requests_for_adminship 
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Figure 4-9 Number of edits made by administrators per month 
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Figure 4-10 Average number of edits per participant in admin and  

normal participant groups respectively 

[Originally in colour] 
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Figure 4-11 Percentage of edits made by administrators against total edits 

[Originally in colour] 

 

Although the average number of edits per administrator is higher than that of normal 

participants, the percentage of edits made by administrators did not count bigger in the total 

number of edits in Figure 4-12. It shows that administrators’ contributions do not dominate 
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the total number of edits, unlike those of  the “elites” with high-edits which we highlighted in 

the previous section.  

This section has discovered the administrators’ influence on Wikipedia by calculating their 

edits and the percentage of total edits. There are two findings: first, the quantity of edits 

produced by administrators is much higher than the average amount of edits made by un-

authorized participants, which suggests that administrators are one of the important parts of 

the “small group of elites” who contribute the greater part of content to Wikipedia. Second, 

the number of edits produced by administrators actually provided only a small portion of total 

edits to Wikipedia, because there are only over 1790 administrators (as of data) compared 

with millions of participants. The fact that administrators have made only a small proportion 

of edits also demonstrates that they have not dominated the edits in the way that our 

hypothesis postulated. Therefore, the hypothesis of an administrator-dominated system is 

disproved.  

Thus, by combining the examinations discussed in the previous sub-sections within this 

section, our analysis indicates that the mass collaboration pattern in Wikipedia has semi-

democratic characteristics, in which non-authorized elites with high-level edits dominate a 

majority of content in terms of the quantity of edits. 

4.4 Conclusion 

The success of Wikipedia has attracted intense academic attention; especially since a large 

body of diverse volunteers generates its contents in a seemingly loose and uncontrolled 

organizational system. The question of who has made the majority of contributions to 

Wikipedia has been the subject of heated discussions within and outside Wikipedia’s 

community. Some believe that the secret of Wikipedia’s success is the result of the cohesion 

of administrators and their higher contributions, and accordingly they have claimed that 

Wikipedia is a hierarchical system like other off-line multi-author productions (Beschastnikh 

et al., 2008, Burke and Kraut, 2008b). Others have claimed that Wikipedia is an innovative 

system which provides equal rights to all participants to affect content, and their opinions 

supported the “wisdom of crowds” in terms of practice (Lih, 2009b, Surowiecki, 2004). 

Between these polar opposites, is the view of Kittur el al. (2007a) who advanced a third view, 

that the mass collaboration pattern in Wikipedia has shifted from manifesting the contribution 

of smaller portion of elites to the wisdom of crowds.  

In contributing to this academic discussion this chapter offered descriptive figures to indicate 

the quantitative changes in articles, edits, and participants. Secondly, we proposed three 

possibilities of mass collaboration which might be represented in our findings; including a 
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democratic system in which everyone has equal authority; a semi-democratic system which is 

dominated by un-authorized elites, and a hierarchical system dominated by elected 

administrators.  

In order to evaluate the proposed possibilities, we divided participants in two ways: the first 

were divided into five groups according to the quantity of their edits; and the second were 

divided into two groups based on their privilege status. Based on these definitions, we 

compared the proportion of edits produced by each group to determine their domination of 

Wikipedia’s content in quantitative terms.  

We have demonstrated that the overall change of edits was not due to the growth of low-edit 

participant groups, but instead was driven by an increase in elite participants’ activity 

according to the rise of average edits per person in different groups. In other words, the elites 

with a high number of edits were responsible for approximately half of the total edits from 

2006 because of their active and continuously increasing contribution compared to unchanged 

level of edits by other groups. It was also illustrated that participation in Wikipedia did not 

shift from a small group of elites to a massive contribution from crowds, as suggested by 

Kittur el al (2007a). On the contrary, after a slight shift between activities in groups 4 and 5, 

the elites with the number of edits still continued to produce around 50% of edits from the 

middle of 2007. These results suggest that elites with the highest number of edits were not 

only the early pioneers who selected and refined Wikipedia’s direction, but also were the 

mainstay of maintaining its development.  

Although Wikipedia did have a team of administrators to maintain the organization, those 

administrators did not dominate the content. It can be assumed that Wikipedia is directed by 

the group who make a majority of these contributions. Our analysis demonstrates that the 

administrators generally are high-edit participants but their edits did not count for a 

considerable percentage of the total edits. Therefore, it was found that administrators are 

unable to affect Wikipedia’s content in a meaningful sense. It is noted that our study did not 

deny that administrators influenced maintaining Wikipedia in terms of organization, such as 

preventing vandalism. Our argument is that administrators are not the major contribution 

group that actually works on content. 

This chapter suggests that Wikipedia is produced by a small group of participants regardless 

of their administrative status. A collaborative process like Wikipedia is different from that of 

traditional technological products in that a certain number of authorized members could be 

empowered to manage the entire system. Wikipedia has been dominated by a small group of 

participants with high-edits, but such a group is dynamic and changes along with the activities 

of volunteers. 
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We also argued that such a collaborative system is much looser than the traditional multi-

author system in which knowledgeable persons have been selected to be responsible for edits 

according to their knowledge and related experience. Wikipedia offers a self-nominated 

system where participants could work at editing more to become one of the dominating 

groups. Based on our studies, we clarified that the administrator group does not dominate the 

process of mass collaboration on Wikipedia, which suggests that being an administrator might 

not be a decisive factor to consider when participants want to make their contributions more 

significant.  

Our judgement of the dominating participants of Wikipedia is based on the examination and 

comparison of the amount of edits and the proportion of total edits to which they had 

contributed. There are two main reasons why we chose to investigate the amount of edits. 

First, this is the way that previous researchers have employed to simplify the collaborative 

model of Wikipedia to a type of production activity based on the unit of edits. This simplifies 

the process of analysis and facilitates direct calculation when there is a large database. 

Secondly, our research regards Wikipedia as a new cooperative model and an example of 

mass collaboration based on the discussion in chapter three. In fact, mass collaboration is the 

process of people working together under a certain organizational system. In the traditional 

organization system, we take the working hour of individuals as the basic evaluating method 

to calculate their contribution. Here, in Wikipedia, the basic calculating unit of their 

contribution is the “edits” they make. Therefore, although edits might not be only way to 

evaluate participants’ contribution in Wikipedia, we regard it as the basic unit of evaluating 

contribution.  

From a methodological perspective, this chapter contributed to the issue of applying digital 

by-product data to explore the influence of participants when divided by their edits. Generally, 

this chapter attempted to use digital by-product data to define their cases instead of using 

social data such as gender and age collected by surveys. We used the quantitative term of 

what they did to identify what they are and what influence they have. This chapter 

demonstrates that digital data can be used to describe a macro view of participating 

behaviours dynamically.  

Besides defining distinct groups, this chapter demonstrated the effectiveness of graphic 

presentations in the data mining process. The thousands and hundreds of cases have been 

formulated into several figures to illustrate changes alongside Wikipedia’s development. The 

emphasis was put on the dynamics found in the time line. This method offers considerable 

advantages for exploring a huge number of data in spatio-temporal terms.  
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The findings of this chapter led us to ponder another question, what is the role and function 

exactly for administrators within Wikipedia’s mass collaboration model. As we have shown, 

Wikipedia is a semi-democratic system in which the majority of contributions come from the 

elite groups, so we wonder what the value of these administrators is in ensuring mass 

collaboration. This question will be addressed in the next chapter. 
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The previous empirical chapter examined the possibility of domination by particular groups in 

the collaborative participation of Wikipedia. We discovered that the most influential 

participants in Wikipedia were those who were without the privileged power of administrators, 

but had a large number of recorded edits. By comparing the quantity of edits made by 

different types of participants, we concluded that Wikipedia is operating a semi-democratic 

system; the content of which is dominated by a population of elites without the authority 

vested in administrators to change content. Such a conclusion was drawn because a small 

group of high-edit-record elites contributed to more than half of the contents on Wikipedia 

since 2006, and there was less influence from administrators with regards to the quantity of 

edits. In fact, we discovered that the group of administrators did not have a considerable 

percentage of total edits so as to dominate the direction of content. Thus, we demonstrated 

that Wikipedia is mainly produced by a small group of non-administration participants with 

high levels of enthusiasm and a high edit-record.  

In the previous two chapters, we focused on a broad and general analysis of Wikipedia to 

explore mass collaboration. This allows us to understand the development and organization 

mechanism of Wikipedia; how each article in Wikipedia comes about with the collaboration 

of millions of participants awaits further research. Therefore in this chapter, we will utilize 

visualization to study the establishment and development of individual articles. 

As a product created by millions of participants, we cannot assume that collaborative 

activities on Wikipedia only show one pattern. Therefore, we attempt to describe such 

patterns of collaboration by visualizing the edit histories of individual pages. Every individual 

page could be treated as a single dataset of mass collaboration for visualization. In order to 

understand how mass collaboration works on individual pages, all investigations will be based 

Chapter 5 
                                

Visualizing mass-authoring 

collaboration in articles  
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on digital by-product data, in contrast to transactional data from traditional sample surveys. 

This approach will demonstrate how digital by-product data could be used by social science 

researchers taking a micro-view. Because the histories of edits in Wikipedia are generated in 

an electronic format, special tools are required to extract and analyse that data. Also, because 

Wikipedia has millions of webpages including articles, discussion pages, user pages and so on, 

this study will pick out samples from different type of articles to generate patterns of mass 

collaboration. 

 

5.1 Introduction 

We argue that the best way to extract patterns from a large amount of data with regular 

patterns and in chronological order is visualization. First, we clarify what editing behaviours 

are in the context of the establishment and development of individual articles, and 

demonstrate the possibility of visualising this data. We then introduce what visualization is 

and its wide application in scientific research. Finally, we introduce the advantages of 

applying visualization and the detailed procedures involved. 

5.1.1 Editing behaviours and the difficulties of reading and understanding them 

As we previously introduced, editing behaviours are recorded and visible for us in the digital 

by-product data format. However, these datasets may be huge with many intricate 

connections, which make it difficult for researchers to extract useful information using simple 

data processing approaches. For studies aiming to gain a microscopic view of Wikipedia, 

researchers wish to observe more clearly and directly how Wikipedia developed, how each 

article came about, what each participant brought to the site and similar information. However, 

as the generation of digital by-product data is automatic and without any particular purpose, 

the data that we wish to acquire will not simply appear, and even if links appear, there will be 

no straightforward answer to those what and how questions without some in-depth analysis of 

the data. For example, in looking at the million editing records for the article ‘York’, each 

contains the time of edit, the participant and the content of that edit. Yet the simple 

conglomeration of edit records still cannot answer the seemingly simple questions of how the 

article “York” came into existence, and how the editing of the article took place. Using multi-

dimensional digital by-product data, we want to visualize how people produce an article 

collaboratively. Although the platform based on Wiki-technique can store all individual edits 

in a chronological order, it still remains a challenge for us to use and present the data 

appropriately. 
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The three main challenges of using large databases to answer descriptive questions are: First, 

the amount of data defies answering any academic questions by its sheer scale. In fact, we can 

hardly present all relevant information in a single graph with a single dimension. With regard 

to the scale of production in Wikipedia, the English Wikipedia has seen 122,387 edits every 

10 minutes from 2004 to 2006. Such a large scale of collaboration is hard to scrutinize and 

understand in simple terms. Secondly, the intricate data structure prevents scrutiny of all the 

relationship between data at the same time. Some of the data may have direct or indirect 

connection with others, and understanding such relationships can provide further insight and 

enrich meaning. For example, Wikipedia records all editing behaviour in chronological order. 

However, the data from the record do not readily reveal that some of these edits are for the 

same article, and some edits are made by the same participant. Some edits may not be written 

by one participant, they may be generated by authors who share a common interest. This extra 

information hidden in the database can serve as beneficial supplementary explanations for us 

to understand the database. However, realistically, it can be a challenge to express this 

supplementary information together with the originally findings about editing behaviours 

simultaneously. Third, the behaviours are dynamic, which make it difficult to clearly 

demonstrate the changes and the multi-dimensional connections using simple textual 

descriptions or line graphs. To illustrate the point, with regard to the frequency of article edits, 

on average an individual article has more than 17 edits
30

, and most featured articles have ten-

thousand edits in total. An article’s editing history includes so many individual edits which 

prevents easy perception of a clear pattern. Particularly, edits created by different participants 

with varying lengths can increase the difficulty of using statistical modelling.  

We want to specifically narrow down our research to observe mass collaboration in 

Wikipedia articles. It is generally difficult to describe how people edit one article with equal 

rights in Wikipedia, as articles in Wikipedia mostly appear as a finished textual product, 

which provides no details of how much each author contributed to the article’s content. The 

structure and the content of the article, the editing participants, the time of editing and the 

number of edits all comprise an intricate dataset, which prevents a simple description by 

textual or graphical explanation.  

Therefore, the only possible way to see the evolution of an article produced by thousands of 

participants over time is to represent all editing behaviours with a timeline. In doing so, we 

need to identify all edits and the respective authors in the same image according to the time of 

edit. Therefore, we explored the presentational form of data mining– which is visualization. 

In order to describe how people collaborate in producing an individual article and evaluate the 

                                                      
30 http://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wikimedia_in_figures_-_Wikipedia 
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article based on edits, the most direct and efficient way is to use colour-coding graphics to 

describe the information flow.  

5.1.2 What is visualization  

Visualization is a vague term without any agreed definition in academia. It is often used to 

analyse large databases and represent the interesting information behind it. This method has 

been applied widely in scientific research since the 1960s (Gallagher, 1995a). In the early 

days, visualization was used in the field of computer graphics and engineering design, in 

order to make, “Complex states of behaviours comprehensible to the human eye” (Gallagher, 

1995c). This method has been described as the process in which, “Images and signals may be 

captured from cameras or sensors, transformed by image processing, and presented pictorially 

on hard or soft copy output” (McCormick et al., 1987b).  

In particular, the definition of visualization in science research emphasizes two issues:  

function of display and a solution to a problem. First, visualization is an improved solution of 

communication (Shephard and Schroeder, 1995), and a comprehensive way to display outputs 

(Gallagher, 1995c). The goal of using visualization in scientific analyses is to help interpret 

the results of the information generated from studies. Scientists and engineers believe that 

visualization can depict their intricate results in an appropriate manner, without tampering 

with the accurate analysis produced (Shephard and Schroeder, 1995).  

Second, visualization is more than merely displaying results in scientific research; it also 

plays an important role as part of the analysing process during the research. In computer 

science and engineering, visualization has been concerned as an equally essential component 

as modelling and analysis in engineering design. It is clear that visualization using computer 

graphics shares an equal position as modelling and analysis in scientific research. Just like 

contributing new equations in order to contribute to research, scientists now could also 

improve visualization to enhance their research performance. Generally, visualization itself 

has been regarded as a science to be concentrated on and developed into different 

representation and techniques (Gallagher, 1995b); such as surface rendering algorithms 

(Kaufman and Sobierajski, 1995), and animation design (Pepke, 1995). 

The visualization in traditional scientific areas mainly relies on calculations and simulations 

by computers to generate three-dimensional products in architectural, meteorological, medical 

and biological fields. Visualization represents a single, unified collection of computer graphic 

techniques for displaying scientific behaviours. The reference work of visualization in 

scientific research includes how to mine visible data; how to use computing techniques to 

visualize data and the different software required to support them (Gallagher, 1995a). In its 
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application,  visualization uses several means including searching, data mining and 

exploratory data analysis, analysing and modelling of data in order to extract abstract data 

into concrete visual representations and displays (Workshop, 1997). 

Depending on the technical basis, the available data and the expressive terms, visualization 

can be categorized differently. As we have mentioned earlier, there is no unified definition of 

visualization as a whole, not to mention its various categories and subsets. Therefore, we will 

emphasize two subsets of visualization, which will be the focus of this thesis. 

The first subset of visualization we will introduce is called information visualization, which is 

the study of, “The visual representation of large-scale collections of non-numerical 

information, such as files and lines of code in software systems, library and bibliographic 

databases, networks of relations on the internet and so forth” (Friendly. M, 2008). This 

method is mainly used to generate descriptions and summaries for large datasets. In order to 

represent the information in an appropriate format, this method is designed for the human eye 

to distinguish and read. Through visual impression and gross categorization through suitable 

colours and bandwidths, audiences can readily detect interesting pieces of information from 

an entire visualization (Sack, 2000). In comparison to other categorizations, this way of 

classifying the visualization subject mainly depends on whether it contains non-numerical 

information. 

Another way to divide visualization is to focus on the subject, which is the focus of flow 

visualization. This method relies on fluid dynamics to generate visible patterns from a data 

flow. In reality, this method was frequently used in environmental studies to observe and tract 

the movement of water, air or smoke. Specifically speaking, it uses different intensities of 

colour to represent differences in speed and quality. Furthermore, the colour changes can also 

reflect changes over time. As the method matured, flow visualization was widely applied to 

describe the dynamics of information transections. The information can be treated like water 

or air which could be represented by colours to describe the amount, speed and source. 

Additionally, the way that colours can represent the dynamic flow on the time axis will be 

useful in visualizing mass-authored text.  

In fact, visualization has received attention from the general academia as, “A method for 

seeing the unseen” (McCormick et al., 1987a) in the 1980s. This definition provided a much 

wider space for social scientists to apply it at the beginning stages of application. Social 

scientists identify visualization methodology as including all visible images, such as 

photographs, videos, movies, computer graphics and so on. In social science, visualization 

acts as a methodology of representing phenomena, which is not like the method of displaying 
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procedure and results of research. The former one is more intuitionistic, and is visualized and 

obtained directly, whereas the latter entails computation, analysis, animation and requires 

accuracy and precision, which cannot be obtained directly.  

A variety of creative and innovative visualization techniques have emerged more recently that 

enable social scientists to see and explore online phenomena, especially among sharing 

communities and internet social networks (Brandes, U. and Wagner, D, 2001). In contrast to 

providing software to scientific studies, many technicians and scientists found that more and 

more visualization software can provide social scientists with a comprehensive slew of 

analytical options, which is otherwise generally unavailable to more conventional social 

scientific studies. In addition, the increasing popularity of the internet, as we mentioned 

before, has also promoted the accessibility of many digital by-product data resources, 

allowing more and more social scientists to utilize an unprecedented range of visualization 

techniques and software. We argue that visualization methodology has many advantages 

which can encourage social scientists to improve their productivity in the internet age. 

Visualization has become an essential component in many scientific fields including biology 

and medical research. Biologists study cells and generate 3D confocal microscopy datasets, 

radiologists identify and quantify diseases from MRI and CT scans, and neuroscientists detect 

regional metabolic brain activity from PET and MEG scans.  Through our introduction above, 

we argued that visualization enhances researchers’ ability to study, diagnosis, and monitor 

and explain the complex systems in nature or the human body. 

The application of visualization in the areas of science, geography and psychology has 

opened the way for the application of visualization in social science. (Orford et al., 1998) 

claimed the vital reason that both disciplines, “as mixed social science and science subjects” 

have advantages in terms of using computing technology when compared to many other 

subjects. This reports indicated that visualization has been considered a computing-skills-

derived methodology, whose application and speed of adoption have a close association with 

certain disciplines, especially those with a scientific perspective. Furthermore, the 

unpopularity of using visualization in politics, economics and sociology has been explained 

by such disciplines having a strong and solid, “combination of traditional resistance to 

graphic techniques mixed with a relatively lower level of computer literacy” (Orford et al., 

1998). Disciplines in social science that has an experience of using visualization generally 

have two features: closer links to the natural sciences, and a tradition of graphical 

representation (Orford et al., 1999).   

5.1.3 Advantages of using visualization 
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Visualization has been discussed as a good opportunity to help research understand 

computation better (McCormick et al., 1987a), although many publications using 

visualization methods have appeared earlier. Based on such applications, visualization has 

been summarized as the tool to visualize the interactive process or active networks and is 

generally preferred over the comprehensiveness of large scale multi-dimensional information 

(Brandes and Wagner, 2004). With the benefit of visualization, it was utilized as a primary 

method by many scientific disciplines, such as molecular modelling, medical image, brain 

structure and function, geosciences, space exploration, astrophysics, computational fluid 

dynamics and finite element analysis (McCormick et al., 1987a). The reason that visualization 

has become widespread in scientific research and became one of its primary methods is 

because it offers many benefits to scientific development.  

First, visualization provides a more effective way to present results. We explained that 

visualization is a method that incorporates human vision with computer technology. In doing 

so, computations can systematically synthesize the data, information and knowledge and 

effectively communicate to researchers, allowing the perception and identification of useful 

information by the human visual system. With the assistance of effective visual interfaces, we 

can discover the hidden characteristics, features, patterns and trends among large datasets by 

“quickly glancing” at such data. In our current informatics-society, changes and 

improvements in the interactions between human perception and data resources augments our 

ability to understand the world, and also positively affect our decision making process. 

Second, wider application of visualization encourages many disciplines to develop 

visualization tools together, which creates an integrated set of portable tools (Fotheringgham 

et al., 2000). The development and application of visualization tools exploded during this 

period. This is mainly due to two reasons. First, the early pioneers in the scientific community 

laid a firm foundation for the practices and theories in visualization, which will be conducive 

to the later development of this method. Additionally, the prevailing prevalence of the internet; 

rapid development in commerce and defence areas; urgent demand for internet data 

warehouses; and a huge curiosity in online interactions from the public have all provided 

further incentive for the further development of visualization. In this case, many institutes and 

organizations provide a platform for sharing data resource and visualization tools in specific 

communities. Additionally, much visualization software is designed for application in a range 

of different projects (Upson et al., 1989). All in all, these all provided a nurturing technical 

environment and supportive culture for visualization applications.  

Third, visualization can help to improve the efficiency and productivity of the users through 

numerous expressive means, both microscopically and macroscopically. It has been illustrated 
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that visualization can enhance scientific productivity to a certain extent, as it can help 

scientists understand the problem faster and solve it more quickly (DeFanti et al., 1989). On 

the other hand, visualization, “enable users (e.g. in the commercial and the defence sectors) to 

get information fast, make sense of it and reach decisions in a relatively short time” (Gershon 

et al., 1998). For example, in the context of studying a large body of text, the advantage of 

enhancing effectiveness by visualization particularly stands out. Representing a bulk of text in 

a visual form should allow audiences to have an immediate impression and grasp the 

information represented, and furthermore they can locate any particular text piece that they 

are interested in. This is made possible because the means of visualization can express both 

an overall description as well as the exact detail. Functions such as browsing or zooming 

allow audiences to have an accurate and quicker understanding of textual documents in both 

its contents and history.  

The other reason why visualization facilitates the comprehension process is that there are 

many visualization tools which are good at representing information with complicated 

dimensions and complex relationship (Gershon et al., 1998). The data that we see today are 

often multi-dimensional and with complex relationships. In dealing with multi-dimensional 

data structures, an effective approach for us is to use nodes to represent entities and lines to 

represent connections. However, if the data structure has additional layers of complexity, such 

as nodes from different hierarchies also having interconnections, simple linking may cause 

confusion in visualization. Multidimensional visualization can reconcile the limitations of this 

single dimensional graph through changing the colour, time point, height and other 

coordinates in the 3-D visualization to represent complicated relationships.  

However, it is worth noting that the advantages of visualization reach far beyond to what we 

have mentioned so far. From a non-technical point of view, visualization has increased 

communication across disciplines; broken the bottle neck of communication between science 

and social science; and allowed the public to better understand research discoveries. These 

contributions have also helped the rapid and widespread application of visualization. This 

popularity has appeared not only in scientific areas, but with the development and maturation 

of internet technologies, it is becoming more widely used in the social sciences (McCormick 

et al., 1987a).  

In such a situation, our research aims to discover a series of questions about the application of 

visualization in social science, such as whether visualization is useful; does it have any 

irreplaceable function for social science;, how to apply visualization to correspond to specific 

social scientific topics, what are the steps to begin visualization in social science research; is 

that similar to the process in the natural sciences; what crucial problems or difficulties are 
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there for social scientists to apply visualization, and so on. In this thesis, all of the above 

questions will be explored by an experimental study applying visualization and other methods 

based on digital by-product data, and the Wikipedia datasets.  

5.2 Methods 

In this chapter, we will mainly use visualization to address how multi-authoring articles are 

established by mass participants after numerous edits. An investigation of the multi-authoring 

article requires us to first identify the contributions from different authors and secondly to 

clarify their editing behaviour, which could be achieved using visualization. We could use 

existing visualization tools to process digital by-product data in order to explore how people 

edit a particular webpage, how such edits affect the content of this article, and furthermore 

how debate and argument between participants is reflected in the article content. Normally, 

such visualizing tools can describe collaborative processes including conflicts and 

cooperation. They also enable us to assemble information from different domains to offer a 

sense of the whole. Moreover, such tools offer the opportunity for social scientists to discover 

and analyse a large amount of data.  

The tools for visualizing multi-author articles can represent a clear picture of how articles are 

created, improved, changed, deleted and reverted along with the timeline and by particular 

editors. In order to do so, visualization tools colour-code the edits by different participants. 

This tool also uses a sentence-by-sentence search engine to define how old every sentence is. 

Based on that, the timeline showing the article development are drawn according to the 

structure of the article. The visualization of a multi-authored article pictures the sequences of 

editing through a colour coding scheme, which identifies the link between participant, 

timestamp and content. Such tools are used in multi-author collaboration systems to identify 

the dynamics and interactions among the collaborating authors by visualizing the editing 

history. This analysis is based on the digital by-product database of fully-protected articles 

with all their respective edit records.  

History Flow is open source software created by the IBM Research group of User Experience, 

which is designed to visualize dynamic and evolving multi-authored documents. This tool 

was originally produced to explore users’ behaviours in collaborating on content, especially 

on a wiki platform. Technically, this tool is coding content to different authors and their 

respective contribution in a Java environment. This tool has been shared on IBM’s Research 

Web for free download and use since its creation in 2004. This tool has comprehensive 

functions, is user-friendly, and provides a mature analysis platform to support the database we 

obtained from Wiki technology. However, at the same time, this small software that runs in 

Java relies on distant server to handle data, download partial data to analyse. The data 
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handling process is often disrupted due to unstable software. Therefore when we used this 

tool, we made some changes to it in order to improve its performance so that it can better 

visualize specific editing behaviour data we collected from Wikipedia.  

We will use History Flow to focus on databases including meta-data of participants, the 

recorded time of every edit and text content, all of which Wikipedia digital by-product data 

can offer. With the aid of such visualization tools, readers are able to understand how articles 

are produced, changed and improved by mass collaboration. Moreover, these pictures will 

show most of the editing conflicts present on Wikipedia, including deletion, reversion, and 

vandalism. In order to realize our research plan, we aim to find an existing visualization tool 

to investigate the editing process of fully-protected articles.  

We use the example of an article edited by three authors to demonstrate how the History Flow 

tool pictures the collaborative process in an individual article. The graphs below illustrate 

how History Flow works with a Wikipedia dataset. Figure 5-1 shows a screenshot of the 

history page in Wikipedia, which records the history of all edits relevant to the particular page. 

Using History Flow to analyse the history records in Figure 5-2, we are also able to obtain a 

picture to visualize the editing process. If three people have edited a particular article at 

different times and each person’s edit is saved as one version in the history record, as soon as 

the edit is saved, History Flow will automatically assign different colours to each editor. This 

is shown in Figure 5-2: Mary in red, Suzanne in blue and Martin in green.    

 

 

Figure 5-1 Screenshot of the history page related to a Wikipedia article 
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Figure 5-2 Visualizing result of the editing history by History Flow tool 

[Originally in colour]  

In Figure 5-2, the bold red line represents the first edit by Mary. The length of this red line 

shows the amount of text in bytes that Mary has written. Suzanne then added more content to 

the end of Mary’s edit. The fact that the start of the blue line follows the end of the red line 

indicates the sequential edits by Mary and then Suzanne. All of Suzanne’s additions and 

Mary’s original work have been saved by Suzanne as Version 2. In Version 3, Martin has 

deleted some text by Mary (red line became shorter than that in Version 2) and added text. 

Martin did not edit Suzanne’s work as the length of the blue line remained the same. In 

Version 4 of the edit, Suzanne came back to add a short link in the middle of Mary’s text, but 

did not change the rest of Mary’s work.  

Moreover, the texts that do not have corresponding text in the previous version are not 

connected which results in a gap in the visualization result. Such a gap could represent either 

deletions or insertions. Examples include that in Version 3, Martin (Schwarzer et al.) deleted 

Mary’s work (red) and in Version 4, Suzanne (blue) inserted more content into Mary’s (red) 

work.  

5.3 Visualization of mass collaboration 

As we discussed above, the visualization of mass-authored collaboration in individual articles 

can help us understand a complicated working mechanism in Wikipedia based on a large 

sample of digital by-product data. In this section, we explain how visualization can display 

mass-authoring collaboration by using one normal article as an example. Then we discuss the 
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baseline pattern based on random selected open-edit articles and featured articles. The third 

section summarizes the occurrence and frequency of vandalism in article edits. Through this 

description, we further argue that infrequent vandalising activities should not raise doubts in 

the collaboration model of Wikipedia, and that mass collaboration in a free edit environment 

is fully viable and has potential for development. 

5.3.1 How visualization displays individual articles 

Each paragraph in an individual article can be linked to the respective participant and a 

certain time point. Such a connection is the basis of visualization. The following graph shows 

a record of edit behaviour that we extracted from some downloaded data. The graph records 

two levels of data structure; the first level being the name, length, IP address and content of 

the article; and the second level bears information of the time, participant and the content of 

each edit. As metadata, the link between the two levels of data structure provides us with an 

additional layer of important information, for example where each edit occurred in respect to 

the timeline of the articles development. 

In order to illustrate how we used the History Flow tool to accomplish the visualization of one 

article, we used the following one as an example. 
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Figure 5-3 Visualizing the article on “York” 

[Originally in colour] 

 

Figure 5-3 above shows the visualization of edit flow in the article on York. This article was 

created on 18 November 2001; the total number of edits is 3204 up until 16
th
 January 2012– 

the date we collected original data for visualization. There were 924 IP users (non-registered 

users) who edited this article along with 1209 registered users. It is too difficult to display the 

entire evaluation of this article in one graph by visualizing 3204 edits produced by 1209 

unique registered users and 924 IP users, which is 1.16 days per edit and 2.65 edits per user. 

Therefore, with the assistance of the History Flow tool, we can visualize 100 edits of a certain 

article at a particular time. In Figure 5-3, we visualized the 100 most recent edits since 16
th
 

January 2012 and the change and impact on the whole article. From the visualization in this 

graph, we are able to see the earliest edit was made in July 2011.  
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The article title “York” and the data source “Wikipedia” are shown in the upper left corner. 

The user names of each participating editor, the respective colour to represent each participant 

and the statistics of edits are listed on the left. We observe that Chris J. Wood, an individual 

participant, has edited this article 12 times in total, as represented in green. Additionally, edits 

in green are the dominant colour, implicating that this user has contributed most in this article. 

As we said before, this visualization is able to display all information flow in the process of 

editing an article including the length of content. Therefore, the majority of the visualization 

in green means the participant with green colour has contributed a majority of content in 

quantitative terms. On the other hand, the fact that his/her contribution has been saved and 

followed by many other participants (the green colour did not change and was not removed in 

the following edits) suggests the green colour contribution established the baseline and 

direction of content.  

The y-axis shows the entire structure of the article, the highest point representing the first 

word and the lowest point the last. This visualization approach helps us to exhibit the location 

of each participant’s edit in the article and identify the impact on the structure of the article. 

The x-axis shows the chronological order of the 100 edits from left to right. The 101 vertical 

white lines divide the main area of the chart into 100 columns which represent those 100 edits. 

This description not only reveals the article content and structure of each edit as individual 

data, but also collectively shows the dynamic change of the article by placing all edits 

together. 

So far we have introduced how to visualize an individual article and in doing so what 

information we can present, as well as what patterns and trends we can find. It is clear that 

using visualization, scholars can display complicated information through a simple diagram. 

The following sections will discuss some patterns we found from these visualizations.  

5.3.2 Baseline pattern 

In Wikipedia, articles can be categorized according to whether they are open to edit, semi-

protected, or fully-protected. Semi-protected and fully-protected articles are two types of 

articles which have restricted editing rights. Semi-protected articles are allowed to be edited 

by registered users and fully-protected articles can only be edited by administrators. The 

reason for such restrictions will be discussed in the next chapter. The rest of the articles 

follow Wikipedia’s open-edit policy and can be edited by anyone without authority and 

monitoring. In Wikipedia, more than 90% of the total articles are open. With regard to the 

topic of various restrictions to article edits, we will focus on that in the next chapter.  
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Among these open-edit articles, a number of them are regarded as high quality by consensus, 

those which are relatively comprehensive in content and clear in structure, and are termed 

‘featured articles’. Such articles are usually selected by secret ballot among the participant 

community. In other words, articles representing the fruitful product of Wikipedia’s open and 

freed collaborative policy, and featured articles are amongst its best quality. In contrast, semi-

protected and fully-protected articles are products that may have some faults. Therefore, 

visualizing open-edit articles which follows the standard editing policy can help us to 

understand how massive co-authoring works under the open and free editing policy of 

Wikipedia.  

We selected 330 open-edit articles from the English Wikipedia, including 230 open-edit 

normal articles and 100 open-edited featured articles. All such subjective articles have been 

randomly selected from Wikipedia’s article list with related complete edit records. We expect 

to generate a certain pattern of mass collaboration from visualizing such 330 open-edit 

articles, which theoretically can be examined by all articles in Wikipedia based on digital by-

product data.  

We extracted a “baseline pattern” in this part of the research which represents the editing 

process of a single article and will show that such a pattern follows the power-law. The 

previous two chapters proved the existence of a power relation in Wikipedia from a grand 

perspective; from this chapter we will microscopically demonstrate the existence of a power 

relation through a baseline pattern. In other words, in every article of Wikipedia, the majority 

of participants only edit a small portion of the content while the primary content is 

contributed by a few participants. This is demonstrated by examining the visible history flow 

pictures generated using the History Flow tool. 

The “baseline pattern” suggests that the person who initially created the article has established 

a baseline for this article. In other words, the original creator of the article lay out the initial 

directions, structures and primary topics for each article. All other participants follow this 

“baseline” to continue the growth and development of the article. It means that articles will 

demonstrate a baseline as soon as it was created and then the rest of the edits could follow it 

during development. By investigating the edit history of open-edit articles, we found that the 

collaborative model in Wikipedia was a “baseline pattern”, which was proven by 93% cases 

out of the total selected open-edit articles. It should be noted that in the visualized cases, the 

creator who established the baseline can be either one person or a small group of people.  

For instance, we take the article on the ‘European Union’ as an example of baseline pattern. 

Figure 5-4shows the edit history of that article. The 100 edits are from December 2004 to 

January, 2005. From this figure we found that the majority of the content is created by the 
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participant represented in pink, whereas the other colours representing other participants are 

sparse. The History Flow tool allows us to easily detect this ‘power distribution’ pattern in a 

single article.  

 

 

 

Figure 5-4 Visualizing the article on the “European Union” 

[Originally in colour] 
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Figure 5-5 Highlighting the baseline pattern in visualization of the article “European Union” 

[Originally in colour] 

 

Specifically, in Figure 5-5, we are able to see that the participant named as ‘Jerryseinfeld’ 

(highlighted) created the majority of content in this article. Around 80% of content in this 

article has been produced by Jerryseinfeld by only six edits. It is more important to point out 

that the content of Jerryseinfeld’s edit not only comprise the main body of the article, it has 

also been preserved over time. This, to a certain extent proves that the process of producing 

articles in Wikipedia is a collaborative system with a single goal of creating an online 

encyclopaedia to share knowledge.   
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Figure 5-6 Highlighting contribution of Cantus A in visualization of the article “European 

Union” 

[Originally in colour] 
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Figure 5-7 Highlighting the contribution of Tobias Conradi in visualization of the article 

“European Union” 

[Originally in colour] 

 

Interestingly, in Figure 5-6, we see the participant “Cantus” has edited 15 times during this 

period but his/her edits affects less than 10% of the content. This suggests that there is no 

positive correlation between the contribution to the article and the number of edits a certain 

participants has. In the fourth figure, ’Tobias Conradi’ (highlighted in blue) is another 

participant who only edited once during this period. It is obvious that his/her edit is created on 

07 January 2005 and also survives later edits. From the illustrated graphs, we show that 
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baseline is a phenomenon that is prevalent in Wikipedia articles, where several core authors 

are responsible for the majority of the content, and define the basis and direction of the article 

In addition to the “baseline” creators, we also found many intervening episodes of edits which 

are represented in the history flow graphs by different colours. These segments represent 

hundreds of minor corrections of the baseline contributions in order to develop and polish the 

article. From the visualization we can clearly see the inheritance between edits, i.e.  

subsequent editors will scrutinise the previous edits and preserve valuable ones. This 

relationship is one of the expressive terms of collaboration.   

In order to further elaborate that baseline creation is a common pattern in most mass-author 

articles, we examine the existence of a baseline in different types of article. First, following 

the examples above, we divided the different edit periods of the article on ‘York’ intro twelve 

visualization units, and still found the baseline pattern present to varying degrees. Secondly, 

we visualized randomly selected 100 articles from featured articles and 100 common articles. 

All of these articles contain baseline pattern in their visualization.  

We argue that the innovation of mass collaboration lies in the fact it it provides a platform for 

minor corrections which could result in a major contribution, and such a collaborative mode 

differs from the traditional multi-authorship format of collaboration. It is worth noting that 

mass collaboration gives more opportunities to make minor contributions for people who are 

interested in the topic and willing to contribute but are limited in their knowledge and 

participation time. In other words, mass collaboration draws minor contributions from a 

collectively wise crowd and the phenomenon could be described by the aphorism that ‘a 

single spark sets the prairie fire’. In terms of knowledge contribution, if everyone can 

contribute a single spark of their knowledge or information, the result will be a worldwide fire. 

The History Flow tool only visualizes the editing process by individual participants in mass 

collaboration. The entire analysis process will be exemplified using a selected fully-protected 

article. In this way, digital by-product data could generate visible pictures, from which we can 

detect the elementary collaboration and conflicts in Wikipedia during the edit process. 

However, all these visualizations place more focus on the description of the edit process 

rather than the investigation of conflicts and consensus in great detail. Different visualizing 

tools can provide alternative possibilities for describing collaboration on Wikipedia.  

5.3.3 New way to collaborate 

The mass-author collaboration on Wikipedia not only displays a baseline pattern but also 

suggests an innovation of collaboration in which conflict and collaboration may exist together. 

This collaboration model is in direct contrast to that of traditional multiple author 
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collaboration. The traditional model does not tolerate conflicts, as they inflict discordance in 

cooperation and therefore lead to questions regarding the quality of the product. However, 

through visualization we discovered that on Wikipedia, conflict and collaboration often co-

exist and such co-existence does not negatively influence the quality of the articles. 

 

 

Figure 5-8  Blocking and featuring in the same article 

 

For instance, as shown in Figure 5-8 above, the article “7 World Trade Centre” describes the 

famous building in New York City, which has been a featured article on Wikipedia. As we 

introduced before, featured articles are recognized as high-standard and well-structured 

articles by consensus. As a featured article, the quality of the article is marked out by the star 

on the upper-right corner. However at the same time, there is a “lock” symbol next to the star, 

suggesting that this article is protected from free edit as it is the subject of much debate. As 

the level of debate varies and the risk of potential damage is thought to differ, different 

articles receive different levels of protection. In this instance, this article is semi-protected, 

meaning that only registered participants who have edited at least once can edit this article, 

and any new participants or IP users without one edit are not allowed to change this article.  

This kind of protection has a time limit, such as to protect the quality of the article without 

encroaching on the free to edit characteristics of Wikipedia. Since we will focus on protected 

articles in the next chapter, we will not elaborate further here. However, as a featured article 

that also attracts vandalism and large scale editing arguments, it exemplifies the coexistence 

of conflicts and collaboration in Wikipedia. However as the whole edit process is dynamic, 

we cannot know the time of occurrences of conflict and collaboration in relation to each other.  

Based on the descriptions of the baseline pattern, we can clearly define the expression of 

different actions and the relationship between them through visualization. For the next step, 

we hope to observe the relationship between conflicts and collaboration by visualizing the 

editing records of individual articles. Through randomized sampling of 100 featured articles, 
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we discover that all visualization contains more than 10 participants in 100 edits.  Their 

contribution to the content of articles varies. For instance, the article on DNA (Figure 5-9), a 

featured articles, contains 100 edits from 14th November 2005 to 17th December 2005. In 

which 24 participants contributed to the content. Among the participants, the one with the 

most edits has six edits and the least has none (i.e. their one edit was deleted). Although most 

participants only edited once, they still contributed to the article both in structure and in 

content.  

Visualization also demonstrated to us another interesting phenomenon – which is massive 

deletion. Using the information flow which identifies different authors by different colour, the 

content of the article is marked by such respective colours. However, in the visualization of 

articles, we found there are some blank bars which suggest the article did not contain any 

content in that period. As the visualization background is black, all such blank areas as shown 

as black. We term these black bars ‘massive deletion’, which is caused by participant deleting 

all content without adding anything. So for a period of time, this article will have had no 

content. Such an instance is a stereotypical damage phenomenon and apparently damages the 

quality of articles. However, we found almost every featured article contain a period of such 

massive deletion. This also proves that conflict and collaboration can coexist on Wikipedia.  
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Figure 5-9 Visualizing the massive deletion in the featured article on “DNA” 

[Originally in colour] 
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Figure 5-10 Visualizing the massive deletion in the featured article on “Cell nucleus” 

[Originally in colour] 
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Figure 5-11 Visualizing the massive deletion in the featured article on ‘Archaea’ 

[Originally in colour] 
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Figure 5-12 Visualizing the massive deletion in the featured article “On the origin of species” 

[Originally in colour] 

 

5.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we used visualization as a new research and expressive approach to process 

digital by-product data. In order to differentiate from the analysis of mass collaboration in the 

previous two chapters, this chapter addresses a similar question but from a microscopic view 

by visualizing the mass-authoring process in individual articles. We have made two 
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significant achievements in this chapter: through visualizing regular articles of Wikipedia, we 

discovered two apparent characteristics of mass-authorship collaboration: baseline pattern and 

the coexistence of conflicts and collaboration; furthermore, we gained first-hand experience 

of using visualization and demonstrated its applicability in dealing with digital by-product 

data. 

The baseline pattern was extracted from the analysis of randomly selected 300 open-edit 

common articles and 100 featured articles. This pattern corroborated the notion that the 

“majority of participants contribute a minority of content and a minority of participants 

contribute a majority of content” as mentioned in the last two chapters. For individual articles, 

the contribution from one person or a small group of people usually sets the cornerstone for 

the article’s structure and content – the baseline work. Most of the other participants only 

contribute small–scale changes. Such a collaboration model is defined as a “baseline pattern” 

in this thesis. 

The coexistence of conflict and collaboration is generated as another feature of mass-

authoring collaboration by visualizing individual featured articles. Wikipedia has been 

scrutinised in its mass-author collaboration because the entire editing platform is open to the 

public. One of the main concerns is the potential damage done to the quality of articles –this 

is addressed by a new model of collaboration in this chapter. Through visualization, we 

directly observe that featured articles which are regarded as high quality are also susceptible 

to damage and potential vandalism. However, because such vandalizing activities occur in the 

editing process, perhaps visualization showed us a better working model of allowing conflict 

and collaboration. While collaboration puts constraints on the development and influence of 

conflicts, the free and open collaborative platform allows conflicts to occur. 

By experimentation we proved that visualization has unique features when dealing with large 

amounts of data. The ability to effectively process and present a huge body of data as well as 

the intricate connections between data using a multidimensional approach allows users to 

immediately identify relevant information; discover the uniqueness of certain data, and the 

similarities and dissimilarities of the information. It is this characteristic that enabled us to 

recognize and define the baseline pattern. Through different shapes, colours and dynamic 

changes, visualization can present many layers of information; this inherently makes it more 

capable of revealing patterns compared to textual descriptions or mathematical models. Next, 

based on our preliminary results, we believe that visualization can be an important research 

methodology with great potential particularly for descriptive research. Specifically, under the 

influence of more complex participation means and multidimensional communication 

manners, the virtual society nourishes an environment for data to become more complex and 
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diverse. Visualization can simplify the expression of complicated information, facilitate the 

user to discover phenomenon and identify patterns. This feature makes such a research 

methodology more straightforward in comparison to traditional statistical methodologies, and 

more suitable for dealing with larger-scale digital by-product data. 

We encourage more social scientists to apply visualization in their studies following our 

demonstration of its practicality. We used the visualization tool as developed and provided for 

free to the public - History Flow. In fact, after we decided on our research direction, we 

actually found many other sharing tools from different internet platforms. The fact that 

scholars can easily use open source software to visualize digital by-product data should 

encourage more social scientists to do so.  

In the next chapter, we will use visualization to explore a new type of article – those that are 

fully-protected. As the highest risk articles, visualizing fully-protected articles can answer 

what function administrators carry out in protecting the quality of articles and maintaining 

collaboration. 
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The previous empirical chapter examined the possibility of domination by particular groups 

of the collaborative participation of Wikipedia. We discovered that the most influential 

participants in Wikipedia were those, who were without the privileged power of 

administrators, but had a large number of recorded edits. By comparing the quantity of edits 

made by different types of participants, we concluded that Wikipedia is operating a semi-

democratic system, the content of which is dominated by a population of elites without the 

authority vested in administrators to change content. Such a conclusion was drawn because a 

small group of high-edit-record elites contributed to more than half of the content on 

Wikipedia since 2006, and there was less influence from administrators with regards to the 

quantity of edits. In fact, we discovered that the group of administrators did not have a 

considerable percentage of total edits so as to dominate the direction of the content. Thus, we 

demonstrated that Wikipedia is mainly produced by a small group of non-administration 

participants with high levels of enthusiasm and a high edit-record.  

We thus argue that understanding the process of conflict and its resolution can provide 

important insights into the collaborative model of Wikipedia. As an important part of the 

Wikipedia system, administrators play various roles in editing content, resolving conflicts, 

and guiding new participants. In order to incorporate two aspects of our research question, 

Chapter 6 
                                 

Visualizing and assessing the 

administration in conflict-protection 

situations: A case study of fully-

protected Wikipedia articles  
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especially to understand the role of administration in resolving editing conflicts and 

maintaining participation, this chapter starts with using fully-protected articles as the subject 

for our observation. This is primarily because fully-protected articles are a major 

manifestation of the administration system. As we introduced in chapter two, only 

administrators have the technical authorization to selectively block or unblock articles and 

users. Secondly, it is worth noting that fully-protected articles only reach the status of full-

protection following unresolved debates among participants. Such debates may lead to the 

onset of editing wars, where the content of the article is constantly changed, and presumably 

such occurrences could diminish the quality of these articles. As discussed above, fully-

protected articles are the explicit manifestation of the technical privileges of administrators, 

and they are blocked by administrators to prevent the article from potential damage. Such 

judgment comes from the repeated changes and continuing reversions in a particular article. 

Thus observing the fully-protected article as an object of study allows us to better measure the 

function of administrators and explore the onset and resolution of debates during the editing 

process. This chapter briefly reviews what Wikipedia’s administration system is, how 

administrators work and their principle of resolving editing conflicts, which has been 

introduced in chapter two when fully-protected articles were introduced along with its policy. 

Secondly, the editing process in fully-protected articles is visualized by the History Flow tool 

to allow us to explore conflicts and coordination that characterise mass collaboration on 

Wikipedia. In this section, we provide descriptive conclusions to identify different editing 

behaviours visually and to discuss why they cause full-protection. Finally, we analyse the 

database of fully-protected articles using traditional correlation statistics, which together with 

visualization allows us to represent the conflicts and coordination in Wikipedia and to assess 

the role of administrators within this mass collaboration system. From a methodological 

perspective, this chapter aims to evaluate the application of visualization in the social research 

process. By doing so, this chapter aims to explore particular damaging behaviour from fully-

protected articles in order to examine the function of administrators. Visualization was used 

as one of many possible methods to answer such a question. Therefore, this chapter answers 

another question – whether visualization can be readily used in social science inquiries – and 

assesses the quality of the answer using this particular method. Understanding these findings 

will help social scientists to know whether, from a methodological perspective, visualization 

could be applied to research using digital by-product data from a methodological perspective.  

6.1 Introduction  

The open mode of participation in Wikipedia raises the concern that people holding 

conflicting knowledge sets or attitudes may use the collaborative system to stage drawn out 
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arguments. The ensuing chaos
31

 could potentially destroy achievements made by 

collaboration (Sanger, 2009). In order to explore how Wikipedia resolves such chaos while 

keeping millions of its active participants, we will attempt to discover the collaboration 

pattern in high-risk articles
32

. We will use them as specific examples to learn how Wikipedia 

resolves conflicts and arguments among participants and how it maintains the quality of 

collaborative works, and the extent to which administrators influence this process. To help 

readers understand the series of questions that will be addressed in this chapter, we will 

introduce the protection policy in Wikipedia using the example of fully-protected articles and 

related policies. The chapter will then discuss the relationship between the protection policy 

and the administration system to clarify the function of administrators in fully-protected 

articles.   

Although it was ascertained that administrators did not influence the content in Wikipedia that 

much, there were still concerns that, as a particular type of participants in Wikipedia with 

specific privileges, administrators could affect the collaborative system in one way or another. 

We deduced that collaboration in Wikipedia did not rely on the administration-oriented 

system. However, in addition to the collaborative editing, arguments and conflicts are 

abundant as a result of differing opinions and the differing knowledge level of participants 

(Kittur et al., 2007b, Viegas et al., 2004). To fully investigate the collaborative mode of 

Wikipedia, exploring such conflicts and subsequent methods of resolution is likely to yield 

meaningful insights. Therefore, in the following chapter
33

 we focus our discussion on how 

mass collaboration works in Wikipedia by visualizing multi-authoring edits in normal articles 

and confliction in fully-protected articles. 

Wikipedia is known for its egalitarian system, where millions of participants contribute to the 

content directly without censorship (Ayers et al., 2008, Lih, 2009b). However such a system 

also attracts criticism with regard to the quality of its articles because of the possibility of 

causing chaos to the process of article production (Sanger, 2009, Smith, 2009, Tollefsen, 

2009). Wikipedia thus far has put in place a particular tool to avoid such chaos, which is only 

operated by administrators (Ayers et al., 2008, Winer et al.). When administrators or ‘bots’ 

(intelligent tools that identify obvious damage to the content of Wikipedia) find an 

                                                      
31 The Wikipedia model is based on the belief that the contributions from many different sources can lead to good 

content. But, in practise, we get both good content and chaos. We only discuss the possible chaos caused by 

debates and arguments in this chapter. However, we do not deny the possibility that after chaos and the following 

protection, participants can eventually achieve consensus and the quality of articles can be improved as a 

consequence.  
32  High-risk articles refer the articles with many arguments among their participants which caused potential 

damage to the quality of articles. Therefore, such articles have more risk than average.  
33 This chapter is twice as long as the other empirical chapters because we applied two different ways to answer the 

research question whilst others only applied one.  
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inappropriate edit or an overt vandalizing incident, they have the authority to block that article 

from being edited.  

Generally, protection is applied on high-risk pages to prevent editing wars or vandalism 

whilst retaining the process of mass collaboration. It must be noted that Wikipedia has many 

different types of page with different functions to support its collaborative system. To prevent 

damage, it is possible to protect all pages. In fact, Wikipedia offers a variety of protection 

statuses, including full-protection, create-protection, semi-protection, and move-protection. 

These four types of protection are applied in different situations. Full-protection prohibits 

editing by anyone except administrators; create-protection prevents users re-creating a deleted 

page; semi-protection proscribes editing by IP users and un-autoconfirmed users (unstable or 

suspicious users); move-protection forbids moving a page to a new title associated with a new 

web address. According to the protection policies, create-protection and move-protection are 

considered specific arrangements against the use of excessive computing power in Wikipedia. 

Technically, recreating deleted pages or moving pages to a new name could exhaust server 

resources and undermine Wikipedia’s data structure.  

6.1.1 Fully-protected articles 

Fully-protected articles are those that are prohibited from free editing on Wikipedia in order 

to prevent damage. They are a type of locked article maintained by administrators, which 

ordinary participants are forbidden from editing, changing or moving. Full-protection is 

normally set up to be lifted automatically after a certain period or to be downgraded in level 

by administrators. It should be noted that full-protection of articles is a demonstration of the 

privilege of administrators, as the creation and elimination of such a status requires the 

specific authorization of an administrator. Ordinary participants lack the privilege of changing 

the protection status of articles. Full-protection often appears as a result of controversial 

discussions in the editing and unsuccessful protection by the semi-protection status. 

As discussed above, full-protection is an important example of how the administration system 

in Wikipedia manages high-risk pages in order to prevent potential damage from mass editing 

because fully-protected articles can only be labelled–denoting a change in status, and 

removed by administrators. During the full-protection period, only administrators can change 

content, whereas users can view and copy but not edit. However, any modification proposal 

must be raised on the relevant talk page. After consensus has been reached, the proposed 

change or complete removal of protection status, will be carried out by administrators but not 

specifically by the administrator who blocked the article. If the article is uncontroversial, or 

consensus decides to remove full-protection, any administrator can lift the protection.  
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Furthermore, article-protection in turn plays a crucial role in preventing vandalism. Full-

protection as the highest level of protection represents the best choice to exemplify conflicts 

and control on Wikipedia. As we have discussed, fully-protected articles are of concern as 

high-risk articles in Wikipedia are more likely to be damaged or vandalised. Thus, the 

assessment of full-protection will be made by investigating its designed function and real 

influence on maintaining the quality of articles. This result will test how effective the full-

protection system is in the collaboration process that is fundamental to Wikipedia. 

According to our research plan, fully-protected articles will be examined based on individual 

cases, in order to address collaborative process by multiple authors in a single article. In 

Wikipedia, every article exists as an independent entry for viewing, although some of the 

articles may overlap with each other in category terms. In this case, collaboration could be 

performed in a single article. The editing process of individual article can generally be 

divided to three periods according to a timeline surrounding the protection status. Here, we 

name them as the: pre-protection period; full-protection period; and post-protection period. 

Such definitions help us to understand the dynamics of full-protection and focus on different 

editing behaviours during the different processes. For instance, in the pre-protection period 

we will focus on the editing activities which damaged the quality of articles, whilst in the full-

protection period, we concentrate on administration activities.  

In order to gain an insight into how participants debated and argued, and then compromised 

and reached consensus, we need to investigate the editing and communicating behaviours of 

the participants in close detail. Such behaviours, include editing by ordinary participants, 

conflicting opinions of ordinary editors, discussions among participants and last but not least, 

editing and management activities conducted by administrators. 

Based on the classification of the different types of editing behaviour, we can divide these 

different behaviours in fully-protected articles into categories. The editing behaviour refers to 

edits from both ordinary participants and administrators and such behaviour directly 

influences the generation of an article’s content. The discussion behaviour describes that of 

both participants and readers which occurs on the respective article discussion page, and does 

not pose a direct influence on the article’s content. The management behaviour refers to the 

execution of the privileged power by administrators to prohibit the editing of specific articles 

or editing by a particular participant. Although administration would not affect the article 

content which is the product of collaboration, protection itself still hinders the development 

and improvement of an article’s content since any further contributions could be forbidden. 
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6.1.2 Related literature 

In previous studies, many researchers hoped to further understand the operational model of 

mass collaboration by defining the role and function of the administration system in 

Wikipedia. As a matter of fact, the organization of Wikipedia is constantly evolving and 

developing despite the doubts cast by many critics. First of all, the organizational system of 

Wikipedia is not aimed at controlling data or resources, instead it is designed to encourage 

and maintain collaboration and cooperation among volunteers (Forte and Bruckman, 2008). 

Secondly, its organization system has been treated as an important innovation by scholars 

who believe that Wikipedia provides an alternative model of self-governance in an online 

community (Benkler, 2006, Viegas et al., 2007b). Furthermore, some researchers hold the 

view that in Wikipedia, there is still a complete administration system that is similar to 

traditional forms of administration – reliant on authority to impose sanctions on participants 

who vandalize or damage knowledge products (Loubser and Besten, 2008). The importance 

of administrators is also demonstrated by the fact that they are the essential participants in 

Wikipedia (Panciera et al., 2009) and are selected based on strict criteria introduced in chapter 

two (Riehle, 2006, Suh et al., 2009). 

The debates about Wikipedia mainly fall into the following categories; first, whether 

Wikipedia adopts a management mechanism that is similar to traditional firms, especially in 

the control and punishment mechanisms of authority; second, if Wikipedia has such an 

authority-based administration system, does this system benefit or harm the current 

collaborative mechanism underlying Wikipedia’s model of operation.  

A considerable number of scholars on the other hand think that Wikipedia has a unique 

organizational system with highly refined policies (Forte and Bruckman, 2008, Forte et al., 

2009); comprehensive promotion mechanisms (Burke and Kraut, 2008a, Riehle, 2006); 

increasingly rigorous management mechanisms (Suh et al., 2008) and a complicated 

participation model (Lih, 2009a, b). These researchers argue that Wikipedia has a 

management mechanism similar to that of traditional firms; especially those which are 

project-oriented. The organization in traditional firms refers to the hierarchical management 

in which administrators are promoted and share higher privilege of both benefit and power. 

More specifically, they stressed the point that such an administration system currently 

dominates the entire collaborative process in Wikipedia (Burke and Kraut, 2008a). They also 

emphasize that the maintenance of the quality of the product relies on such an administration 

system (Ayers et al., 2008, Lih, 2009a, b). Under similar circumstances, researchers hold 

widely diverging views of the influence and function of Wikipedia’s administration system 

(Kittur et al., 2007a, Panciera et al., 2009). 
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Some researchers believe that administration plays a positive role in Wikipedia, and that it is 

becoming stronger and taking a more dominating role as Wikipedia evolves. Such a mode of 

management will, it is argued, lead the developmental trend of Wikipedia into a similar 

pattern to that seen in traditional organizations (Loubser and Besten, 2008). In such a system, 

there are various rules that regulate participants’ behaviours and maintain Wikipedia’s 

development and quality of articles (Forte and Bruckman, 2008), especially around the error 

detection and correction process (Stvilia et al., 2008). The administrators in Wikipedia have 

been regarded as leaders in the open resource system, although successful leaders, “are more 

likely to demonstrate flexibility and to rate as egalitarian” (Reagle, 2007 P.114). 

However, there are scholars who believe that Wikipedia should represent a free system, with 

a decentred administration system and wider democracy in its administration promotion 

process (Burke and Kraut, 2008a) and even within the entire collaborative system (Benkler, 

2006, Hippel, 2006). Having recognized this, some scholars have begun to discuss how the 

administration system influences and limits collaboration in Wikipedia’s development (Lih, 

2009b, Suh et al., 2008). The research presented here builds on this existing literature by 

presenting a novel analysis that explors Wikipedia’s administration system. Being inspired by 

this, we hope to conduct an evaluation of administrators’ function in fully-protected articles 

through the analysis and investigation of digital by-product data,  

6.2 Methods 

In order to explore the function and influence of the administration system in high-risk 

articles to discuss how Wikipedia deals with the conflicts and coordination among its 

participants, we design a series of steps to study its administration system. First, we attempt to 

graphically address what collaboration, including conflicts and coordination, looks like in the 

edit process of fully-protected articles. In doing so, we visualize all edit records and the 

respective participants in fully-protected articles. This type of approach not only shows the 

collaborative processes at work but also displays conflicts and reversions. After this, we argue 

that visualization is good for making descriptive statements but it is not sufficient for 

explorative analysis. Therefore, we adopt correlation statistics to examine the many variables 

presenting different behaviours in fully-protected articles, through which we are able to assess 

the effectiveness of full-protection as an important administration activity onWikipedia; 

evaluate the function of administrators in executing full-protection; and hence discover the 

influence of administrators on their engaged edit communities.  

This section aims to provide relevant background information for readers before we fully 

embark on the details of the empirical work. First, we will introduce what data we chose as 

our database for study. Second, we will review previous research on visualization and try to 
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provide a categorization according to its application. Third, we will place a specific emphasis 

on the visualization tool we adopted for the research– History Flow.   

6.2.1 Data set 

In Wikipedia, every fully-protected webpage displays a “lock” symbol to denote that the 

article has been protected from editing due to conflicts. Therefore, we collected our data by 

identifying such “locked” articles. In total, there were 1590 fully-protected web pages in 

Wikipedia as of 13th, May, 2010. All fully-protected articles from such a data pool have been 

selected because articles are the main product of Wikipedia, and there were 69 cases in total 

of such articles. Figure 6-1 shows the distribution of the full-protection status in different 

webpages including articles.  

There are two issues that need to be emphasized about the cases selected in this chapter. First, 

all cases in this chapter are selected from the record of full-protection in Wikipedia. There are 

69 cases of full-protection regardless of the reasons for protection in the English Wikipedia, 

among which 37 of them were caused by edit-behaviours. We specifically choose these cases 

for our analysis. It is also important to note that all cases used here were not obtained through 

sampling but extracted from Wikipedia’s database. Second, the data used in this chapter was 

selected on the 13 May 2010. Given the dynamics and continuing development of 

Wikipedia’s system, the status of full-protection in articles is likely to be constantly changing. 

Therefore, the 37 cases of fully-protected articles have been used to examine the process of 

protecting articles and the function of the administration system in Wikipedia after exclusion 

of fully-protected articles caused by technical reasons rather than destructive edit-behaviours. 

In the following discussion, we will describe how we obtained our final database of these 37 

cases in detail –the process is also documented in the appendix table.  
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Figure 6-1 Fully-protected webpages in different categories 

[Originally in colour] 

Wikipedia has 951 fully-protected webpages of user talk and user pages out of 1590 fully-

protected pages in total. It could be suggested that vandalism and conflict occur more 

frequently in personal performances or communication platforms rather than in article pages. 

Despite the more prevalent vandalism and conflict occurrences in other categories, our main 

subject will be the 69 fully-protected articles. 

In addition to the 69 fully-protected articles collected on 13
th
 May 2010, we also collected the 

record of associated behaviours, including: edits, discussions and administration. In the 

visualization section, we will explore all edits including those done in periods of pre-full-

protection, full-protection and post-full-protection. However analysis was limited to one 

hundred edits due to the limitation of the analysis tool. In the assessment section, we chose to 

examine the database of the current full-protection status, and the previous full-protection 

records were excluded from the examination unless necessary. The time when full-protection 

is activated was regarded as the coordinate on the time axis, and we studied cooperative 

editing before the full-protection, the debates which led to the full-protection, as well as the 

inhibition of free edits after the full-protection was carried out by the administrators. All 

investigations of full-protection are simplified by the visualization of the edit time and the 

respective participants. 
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6.3 Visualizing full-protection in articles 

This section uses visualization to describe fully-protected articles from different angles. 

Taking full advantage of a complete dataset, we attempt to provide a descriptive analysis of 

the dynamics of full-protection, collaboration and damaging behaviours in fully-protected 

articles using visualization. 

6.3.1 Visualizing dynamics of full-protection during a selected period 

As a product of mass collaboration, Wikipedia operates as a complicated system which 

maintains multiple-entries and a large amount of content. In this collaborative process, full-

protection is a type of administrative activity which only focuses on high-risk articles. In 

order to explore how participants settle their arguments and eventually establish and improve 

articles, we use fully-protected articles. It is important to note that fully-protected articles vary 

in their length and frequency of being fully-protected. This is because full-protection can be 

applied and removed according to the individual situation as decided by administrators. 

Therefore, the status of articles might change between that of full-protection and of normal 

open-editing, which illustrates that full-protection is a fully dynamic process.  

Unless a platform is open to public input, mass collaboration cannot maintain its vigorous and 

active changes, which is a significant feature of Wikipedia. In other words, mass 

collaboration on Wikipedia is not an immobile scene but a temporally and spatially dynamic 

process. The edits on Wikipedia are extremely dynamic, such that the changes of articles and 

addition of content can be calculated in seconds. Therefore it is easily conceivable that 

articles on Wikipedia, which are edited by millions of freelance-like editors without 

restrictions, are changed almost every second with regard to their content, structure, 

references etc. Therefore, we argue that the collaborative system of Wikipedia is under 

constant changes. As an important link in the collaborative process, full-protection is also a 

fully dynamic process. 

As we discussed above, full-protection is a means to prevent damage to the general 

development of articles which can only be launched by an administrator. Such changes can 

only be accomplished by just over a thousand administrators. However, full-protection is not 

an act of free will by the administrator, instead it is an emergency management act based on 

judgement about an article’s status. Therefore, the presence of full-protection is a 

consequence of the collaborative system. If the latter is dynamic, full-protection should be 

dynamic as well. Therefore, it is crucial to visualize the dynamics of full-protection. We start 

with observing the frequency of full-protection changes. The following figure (Figure 6-2) 

shows the situation of fully-protected articles as of October 2011.  
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Figure 6-2 Dynamic changes of the full-protection status of Wikipedia articles 

[Originally in colour]  

 

 illustrates the dynamic changes of fully-protected articles in a one month period, from the 1st 

of Octoberto the 31st of October 2010. In Figure 6-2, the x-axis shows the date of the month 

and the y-axis represents the 183 fully-protected articles. Each colour line represents one 

article, and the length of the line indicates their period of full-protection. Figure 6-2 

demonstrates that full-protection is dynamic in both temporal and spatial terms. In order to 
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focus on changes continuously, the data we analysed here are based on the protection status at 

a specific time point, which could be different at other times. This result suggests that our 

analysis only represents the static performance of mass collaboration at a particular time point, 

although full-protection is a dynamic process.   

6.3.2 Clarifying damaging behaviours and the reasons for full-protection 

The reason that fully-protected articles become protected is because the edit process may be 

impeded by continued damaging editing behaviours. In this section, we will mainly rely on 

the visualization of edits by multiple-authors in fully-protected articles to discover and 

explore damaging behaviours. From this we hope to address how the administration system of 

Wikipedia utilizes technical tools to implement protective measures and to ensure the 

functioning of the collaborative model in Wikipedia, and to improve the quality of articles. 

The cause of full-protection of articles could be for two reasons: either a technical 

requirement from the system or from consideration of article quality. With regard to the 

technical requirement of the system, there are two reasons leading to the full-protection status. 

The first is that a certain article may have been deleted, and administering full-protection of 

web pages with that name could prevent it being re-created. Second, some articles may have 

similar or identical content, but are under different names, and according to Wikipedia’s 

regulatory rules, such articles need to be combined into one. After merging the two articles 

under one unifying title, the previous article whose title is abandoned would become fully-

protected, in order to prevent it from being re-established. Such an instance is often referred 

to as “redirection”. 

The second cause of full-protection mainly concerns the maintenance of an article’s quality. 

When damaging edits pose a potential threat to the quality of the respective article, by 

imposing a negative influence on the quality of the article or interferences in normal edits 

from other participants, full-protection can also be initiated. Because this type of full-

protection is caused by misconduct, which is the type of participation that we would like to 

focus on, the following analyses of full-protection will be narrowed down and based on these 

37 cases.  

In order to classify the different causes that lead to full-protection, we only need to investigate 

the protecting reasons administrators submitted when they labelled “full-protection lock” on 

articles. On examining these reasons, we discovered that they usually fall into four categories, 

which are “edit-war”, “violation”, “vandalism” and “sock puppetry”
34

. These are also the 

primary reasons that Wikipedia suggests administrators consider fully-protecting articles. 

                                                      
34 Edit-war is the war in which participants with different opinions fight against each other by reversing edits.Sock 

puppetry refers to participants using different user name in order to mislead the community on consensus.  
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Figure 6-3 Reasons to fully protect articles on Wikipedia 

[Originally in colour]  

As we have described, although administrators have the authority to label “full-protection” on 

articles, they need to justify the necessity of doing so. A summary of their reasons should be 

provided with full-protection. By searching the digital by-product data of Wikipedia, we are 

able to collect reasons for every single instance of full-protection. In this section, we will 

introduce the four categories of reasons summarized from the edit history of articles and 

discussion pages.  
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Figure 6-4 Reasons for full-protection 

[Originally in colour] 

 

By classifying the reasons administrators gave, we discovered there were four different 

reasons which could lead to full-protection in a total of 37 cases. As shown in Figure 6-4, 

these cases were excluded from systematic protection which includes deletion and redirection. 

The graph also shows that out of the total 37 cases of full-protection, only 24% of the cases 

are caused by vandalism. This demonstrates that vandalism alone is not the primary reason for 

instigating protection on Wikipedia. It also suggests that vandalism is not responsible for 

major damage to Wikipedia. Interestingly, it shows that more than half of the full-protections 

were caused by an edit-war.  

As we have pointed out above, full-protection as an important administration action and the 

imposition of such a protection status is entirely dependent on the judgement of 

administrators. Therefore, although Wikipedia provided a categorization of the reasons for 

full-protection, such reasons only provide a sketchy definition of full-protection. The real 

causes of full-protection are the various damaging behaviours. In other words, because in the 
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process of editing an article there may have been particular damaging behaviours, 

administrators think it necessary to protect the article in order to prevent such behaviours 

from damaging the quality of the article and the enthusiasm of other editors to contribute. 

Understanding what damaging behaviours are can help us comprehend the reasons for full-

protection. To realize such an aim, we will categorize the damaging behaviours as follows.  

From the table below, we are able to see the relationship between the reasons for full-

protection provided by administrators and the damaging behaviours in the editing process.  

The former places more emphasis on the characteristics and potential damage of the 

damaging activities, whereas the latter focus more on the specific form and manifestation of 

the acts within articles. 

Category of reasons Reasons of full-protection Damaging behaviours causing 

full-protection 

Due to waste of 

technical power 

Deleted 
 

Redirect 
 

Due to individual 

behaviours 

Edit-war Reversion/Attack 

Violation Reversion/Attack 

Sock Puppetry 
 

Vandalisms 
Mass deletion/ 

mass replacement 

 

Table 6-1 the relationship between full-protection reasons and damaging behaviours 

Table 6-1 clearly illustrates which damaging behaviours could be linked with reasons of full-

protection, and such a relationship will be explored in more details in the next section. What 

needs to be pointed out here is that the definition of damaging behaviours are decided and 

based on the specific means of the damaging edits, especially its duration and the impact on 

the article content. In the visualization process, these behaviours also have shown their unique 

characteristics. As shown in the above table, we clearly demonstrated what behaviours are 

linked to reasons of full-protection, and these connections will be introduced in greater details 
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in the next section. What needs to be pointed out here is that we defined these damaging 

behaviours based on the specific expression of the edits, especially the lasting period and the 

influence on article’s content. These behaviours show their uniqueness in the visualization 

process.  

6.3.3 Visualizing damaging activities that cause editing-wars  

As we have mentioned before, the collaborative model with complete freedom to edit has 

encouraged millions of participants to join Wikipedia. However the differing opinion and 

knowledge structure of the participants also has an impact on the robustness and credibility of 

the knowledge product which results from the open mode of participation. Because of the 

large population of participants, varied aims of participation, diverse cultural background and 

different participation means, various forms of damaging behaviours invariably occur as a 

consequence. In this section, we will visualize the damaging behaviours that result from 

conflicting opinions among participants and will term them as “argument of content”. 

Depending on the persistence of the argument, the action in edits and the influence on the 

content, such behaviours can be divided into three distinct aspects: reversion, attack and mass 

deletion. It needs to be pointed out that there are several other damaging behaviours which we 

will discuss later, but their occurrence is sparse and cannot be directly identified in the 

visualization process. Therefore, they were not included in this discussion.  

Reversion refers to the instance where two antagonising groups of participants continuously 

reverse the edit of the opposing group to maintain their own. It mainly comprises a persistent 

argument without any meaningful improvement of the articles content. Attack defines the 

action where one or more participants with alternative opinions to the existing article content 

replaces the current revision with his or their own edit without giving any reason or logical 

support for their action. Such behaviour is characterized by its abruptness and unexpectedness 

and does not last long. The potential harm of deletion without a reason includes the negative 

impact on the quality of an article, causing confusion among participants, and dampening the 

enthusiasm of other editors. 

Reversion means a persistent reverting of the edits from different parties with their conflicting 

opinions. In other word, reversion represents a repeated argument between two antagonizing 

sides in the edition of one article. In order to challenge the opinion of the opposing side, the 

participants could revert or undo each other’s edits continuously. For instance, revision A of a 

certain article is created or supported by a first group of participants, and a second group of 

participants may disagree with some parts of revision A. The second group creates revision B 

which changes the parts they disagree with in revision A. If the first group restores revision B 
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to their previous revision (i.e. revision A), such reversion is continued between revision A and 

B. 

The unresolved argument about content brings constant reversion. Continually changing 

content is likely to confuse readers who are seeking definitive information on a subject. 

Because edit wars are rather rare incidents and persistent edit wars are usually fought by 

particular participants compared to the large number of edits in Wikipedia overall, such wars 

could be prevented by directly blocking the participants involved. Edit-war is also termed 

“content dispute” according to Wikipedia’s policy. In this situation, Wikipedia believes that 

full-protection can force contending parties to discuss their opinions on the talk page in order 

to reach consensus rather than continually reverting or undoing each other’s edits. 

The reversions witnessed in edit-wars can be visualized using History Flow tools. We use 

another three examples to explain what edit-wars look like. Reversion is an expressive term of 

edit-war in editing history, and it has the potential to lead to full-protection. The selected 

examples are: “Battle of Pressburg”
35

 (Figure 6-5, “Levi Leipheimer”
36

(Figure 6-6), 

“Southern Baptist Convention conservative resurgence”
37

 (Figure 6-7).  

As shown in these graphs, the series of waves represent arguments between different 

participants, which signify a period of continuous reversions. The repeated reverting of the 

edit is represented as a regular wave in the visualization results generated by the History Flow 

tool. By identifying the wave patterns in the edit history flow, we are able to locate when 

arguments and conflicts occurred during the edit history. We can visualize the edit-war waves 

in the middle section of Figure 6-5, the later part of Figure 6-6 and Figure 6-7. The density of 

waves temporally defines the frequency of reversion and the amplitude of the waves shows 

the amount of text altered in the arguments among participants. For instance, the middle part 

of Figure 6-5 shows obvious waves including some large waves representing full-blown 

disputes leading to reversions and some smaller waves representing content reversions on a 

smaller scale. Meanwhile, Figure 6-6 shows a series of regular waves, which means that 

particular content in the article was subjected to continuous reversions. 

 

 

 

                                                      
35 Battle of Pressburg, refers to a battle fought east of Vienna on July 4, 907, during which the Bavarian army was 

defeated by the Hungarians. 
36 Levi Leipheimer is an American professional road bicycle racer, who is born on Butte, Montana in October 24 

1973.  
37 The Southern Baptist Convention experienced an intense struggle for control of the resources and ideological 

direction of the now sixteen million member denomination.  
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Figure 6-5 History flow of edits in the article on the ‘Battle of Pressburg’ 

[Originally in colour] 
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Figure 6-6 History flow of edits in the article on ‘Levi Leipheimer’ 

[Originally in colour] 
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Figure 6-7 History flow of edits in the article on the ‘Southern Baptist Convention 

 [Originally in colour] 

 

Besides reversion, another expression of argument behaviour is attack, which is characterised 

by small amount of changes and deletion without giving any specific reason. According to 

Wikipedia’s data, edit-wars comprise the majority of damaging actions that lead to full-
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protection and semi-protection. We visualized how attack actually affected the content of 

articles, and demonstrated that they indeed interrupted the continual development of articles 

in Wikipedia. They impeded the process of mass collaboration by imposing a negative 

influence on reviewers and potential participants. 

Attacks as we have termed them here describe the disruptive activities of transient arguments 

without later counter-attacks. The characteristics of such activity are transient and short-lived, 

yet if a number of attacks occur within one article, the content of the article could nonetheless 

be damaged and the cooperative editing process disrupted. For instance, we illustrate below 

an example of one fully-protected article in which “attacking” edits appeared frequently. As 

shown in Figure 6-8, there are a number of small irregular patterns occurring abruptly amidst 

the other edits, for example the interrupting white lines in the top section. These visual marks 

indicate the content that wasadded and deleted abruptly and were generally short-lived in the 

process of article development. Among such marks, a great many of them indicate “attacks”, 

and they record the instances where participants try to add a relatively small part of the 

content as compared to the full article. These small editions are insignificant or irrelevant to 

the article development overall and are therefore eventually removed.  
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Figure 6-8 Example of “attack” behaviour in the article on ‘Arpan Sharme’ 

[Originally in colour] 
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6.3.4 Visualizing vandalism   

On the other hand, deliberate vandalism is the most noticeably damaging editing activity and 

it could present false information to Wikipedia’s readers
38

. Vandalism refers to the activities 

that are carried out intentionally and have a direct and negative effect on the quality of 

Wikipedia. Currently, Wikipedia does not have a clear definition of what constitutes 

vandalism to guide their administrators. In the absence of an official definition, the 

community of Wikipedia set up their unofficial definition of vandalism which includes bad 

jokes, nonsense, obscenities, unnecessary humour and page blanking.  

Vandalism as another reason that leads administrators to fully-protect articles are recognized 

when a massive replacement of content or a massive deletion happen. Generally, computing 

technology can monitor Wikipedia to detect simple vandalism activities such as several lines 

of “HAHAHAHAH”, or the deletion of entire pages without explanation. These activities are 

easily discernable and could be visualized with very little effort. 

We selected three articles representing massive deletion to explain what massive deletion is 

and how it damages the regular edit process. It is noted that although massive deletions may 

appear frequently in many Wikipedia articles, only repeated massive deletions may cause full-

protection in order to stop such vandalization.   

 

  

                                                      
38 Brian Wheeler, BBC News, http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk_politics/7921985.stm 
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Figure 6-9 Massive deletions in the ’computer science’ article 

[Originally in colour] 
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Figure 6-10 Massive deletions in the’Afghanistan’ article 

[Originally in colour] 
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Figure 6-11 Massive deletions in the ’Thrikkunnathu seminary’article 

[Originally in colour]  
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Figure 6-12 Massive deletions in the’Banqiao station’ article 

[Originally in colour] 

The four figures above show the edit histories of the four fully-protected articles on the topics 

of “computer science”, “Afghanistan”, “Thrikkunnathu Seminary”
39

, and “Banqiao station”
40

 

                                                      
39  Thrikkunathu Seminary is an historic former [1] seminary and closed church in the Thrikkunnathu 
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respectively, which present massive deletion. Massive deletion can be seen as an entirely 

black space in the diagrams.  

We are able to see the massive deletions from these articles. The different colours represent 

editing content from different participants. The small grid divided by the white lines 

represents individual edits. Therefore, blank grids represent massive deletions, which mean 

that the content of the article at a specific time point has been completely deleted. In practical 

terms, the Wikipedia article page will appear empty during such times. From the figure above, 

we can easily identify the blank grids i.e. period immediately following massive deletion in 

the edit history, which appears in black. In addition, the total blank period in all six examples 

only comprises a small proportion of the whole edit history, and in all instances the articles 

have been restored to a previous edition.  

Additionally, massive replacement is another example of vandalism that is shown in the 

following figures, which are represented by one colour being replaced with another. From 

Figure 6-13 and Figure 6-14, we discover that the visualization of the edit history is mainly 

displayed using two colours, and it is the total replacement of the article content rather than 

editions which defines massive replacement. The subsequent edit completely replaced the 

previous participation, and led to the possibility of degrading the quality of the article and 

changed the style of the article set out by the “baseline”. Admittedly, some massive 

replacement may be beneficial and may enhance articles; however, when massive 

replacement occurs in articles, it puts the article under the suspicion of administrators, and 

this unnecessary action can easily affect the quality of articles negatively. 

                                                                                                                                                        
neighbourhood of Aluva, Ernakulam. 
40 Banqiao Station or Banciao Station (THSR)[6] is a joint-use railway station located in Banqiao District, New 

Taipei City, Taiwan. 
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Figure 6-13 Massive replacement in the ’Zipporah’ article 

[Originally in colour] 
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Figure 6-14 Massive replacement in the’Day & age tour’ article 

[Originally in colour] 

 

As we have shown, reversion in Wikipedia is an effective method to resolve massive 

deletions by restoring the blank page to the previous revision. It is interesting to note that the 

revision before and after massive deletion is almost the same in the six figures shown above, 
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after observing the length and comparing the diverse colours before and after massive 

deletion. From these, we found that the most effective way to solve massive deletion is to 

revert it to the last edition before deletion, which was demonstrated in all of the selected 

examples as a solution to massive deletion.  

However, it should also be noted that another function of reversion is to intentionally 

obliterate another edit and to preserve the previous edit in an edit-war. In fact, Wikipedia 

provides a user-friendly operation system that not only facilitates editing for participants but 

also makes it easy to reverse edits. The convenience of the Wikipedia system encourages 

more people to participate in the information accumulation of Wikipedia but also may cause 

some organizational problems such as edit-wars.  

6.3.5 Attempting to visualize damaging activities causing violation and sock puppetry   

Besides edit-war, which is expressed as disputes of content and vandalism which represent 

intentions to destroy, there are two additional reasons which administrators frequently provide 

when they fully-protect articles: violation and sock puppetry. In fact, these reasons were 

named according to the influence of behaviour and the action of participants.  

Firstly, violations comprise copyright violation and defamation of living persons. Although 

Wikipedia claims that all its information is copyright free, there are still restrictions in the 

policy regarding the instances which reference or quote contents from other resources. The 

acts of using other resources without referencing or acknowledgement are considered 

damaging behaviours on Wikipedia’s content and reputation. If such behaviour continues in 

the editing process, administrators will consider a protection action in order to stop it. The 

defamation of living persons is another reason to protect articles. Generally, if the article 

refers to the biography of some living persons, all edits require a high degree of caution and 

must be from strictly selected materials
41

.  

However, sometimes edits violate the living person by exposing personal privacy or 

damaging their reputations. Besides the potential of abusing personal privacy, it may cause 

legal issues for Wikipedia. In this situation, the content involved would be deleted 

immediately and the relevant article protected to prevent repeated edits. Moreover, Wikipedia 

requires a high accuracy in articles that introduce living persons. Contentious information of 

living people is likely to bring harm, and what is worse is that false statements could injure a 

person’s reputation and the participant could be accused of slandering. For articles on living 

persons, administrators can fully-protect articles in accordance with the protection policy as 

soon as they confirm that the edit is malicious or biased.   

                                                      
41 Information from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Biographies_of_living_persons 
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Figure 6-15 and Figure 6-16 demonstrate two examples of violation. However, violation as 

the reason of full-protection is associated with the content of certain articles but not their edit 

behaviours. Thus, visualizing violation cannot distinguish between damaging behaviours such 

as attacks and massive deletions which were previously introduced. Administrators identify 

that particular content might harm a living person’s privacy and the edit behaviour itself is 

otherwise innocuous. Therefore, we are unable to detect a particular type of damaging 

behaviour that cause violation by visualizing the edit records in a single article.  
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Figure 6-15 Violation of the ’Arpan Sharma’ article 

[Originally in colour] 
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Figure 6-16 Violation in “Levi Leipheimer” article 

[Originally in colour] 

 

From the graphs above, we discover that violation could be expressed as either massive 

deletion as in the case of Figure 6-15 or as reversions shown in the case of Figure 6-16. In 
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other words, violation is not associated with any special behaviour in the editing process 

without considering its content and topic. Any basic damaging behaviour could impinge on 

the right of living persons and thereby lead to full-protection. Thus, from visualization we 

cannot provide a distinctive description to introduce violation as one of the reasons for full-

protection. This is also the same for sock puppetry. 

Literally “sock puppet” is a puppet made from a sock, which is manipulated by a person by 

fitting his hands into the sock and “talking”. In the context of internet (electronic 

communication), “sock puppetry” could imply false identities. Normally registered users 

should only edit under their own user account. “Sock puppet” describes the situation where 

participants disregard the regulation and create other false identifications to edit articles 

which he/she has already edited with other participants name. The “sock puppet” violation 

could confuse other participants with online identities and shift the weight of certain opinions 

to unethically reach consensus. For instance, one participant could create many different 

“sock puppets” to speak for him/her in a conflict, which would appear as if many editors take 

on the same side to reach consensus. “Sock puppet” has been used to avoid scrutiny of 

administration and it has the potential to deceive other participants, mislead edit discussion, 

distort consensus, stir up controversy and circumvent sanctions, all of which are considered 

violations. Administrators thus will apply full-protection on persistent “sock puppetry” 

situations, which cannot be prevented by other administration actions such as blocking 

participants’ accounts or IP addresses. In fact, generally, sock puppetry instances are dealth 

with by blocking individual participants. Therefore, sock puppetry has never been the main 

reason leading to full-protection. However, in order to understand full-protection more 

comprehensively, we still attempted to visualize the edit behaviours representing sock 

puppetry in fully-protected articles.  
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Figure 6-17 Sock puppetry in the’David Bradford’ article 

[Originally in colour]  

 

Figure 6-17 shows the fully-protected article “David Bradford” with a protective reason given 

of “sock puppetry”. With this example, we found that it is difficult to visualize sock puppetry 
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based on only the edit history record. Although we can colour-code authors according to their 

edits, we still cannot discern which two or more online participants were created by the same 

person because the administrator did not provide the full details behind his/her protection. To 

find out which two or more participants were actually sock puppets, we would need to contact 

the administrator who carried out the full-protection at the time. However, such data exceeds 

the basis of digital by-produce and therefore was not pursued further. In other words, if we 

only rely on digital by-product data, especially the database provided by Wikipedia, we are 

unable to visualize the damaging behaviours in the fully-protected article caused by sock 

puppetry. Visualization is limited by the accessible information in research. From our 

description above, we found that not all datasets or questions could be described by 

visualization. More importantly, we used visualization to accurately and thoroughly describe 

what fully-protected articles are, what their edit process looks like visually and how various 

destructive behaviours are represented in the edit process etc. However, we did not answer the 

question of how the administration system affects the quality of articles by executing full-

protection. Furthermore, we even found that visualization alone is insufficient to address such 

a question. 

In the proceeding introduction of visualization, we described it as a method based on the 

observation of real behaviours, the collection of information from such observations and the 

deduction of a descriptive conclusion. Therefore, it is no surprise that it can help us to 

summarise a vivid and specific edit history flow from the intricate record involving millions 

of editors. Despite this, as visualization is based on analysing actual facts, we were unable to 

judge and measure the positive influence of protection in maintaining article quality and 

enhancing Wikipedia beyond our descriptive analysis. In order to further address our 

questions and accomplish our originally intended evaluation of the function of protection and 

the related administration system, we need to seek alternative method to analyse our collected 

data and continue the analysis. Thus, in the next section, we propose a new representational 

method to analyse digital by-product data of fully-protected articles to explore the function 

and influence of the administration system, thereby also examining the importance of 

administrators in Wikipedia’s collaborative system.  

6.4 Assessing the administration system of Wikipedia 

Through visualizing the edit records, the previous section offered a descriptive introduction to 

the full-protection system and the relevant destructive activities and also describes an attempt 

at visualizing without particular relevant behaviours. In order to explore the administration 

system of Wikipedia, we not only plan to describe this system in detail but also want to 

examine its function and the influence from administrators by investigating its operating 
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process in fully-protected articles in this chapter. Although Wikipedia provides a platform 

with equal rights to all participants, full-protection is still one of the very few privileges 

possessed by administrators as discussed previously. Thus, examining the function of full-

protection is vital for the evaluation of Wikipedia’s administrative system. As an 

organizational system, the administration system of Wikipedia is expected to maintain the 

quality of articles and encourage more participation. Thus, we assume an ideal administration 

system needs to complete two assignments in fully-protected articles based on the function of 

full-protection
42

: terminate the argument and conflicts in fully-protected articles, and to 

encourage more participants to contribute. In the following section, we will assess these two 

proposed functions of the administration system through statistical analysis of fully-protected 

articles.  

6.4.1 Assessing the function and effectiveness of full-protection 

Does full-protection stop damaging behaviour?  

We have compared some variables before and after full-protection to assess whether full-

protection can stop the abnormal edits that cause protection. Our assumption is that if there is 

no further full-protection or semi-protection then the observed full-protection is effective in 

stopping damaging behaviour. Continued protection could endanger the freedom to edit and 

the collaborative model in Wikipedia to a certain extent. Therefore, articles that have been 

fully-protected but entered a protected status again
43

 suggest that full-protection is ineffective 

or has a negative effect on the collaboration process.  

The data is selected from fully-protected articles in May 2010 and we investigated whether 

they have had any previous protection or subsequent protection record. From this analysis, we 

found that 54% of the selected fully-protected articles have had at least one more protecting 

action according to the history record and 43% of them have had more than one full-

protection. This suggests that in more than half of the fully-protected articles, locking the 

article away from public edit does not reduce the risk that may affect the quality of the article. 

Our comparative analysis suggests that full-protection cannot effectively prevent further 

contention that may lead to re-protection. 

                                                      
42

 As we discussed in the beginning of this chapter, the protection policy in Wikipedia is designed to 

provide a neutral environment for participants to avoid damaging articles. Wikipedia believe that most 

participants want to improve Wikipedia rather than damage it. With this in mind, the policy of 

protection places specific emphasis on consensus and communication, as it is thought that these two 

factors will influence the decision process of executing or revoking protection. All of these policies are 

designed to encourage participants to achieve consensus during the protection period. Therefore, we 

assume the ideal function of full-protection would be terminating arguments on the one hand and 

increasing communication within the community on the other hand. 

43 This situation refers that the articles is put back to un-protected status, but then protected again due to further 

damage.  
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Moreover, we found that semi-protection is more likely to be used in contentious articles at 

the start of contention or before the launch of full-protection (Figure 6-18). In 43% of the total 

cases, administrators have semi-protected articles from anonymous participants’ edits before 

actually fully-protecting from edits by all participants. It suggests that administrators prefer to 

start with semi-protection to stop destructive actions until such measures are ineffective and 

they consider more severe action subsequently protects the quality of articles. 

 

 

 

Figure 6-18 Distribution of full and semi protections 

[Originally in colour] 

On closer inspection of some specific cases, we found that some articles with high levels of 

protection status are related to hot topics. For example, articles in the database we considered 

with the most heated debates are “Afghanistan”, “Jewish Internet Defence” and “Led 

Zeppelin”. Interestingly, two of these topics are related to politics and religion. According to 

the history record, they have become fully-protected four times and semi-protected ten times. 
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However, this correlation is not a general occurrence in all protected articles. In other words, 

there is no correlation between the article content and its continual protection records because 

p is less than 0.05%.  

In summary, we examined the full-protection in Wikipedia by consulting edit history, which 

suggests that approximately 54% of the fully-protected articles have more than one protection 

period (i.e. semi-protection and full-protection periods) and around half of them have been 

fully-protected at least twice. This result suggests that full-protection may be unable to reduce 

the risk of attracting contention to articles. On the contrary, following the removal of 

protection, more than half of the articles have been attacked and the quality of the article 

damaged again. In the next section, we will examine how effective full-protection is in 

stopping repeated damaging behaviours which triggered the initial protection.  

Is full-protection able to stop the same damaging behaviours? 

The stated aim of full-protection is to stop continuing arguments and persistent edit-wars by 

blocking the editing process so as to isolate conflicts. In this section, we intend to observe 

whether full-protection stops on-going arguments and disputes by analysing the reasons given 

by administrators when protecting articles. Our assumption is that when administrators have 

protected articles using the same reason more than once, full-protection is unable to stop 

repeated damage by conflict. 

Our data analysis shows that 43% of the articles have more than one full-protection in its edit 

record. We then classified these articles according to the reasons administrators gave to 

justify their protection action. When articles were repeatedly fully-protected for different 

reasons, it is thought that throughout the article’s development, there is no repeated vandalism 

on the same ground. However, if the articles were protected for the same reason, then it 

suggests that full-protection is ineffective in its function of stopping the same conflicts.  

Based on our selected data, we found that out of the articles that have been protected more 

than once, only 37.5% of them have alternative reasons for the second and further protections. 

Thus, in only 37.5% of the cases, full-protection effectively suspended the impairment of 

article content by similar destructive edits. However, the remaining 62.5% of the articles were 

protected for the same reason more than once, which suggests that full-protection did not in 

fact suspend the repeatedly damaging edits.  

The results we discovered in this section may suggest that full-protection has little effect in 

preventing similar damaging edits in order to maintain the quality of articles. Therefore, 

taking together the first and second result from our analysis, we found that full-protection 

cannot prevent articles from requiring other protecting actions or being exposed to the same 

damaging behaviours. However, another important function of full-protection is to encourage 
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participants to communicate on the discussion page rather than directly present their disputes 

on articles. Based on this policy, full-protection is designed to stimulate and encourage 

communications between participants holding different opinions during the editing process. 

To evaluate this function, we will launch another series of analysis.  

6.4.2 Assessing encouragement through the administration system 

Does full-protection encourage communication? 

It is hypothesized that when articles have been fully-protected, the participating editors would 

be encouraged to communicate on discussion pages to debate and possibly reach a consensus. 

Wikipedia assumes that “on pages that are experiencing edit war, temporary full-protection 

can force the parties to discuss their edits on the talk page, where they can reach consensus”
44

. 

This hypothesis provides the justification of launching full-protection in Wikipedia. 

Wikipedia believes that it is able to encourage people to engage in conversations aimed at 

resolving arguments, and prevent malicious vandalising activities. In this section, we compare 

the average amount of communication in protection-free period with that in protection periods 

to investigate whether full-protection has any influence on communication on the discussion 

pages.  

To retrieve such data we queried the amount of edits in the talk pages from the digital 

database provided by Wikipedia. By linking the data of fully-protected article with that of the 

associated discussion pages, we can calculate whether the number of conversations in the 

protection period increases compared to that in total regardless of the protection status of each 

article.  

 

 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Conversation_perday_pro

tecttime 
35 .0000 8.5000 1.195962E0 2.1834323 

conversationperday_overa

ll 
34 .0000 1.9649 .169221 .3537277 

Valid N (listwise) 34     

 

Table 6-2 Descriptive statistics of the number of conversation in fully-protected articles 

                                                      
44 Quotation from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Protection_policy 
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The statistics on the average number of conversations per day Table 6-2 reveal that, during 

the protection period, the maximum number of conversations is 8.5, whereas during the 

protection-free period it is 2. More interestingly, the mean number of conversations in the 

protective period is ten times more than that in general.  

 

 

 

Figure 6-19 Average number of conversations in protecting period and general edit period 

[Originally in colour] 

 

Figure 6-19 shows the number of conversations per day during protection periods and those 

during protection-free periods. The blue bars represent the number of communications per 

day on the discussion pages during protection periods whereas the red ones show the number 

of communications in open-edit periods. It is apparent that communication in the full-
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protection periods is remarkably more frequent that in open-edit periods. Out of all the fully-

protected articles, 64.86% of them experienced significantly increased communications in the 

respective discussion pages during the protection period. However our hypothesis only holds 

true when the protection period is sufficiently long for participants to carry out discussions on 

discussion pages, and there are exceptions in some extreme cases when there are no recorded 

conversations during a short-term protection. In summary, full-protection indeed encourages 

conversations.  

All in all, assessment in this section shows that full-protection has increased the amount of 

conversations in related discussion pages by the comparison of the average number of 

conversations between the fully-protected periods and normal periods. It suggests that 

participants in Wikipedia are encouraged or forced to communicate to realize their purpose of 

editing articles, which proves that the full-protection policy is effective in increasing 

communication among the participating community. Such a finding not only evaluates the 

function of full-protection in increasing communication, but also demonstrates that Wikipedia 

to a certain extent is still an administration-oriented system. This is especially true when an 

article is under an abnormal condition, and administrators still have a leading role in such a 

process.  

6.4.3 Assessing the influence of administrators in fully-protected articles 

In the last section, we discussed how full-protection as an administration regulation protected 

the quality of Wikipedia and improved itsdevelopment. In this section, we will mainly focus 

on the execution body of full-protection– the administrators – and discuss their influence. 

More specifically, we will investigate whether the individual performance and behaviour of 

administrators will influence full-protection, how they affect full-protection, and whether they 

affect the functioning of the administration system. In this section we will evaluate the 

influence of administration by examining the protection action, encouraging communication 

and the un-protecting action in the process of full-protection. 

Since we found that the administration system can encourage communication but cannot 

terminate the persistence of conflicts in fully-protected articles, we further investigate the 

influence of administration in full-protection. The administrators play an important and 

irreplaceable role in the full-protection system for three reasons. First, marking and removing 

full-protection is a management action that is only permitted by administrators. Second, 

normally the period of full-protection is decided by and only by the administrator who locked 

it. Third, only administrators could decide whether the full-protection status needs to be 

maintained or whether consensus has been reached. Thus, the entire decision-making process 

may be influenced by the individual biases of administrators. More importantly, this situation 
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raises another question of what role administrators play in the conflict versus protection 

process. The answer to this question could provide an insight to the importance of 

administration in resolving conflicts in mass collaboration.  

According to Wikipedia’s edit policy, fully-protected articles can only be sealed up and 

opened by administrators, who may also edit the article during the full-protection period. 

Other users are only allowed to view and copy the article but have no right to edit. 

Furthermore, fully-protected articles in Wikipedia can only be labelled and removed by 

administrators. During the full-protection period, any proposals for modifications should be 

submitted to the related talk page and will be processed by administrators if consensus has 

approved it. Normally, the administrator who labelled full-protection can remove it if he/she 

decides that the article is no longer controversial, or alternatively other administrators can 

remove the protection if consensus from general participants decides that full-protection is 

unnecessary. Therefore, administrators of Wikipedia have been empowered with certain 

specific rights for the maintenance of articles.  

On the other hand, administrators also have the general features of normal participants who 

can edit freely in different articles. Yet at the same time, administrators as the deciding factor 

for full-protection on Wikipedia directly influence the status of full-protection. In this section, 

we hope to examine and analyse whether the editing behaviour of administrators will affect 

the management behaviours of administrators in insisting on full-protection. In order to do so, 

we first examine the correlation between administrators’ editing participation and other 

variables in full-protection, such as the frequency of edits, amount of conversation, and 

protecting period etc. Second, we examine the influence of administrators’ involvement in the 

communication of discussion pages during the protection period. The results will show to 

what extent administration could affect mass collaboration in full-protection, especially in 

obtaining consensus. Generally, the involvement of administrators might affect the process of 

achieving consensus and affect the full-protection system eventually. Having addressed the 

two questions above, we would understand the function and influence of administrators in 

full-protection.  

Our analysis shows that whether the administrator who labelled the particular article for full-

protection has participated in editing the article does not have any influence on instigating 

full-protection. In other words, there is no direct correlation between the execution or removal 

of full-protection and the previous edition of the particular article by the administrator, which 

is contrary to our assumption. We originally reasoned that administrators who have edited a 

certain article are more likely to be aware of and take action against the potential risks 

surrounding articles that they have edited and are familiar with. Yet, this was not the case. 
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Additionally, the protecting actions might be implemented by any administrators with or 

without previous involvement in the protected articles. This is because we could not find any 

significant relationship between the edits of administrator who protected articles and their 

editing activities in the article. The absence of such correlations may be caused by specific 

requests of full-protections by normal users through the request website for page protection
45

. 

Meanwhile, the results showed a significant correlation between the number of edits by the 

administrator who unprotected a specific article and a few variables, including the number of 

unique editors (r= .387, p <.05), the amount of total conversations (r= .365, p <.05), and the 

total number of views (r= .880, p <.01). It can be noted that the number of edits is directly 

proportional to the variables mentioned above. These results might suggest that the 

involvement of the administrator who unblocked articles from full-protection could affect or 

be affected by the total contribution and communication and even public interest in the 

particular article.  

6.5 Conclusion 

Following a series of detailed analyses, we visualized some fully-protected articles in order to 

describe all damaging behaviours which led to protection. Meanwhile, the function of 

administration was also evaluated by testing the influence of administrators on the process of 

fully-protecting articles. The conclusion not only summarizes all the empirical findings in this 

chapter based on the analysis of digital by-product data, but it also addresses the lessons 

learnt about how to apply visualization and statistical analysis using only digital by-product 

data.  

6.5.1 Power of the administration system represented in fully-protected articles 

The main purpose of this chapter was to determine the role and influence of the 

administration system in Wikipedia through analysing the editing behaviours in fully-

protected articles. In order to carry out the investigation, we first attempted to visualize 

certain destructive behaviours which caused full-protection in particular articles. We then 

examined the visualization results to understand how people resolve conflicts and reach 

consensus. 

Through visualization, we illuminated the characteristics of fully-protected articles and their 

dynamics, the collaborative as well as the damaging behaviours. This description can assist 

readers in understanding this complicated system and understand the issue of why articles 

should be protected following certain damaging behaviours. Based on the visualization of the 

digital by-product data, this chapter firstly discussed the dynamics of full-protection in 

                                                      
45 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Requests_for_page_protection 
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Wikipedia articles by colour-coding fully-protected periods within a selected month. From the 

graph obtained, readers are able to view how frequent fully-protected articles changed their 

original full-protection status in just one month.  

Then, this chapter proposed the concept of “baseline” to describe the “power-law” 

distribution in the editing process of a single article. “Baseline” can be explained as follows: 

in a single article, the majority of the content is contributed by one or two principle 

participants. The content they created in the first edition is termed the baseline which includes 

the significant and essential documents and the baseline points at a specific direction for 

subsequent edits to follow in both content and structure. From a micro point of view, such a 

discovery also demonstrates that Wikipedia operates as a collaborative mode in which the 

majority of the content is produced by a small group of people and most of the participants 

only edit a minor portion of the content, This conclusion further corroborated our “power-law” 

discussions in the previous two chapters and illustrated the collaboration on Wikipedia. 

The significance of visualizing fully-protected articles lies in that it can describe the various 

types of damaging editing behaviours that lead administrators to implement full-protection of 

articles. Through such a visible process, we are able to view the damaging behaviours which 

caused edit-wars and vandalism. Such diverse destructive activities represent the arguments 

and conflicts among participants. The damage of such activities to the structure and content of 

articles can be visualized directly from our analysis, illustrated by the sudden changes to the 

article structure or the loss of content. However, we also argue that visualization can be 

limited by the data resource which are available for research because it is difficult to visualize 

distinct damaging behaviours that cause sock puppetry and violation in articles. These are 

defined by identifying whether participants use only one name to verify their contribution and 

by detecting whether the content violates the copyright of other resources or harms living 

persons, which are beyond our analytic capability due to the limited data we have access to.  

Through visualizing the edit records of fully-protected articles, we assembled a 

comprehensive description of the editing behaviours that lead to full-protection. But this 

result still did not completely answer our question on how the administration system functions 

in fully-protected articles. To specifically address this problem, we decided to employ 

statistical analysis on variables of administration and full-protection. Through this, we hope to 

gain a thorough understanding of the role and function of the administration system of 

Wikipedia in the context of full-protection. 

First of all, we concentrated our effort to analyse whether full-protection, as an expressive 

term of administration, realized the originally intended functions, which are to reduce the 

arguments in edits and ensure the quality of article content. When an article is under full-
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protection, any potential improvement and development of the article are inhibited. Although 

full-protection is designed to stop the debates and arguments of different participants, we 

found that full-protection could not terminate such conflicts. Over half of the fully-protected 

articles have entered at least one full-protection period following the initial full-protection, 

which suggests that similar risks caused by conflicts repeatedly occurred in the same articles 

even with full-protection administered. 

Second, we examined whether full-protection is able to prevent articles from the same 

damaging behaviours by analysing the reason given by administrators on subsequent 

protecting actions following the first full-protection. Based on our data analysis, among the 

articles which have entered full-protection more than twice, 62.5% of the cases were 

protected for the same reasons on the second occasion. This shows that full-protection not 

only is unable to prevent articles from similar attacks but also cannot guarantee the article will 

not require subsequent protection. We acknowledge that such protective measures can 

preserve the article content in the short terms. However over a long term; it limits the 

improvement of article content by inhibiting new edits. This suggests that full-protection 

cannot protect the article from similar destructive editing behaviours; therefore it does not 

prevent the article from requiring a second full-protection. 

Thirdly, full-protection as a forced management measure has also been used by Wikipedia as 

a tool to encourage debaters to discuss the controversial issues on discussion pages, rather 

than directly change the article content to express their conflicting opinions. In this section, 

we also tested whether this function is effectively realised. By investigating the number of 

edits in discussion pages during the full-protection period, we found that the average number 

of conversations in the full-protection period is four times higher than that in the period as a 

whole. We argue that full-protection remarkably increased communication among 

participants who are engaged in editing high-risk articles.  

Fourthly, we analysed the correlation between the personal edit behaviours of administrator 

and the fully-protected articles labelled by them. In other words, we hope to discover any 

potential influence from the personal engagement of administrators. However, such a 

correlation could not be established between the decision by the administrator to fully-protect 

a certain article and whether or not they have previously edited that article. When 

administrators carry out full-protection, such an action is not limited to or influenced by their 

personal edits. This basically demonstrates that when administrators implement their 

administrational duties, they are not affected by their personal advantage or interest. This 

discovery is conducive to proving that full-protection is a relatively neutral and fair 

administration activity. 
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To summarize, we used a visualization tool to describe what the fully-protected articles were 

and discussed what damaging behaviours could turn regular articles into high-risk ones. 

Through the visible results generated by the History Flow tool, readers can easily comprehend 

why such behaviours would damage the regular structure and content of such articles to 

eventually necessitate full-protection action. Following this, we used standard statistical 

methods to analyse digital by-product data to examine the effectiveness and influence of 

Wikipedia’s administration system. 

6.5.2 Advantages and limitations of visualization 

In this chapter, our initial plan was to use visualization to address another descriptive analysis 

of full-protection and to examine its function to evaluate the administration system of 

Wikipedia. However, we found that visualization alone cannot provide enough information. 

In order to answer our original research question, we have to utilize additional statistical 

analysis to formulate correlations among several variables. Therefore, in this section we will 

discuss the advantages and limitations of using visualization from a methodological 

perspective.  

Visualization has long been used in the scientific community. It is certainly true that 

visualization could offer readers pictorial explanations and provide them with an overview 

and a grand perspective, making it easy to explain complicated situations. However, such a 

widely accepted tool in scientific researches has demonstrated both advantages and 

disadvantages when used in social science research.  

On the one hand, visualization allows the simplification of a complicated system and the 

demonstration of such a system to wider audience. The expressive power of such a method is 

rarely demonstrated via other means, such as textual explanation and graphical presentation. 

Through visualization, we can make a spatially and temporally dynamic system visible. We 

will use two examples to illustrate how other scientists and technicians have used alternative 

tools to visualize Wikipedia.  

It is obvious that visualization has many advantages to deliver accurate explanations of 

complex systems with a large amount of data, which is also why many social scientists chose 

such a method to closly study Wikipedia. There are specific examples from other researches 

such as how participants contributed to an article on Obama
46

, or describe the trend of 

deletion decisions in articles
47

. In these cases, visualization of data gleaned from Wikipedia 

answered the question “what is Wikipedia?”. Yet we ponder what else visualization can do 

for research, whether it is only able to describe a situation or whether it can be used to 

                                                      
46 The result from such a study can see at http://vimeo.com/2177573 
47 The research detail can be find on http://notabilia.net/ 
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complement other analysis, and as social scientists, what attitude we should have towards 

applying visualization in our study. This section will try to discuss these issues.  

Visualization has been conceived as a new method in social scientific studies. In fact, 

visualization could provide a comprehensive sense of the movement, style and orientation of 

specific social phenomena, and it has already been used in previous social network studies 

(Neustaedter et al., 2005, Wasserman and Faust, 1994). Through our analysis of the 

visualization of Wikipedia using the History Flow Tool and other software, it is clear that 

visualization is able to provide an insight of systems, social structure and people’s behaviours 

on a macro level.  

One of the advantages of visualization is that it is a descriptive and interpretative approach to 

explain the complicated issues addressed. Such a method allows large amount of quantitative 

information to be represented pictorially, by transforming numerical and digital data into 

colours and delineated. Time, space and individual participants are converted to x, y and z 

axis respectively. More importantly, visualization provides a more accurate description of 

social phenomena compared to traditional survey methods. With the aid of rigorous 

techniques, such as mathematical modelling and computer graphic software, social 

phenomena could be visualized and summarized into several types of graphs. These graphs 

accurately represent the behaviours and the time points of the action. This macro-description 

could not be represented easily and clearly by textual explanation.  

Instead of collecting data through personal observation, visualization in this chapter is 

designed to provide an unbiased description using web 2.0 applications. Digital by-product 

data is used to describe a systematic interaction on the internet platform through visualization. 

However, the description is only the first step for social scientists to explore social issues. For 

instance, there are more questions to be addressed regarding full-protection such as whether 

full-protection is beneficial to Wikipedia’s editing process, and how full-protection maintains 

the quality of articles. These questions require more in-depth analysis rather than mere 

descriptive images to understand the mass collaboration on Wikipedia. 

However, the usage of visualization is often limited to research on descriptive and 

observational topics by its function. The deduction and conclusion from visualization are 

based on the observation, comparison and summarization of the graphs generated from the 

data. For data that cannot be represented by graphs, or that require further analysis and 

comparison, the limitations of visualization become pronounced. 

Visualization only provides a descriptive but not analytical or critical measure of situations. 

In other words, visualization could help us to understand specific concepts but it does not 

offer any assessment or argument. The distinguishing feature of visualization is that it not 
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only enables audiences to pay more attention to the interesting parts of social research, but 

also helps audiences to understand complicated social interaction or social performance 

extracted from large amount of information. However, we would be hard pressed to use 

visualization to provide any further analysis beyond factual recount  

To sum up the arguments above, visualization indeed provides advantages when analysing 

process of online issues from a social science perspective. In the last section, we attempted to 

use visualization together with other methods to test our hypothesis of the existence of the 

“baseline”. Using visualization combined with other statistical tools, we concluded that a 

“baseline” exists in the majority of fully-protected articles. Through this, visualization depicts 

what baseline looks like in the edit history of each individual article. Additionally, it is 

important to note that the distinguishing function of visualization is to simplify complicated 

information especially that gathered from a large dataset. In our case study to determine the 

“baseline” of editing, we can easily confirm our hypothesis because we simply see it from our 

visualization results. In this case, it eases the effort of social scientists by visualizing social 

phenomena in their studies; especially when social interactions need to be addressed using a 

large amount of digital information.  

Based on the previous argument, visualization could be a popular method for social scientists 

because of the easy access to digital data and the availability of numerous visualization 

software and technical support. However, we propose that visualization should not represent 

the only or even primary method for social research. Social scholars, who want to apply 

visualization, should be aware of the associated technical issues. During the visualization 

process, another difficulty is that scholars could choose to create their own tools or adopt 

existing open source software.  

From the empirical work presented in this chapter, we discussed how to combine 

visualization with other analytical methods to clarify complications and approach assessments 

in social science studies. We proposed that for most research questions related to internet 

phenomenon, various visualization methods could be utilised to analyse accessible digital by-

product data. To determine which method could best deliver information and address the 

research question directly is a topic for social scientists. Based on the descriptive 

characteristic of visualization, we recommend that it should be used in combination with 

other methods which are suitable for further critical analysis and logical reasoning to 

maximize the advantages of visualization when dealing with large amount of information to 

assist descriptive research. 
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Name of article 
Discussion 

ID 

Category of 

content 
Protection time 

Un-protection 

time 

Reason 

for 

protection 

David Bradford 

(businessman)                                                     
26401971 People 2010/3/2 1:17 2010/5/20 5:56 

sock 

puppetry 

Lock (device)                                                                     knowledge 2010/5/11 5:31 2010/5/15 12:11 vandalism 

Bully Kutta                                                                      2643356 knowledge 2009/11/6 19:09 2010/6/16 19:45 vandalism 

Pump It Up Pro                                                                   11916491 Music&Arts 
  

vandalism 

List of vehicles 

the United 

States Marine 

Corps                                  

12699830 Military 
  

vandalism 

Banciao Station                                                                  17967769 knowledge 2010/4/30 14:15 2010/5/1 11:40 vandalism 

Hungary ? 

Slovakia 

relations                                                     

20871139 Politics 2010/4/12 1:51 2010/5/12 1:51 vandalism 

Afghanistan                                                                      16830602 Politics 2010/5/5 0:00 2010/6/2 0:00 vandalism 

Computer 

science                                                                 
7290 knowledge 2010/5/12 0:00 2010/5/13 0:00 vandalism 

M39 Enhanced 

Marksman Rifle                                                      
19581920 Military 2010/3/29 3:17 2010/5/29 16:42 vandalism 

Arpan Sharma                                                                      People 2010/5/27 1:25 2010/6/30 10:07 violation 

Levi 

Leipheimer                                                                  
5988736 People 2010/4/30 3:41 2010/5/22 23:55 violation 

Bad Boys Blue                                                                    4720751 People 2009/10/11 0:00 2010/11/1 0:00 violation 

David Mairs 

(delete)                                                             
 People 

  
war 

Quagmire's Dad                                                                   26802587 Music&Arts 2010/5/12 13:42 2010/5/14 13:42 war 

Play On Tour                                                                     27192295 Music&Arts 2010/5/11 8:23 2010/5/15 6:41 war 

Erik Paulsen                                                                     19162984 People 2010/4/28 3:41 2010/5/13 1:30 war 
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Thrikkunnathu 

Seminary                                                           
21463497 knowledge 2010/5/8 15:03 2010/6/8 15:03 war 

Jewish Internet 

Defense Force                                                    
18723555 Politics 2010/3/15 22:11 2010/6/15 22:11 war 

Oj, svijetla 

majska zoro                                                         
830970 Politics 2010/5/5 9:27 2010/5/12 9:27 war 

20th Waffen 

Grenadier 

Division of the 

SS (1st 

Estonian)                          

5309342 Military 2010/4/22 18:05 2010/5/22 18:05 war 

Arabian Gulf                                                                     1276492 knowledge 2010/4/22 17:41 2010/5/22 17:41 war 

Zipporah                                                                         1918611 Religion 2010/5/11 1:19 2010/6/11 1:19 war 

Ahmed Raza 

Khan Barelvi                                                          
2469728 Religion 2010/5/15 18:05 2010/6/15 18:05 war 

Noel Gallagher                                                                   1096508 Music&Arts 2010/5/9 18:29 2010/5/12 19:59 war 

Caucasian 

Albania                                                                
561738 knowledge 2010/5/7 20:37 2010/5/27 20:37 war 

Institute for 

Policy                                                             
4850414 knowledge 2010/4/22 18:13 2010/5/26 23:04 war 

Pakistan Army                                                                    2959565 Military 2010/5/2 0:36 2010/6/2 0:36 war 

Ghurid Dynasty                                                                   8511255 Politics 2010/5/1 19:33 2010/5/8 19:33 war 

Reincarnation 

research                                                           
8609507 Religion 2010/3/27 4:17 2010/5/17 20:08 war 

Ronn Torossian                                                                   8454038 People 2010/4/6 13:29 2010/4/6 13:29 war 

Battle of 

Pressburg                                                              
15370335 Politics 2010/5/11 4:30 2010/6/11 4:30 war 

Role of the 

media in the 

Yugoslav wars                                           

15827654 Politics 2010/1/25 18:34 2010/5/26 22:32 war 
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Southern 

Baptist 

Convention 

conservative 

resurgence                              

28661579 Religion 2010/5/12 15:53 2010/5/15 15:53 war 

History of 

Georgia 

(country)                                                     

8871921 Politics 2010/3/28 18:52 2010/6/5 19:52 war 

Led Zeppelin                                                                     17916 Music&Arts 2010/5/9 9:51 2010/5/22 16:46 war 

Dusha                                                                            17121741 Music&Arts 2010/5/12 7:20 2010/6/12 7:20 war 

 

Table 6-3 Thirty seven cases of fully-protected articles  
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This thesis has addressed the challenge that social scientists face caused by the limitation of 

using traditional sampling methods to explore internet phenomena. In order to clarify the 

essence of such a methodological challenge brought by new ICTs, we argue that using 

sampling methods, even when aided by internet-mediated methods, is insufficient. The 

principle of relying on self-reported data with a limited number of cases should be questioned. 

Furthermore, we pointed out that such limitations could become more severe in social studies 

of internet phenomena.  

Based on this perspective of the methodological challenge and the possibility of applying new 

data, this research begins an experimental journey in which we attempt to use digital by-

product data to explore a real Web 2.0 application—Wikipedia. From this completed social 

research which concentrates on internet phenomena, we aim to evaluate the possibility, and 

the practical influence of applying digital by-product data in the social studies of the internet. 

The thesis has been divided into two parts: one considers the entire process of using digital 

by-product data in a social research project, and the other investigates applying such data and 

evaluates the pros and cons of using this method to meet the methodological challenges as 

previously discussed.  

To begin to use digital by-product data, we had to format and pre-clean the original dataset 

downloaded from Wikipedia. This is an important step in data mining, as presented at Figure 

1-1, which was not discussed in the empirical chapters. In this chapter, we will go through the 

process of data mining and offer a realistic perspective for social scientists who want to use a 

large body of digital by-product data in their research.  

The study started out with four empirical chapters that investigated the editing and 

collaborative patterns. We provided a brief overview of what we found from Wikipedia based 

on its digital by-product data by addressing the following three questions: Does a 

Chapter 7 
                                

Conclusion 
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collaborative mode exist in Wikipedia? If so, what is it,  and how does it work? Through this 

process, we discovered that the proper function of Wikipedia is maintained by an ingeniously 

designed semi-administration system, which has its own special model of collaboration and 

management. Although we could not comprehensively depict such a mass collaboration mode; 

through our four chapters of empirical work, we nonetheless attempted to analyse the general 

characteristics of the collaborative system essential to Wikipedia’s survival and development. 

In the end, all these experimental works evaluate the possibility of using digital by-product 

data.  

Following the series of empirical chapters, we sought to address two issues: the first is 

whether using digital by-product data can resolve methodological demands of data, especially 

when the traditional methodologies have certain unavoidable problems, for example the 

effective number of samples and the personal prejudice of responses. The second issue is to 

measure the pros and cons of using digital by-product data for social scientists from a number 

of perspectives, such as research expectation, knowledge limitation, and the potential for 

collaboration across different disciplines. Through such clarifications, there are several 

essential questions that can be answered in this thesis: does using digital by-product data 

resolve the limitations and problems of using traditional methods? Can digital by-product data 

replace traditional sampling methods for exploring online topics? How should social scientists 

use digital by-product data to maximise research productivity?  

In order to answer such questions, this chapter is organised around three themes: the 

advantages of using digital by-product data in general; the specific benefits of using digital 

by-product data for internet studies; and finally the problems and limitations of using digital 

by-product data that we experienced during our empirical work.  

Based on the arguments and conclusions made through the entire thesis, in the last section we 

further explore the data environment and challenges faced by current social scientists. As 

mentioned in chapter two, we categorise the data types supported by the current internet 

technologies based on two criteria: privacy and by-product. These two features delineate the 

possibility and risk of using various data for academic research. Many researchers suggested 

the possibility of using by-product data, and reminded us that we should not overlook the 

accumulative characteristic of this kind of data in an array of applications including cultural, 

consumptive and transactional processes. The contribution of this thesis is that it offers for the 

first time a comprehensive examination of the possibility of using real digital by-product data 

for academic research. In this situation, data is not merely a new cultural phenomenon, or 

simply a technological impact, it implies an opportunity for new use. This opportunity allows 

academic research to be better integrated with society, and also allows scholars to better 
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understand the world and keep up with changes in society. The significance and value of this 

research thus lies in the demonstration of such an opportunity.  

7.1 The methodological challenge and the initial study 

Our entire research is based on the proposition that there is a limitation to the current research 

methodology in social science fields in regard to studying the virtual society and internet 

phenomena, and the consequence of this is the challenge this poses to deploying conventional 

methodology. Thus, the main focus of the thesis has been, first of all, through the discussions 

and debates of some social scientists, the presence of the methodological challenge in current 

social science research is apparent; furthermore, we proposed that such a limitation of 

traditional sampling method can become even more severe when applied in internet studies.  

We explored numerous attempts social scientists have made to use the internet as a medium to 

contact respondents in order to complete sampling surveys or interviews. While such internet-

facilitated sampling studies demonstrate the various possibilities of using the internet in 

academia, at the same time they manifested the development and progress of internet 

technologies and the diverse interactions among people online. However, along with the 

development of the internet and related technologies, we argue that there are more 

possibilities to collect information and complete research more effectively. In fact, the 

research on applying digital by-product data has repeatedly appeared in social science 

publications, although this application has never been systematically discussed or examined. 

In addition, inspired by the research methodologies used in scientific studies of extracting 

answers from a large data set, we further propose to use a data mining process to deal with the 

potentially massive datasets collected directly from internet resources.  

In the subsequent chapter, we introduced Wikipedia, which was chosen to explore in 

exploring internet phenomena in order to test the feasibility of using digital by-product data. 

There are three reasons why we chose Wikipedia as the case study to evaluate the proposed 

method from a methodological perspective. First, Wikipedia offered a relatively 

comprehensive and more structured resource of digital by-product data compared to other 

internet applications. Second, compared to other web 2.0 applications, Wikipedia provided 

two specific functions: history trace and reversion. The technical process of operating such 

functions can generate more types of digital by-product data which can reveal and describe 

people’s behaviours. Third, many previous scientific studies demonstrated how to mine 

Wikipedia’s database, which offered an established process and a clear solution as to how to 

obtain and use digital by-product data. Fourth, unlike some other resources of digital by-

product data involving personal information, which could entail ethical issues, the digital by-
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product data sets of Wikipedia have already had removed all private information. Such a 

database not only reduced risks of infringing on the privacy of participants during the 

academic process, but also technically reduced the research time by removing steps such as 

detecting and deleting personal data or obtaining permission to use such data. More 

importantly, Wikipedia provides a series of heated topics associated with internet applications 

and interaction within them, such as, “Is it changing the way of life?”, “Is it changing the way 

of work?” and so on. We not only planned to examine the proposed method by exploring 

Wikipedia as the primary purpose of launching this research, but also expected to have some 

initial findings from this experimental study itself. Chapter two introduced Wikipedia and its 

politics of collaboration and administration, offering a basic awareness of the site before the 

thesis then proceeded to the subsequent empirical chapters.  

Wikipedia has been discussed as an organization that produces knowledge by operating a 

collaborative mode, in which millions of volunteers work together and achieve consensus if 

facing conflicts. Although its achievement and the quality of its articles have been questioned 

from both epistemological and practical perspectives, Wikipedia is still regarded as an 

excellent demonstration of mass collaboration and continues to receive attention and research 

interest. Wikipedia has a unique recruiting mechanism and relevant incentive system, through 

which every participant can edit without obstacles or concerns. The number of participants 

and the amount of edited content both prove the uniqueness of such an administration system 

in both qualitative and quantitative terms. Other than the twenty or thirty employees of 

Wikipedia, the administrators at various levels have joined Wikipedia voluntarily and are 

elected by a majority of participants in the Wikipedia community. Meanwhile, Wikipedia 

operates a unique system to maintain the quality of articles and resolve editing arguments 

among participants, via reversion and protection. Our introduction in Chapter Two not only 

provided a better understanding of Wikipedia, it drew attention to several relatively important 

aspects regarding Wikipedia, in preparation for the later empirical study.  

Although we attempt to explain Wikipedia and its organization process, all our social science-

type questions are not answered only through the analysis of digital by-product data. We need 

to introduce basic steps of cleaning and integrating the data set before the real analysis can 

begin. As we have pointed out at the end of Chapter One, the use of digital by-product data 

relies on data mining as a means to procure useful information and then generate that into 

patterns in order to solve a problem. However, to get from original to recognizable data, we 

need to take a few steps beforehand: first, we need to download the data to a certain domain 

where it can be retrieved easily and stored safely; secondly, the data needs to be transformed 

into a machine readable format to facilitate recognition by computer programmes; thirdly, the 
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data need to be categorized according to certain classifications which is analogous to the 

situation when new books are purchased and they need to be sorted according to the subject 

or author names before they are put on the shelves in order to easily allow users to find them; 

finally, according to the category and size of the data, different analysis and visualization 

tools will be chosen. 

It needs to be pointed out that these four steps are described as the “data cleaning and 

integrating” process in data mining. The consideration of these procedures is scarce in the 

literature; therefore they have not received their due attention. In responding to this lack, this 

part of the thesis contains a significant amount of technical information and procedural 

strategy for data mining, including the choice of different code or graphs. We suggest that 

informed by this approach, social scientists can fully prepare for this step in order to generate 

appropriate data set for studies. Also, and more generally, we recommend social scientists 

take more support and help from scientists and technicians who have plenty of experience in 

cleaning data and integrating database.  

7.2 Overview of empirical works 

The principle of this thesis has been to consider the issue of the methodological challenge in 

studying internet phenomena and to propose a possible methodology of using digital by-

product data. However, the process of developing this research method has also allowed us to 

gain some substantive understanding of Wikipedia itself from a social scientific perspective.  

In the original plan, we aimed to complete a descriptive and analytic study of Wikipedia and 

its collaborative system based on the available digital by-product data resources. In a step-by-

step manner, we answered four inter-related questions in our four empirical chapters. These 

questions arose from the heated debates related to Wikipedia and the innovation it represents, 

and many previous studies have attempted to explore its organization, just as we planned to 

do. First, we answered the question of whether Wikipedia has an existing collaborative mode. 

In other words, we discussed whether there is a regular participation mode based on a system 

with millions of participants. When we identified the collaborative mode of Wikipedia, we 

asked the second question – what is this collaborative model. This question was answered in 

the second part of Chapter Three and in Chapter Four. Specifically, we discussed whether 

such a collaborative model changes along with the development of Wikipedia, as some 

literature has suggested. The answer to this question is addressed by exploring the most 

important participants in Wikipedia. We concluded with a clear idea of the collaborative 

mode of Wikipedia, while considering the administration function. The third question is how 

such a collaborative model works in Wikipedia. To answer this question, we used the 
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visualization tool to examine the collaboration and conflicts in the development process of 

single articles. In Chapter Five, normal articles were visualized to describe how participants 

work together and achieve the high-quality content. The fourth question was, what are 

administrators’ functions in such collaboration and conflict? Chapter Six specifically focuses 

on fully-protected articles to explore the protection policy and to examine the relevant 

administrators’ function and influence. We propose four coherent and interrelated questions 

regarding the collaborative mode of Wikipedia. Each question is based on the results of the 

previous empirical work and sets out to ponder and question the results; each of these 

examines previous academic discoveries by using digital by-product data. The consideration 

of, and answer to, each question will help readers better understand the characteristics of 

Wikipedia’s collaborative mode. The four empirical chapters can be regarded as a stage-by-

stage social science report. 

As mentioned in the third chapter, based on previous literature, we discovered that opinions 

regarding Wikipedia are divided into two camps: one recognises and appreciates Wikipedia 

itself and its development process, and believes that Wikipedia brings a new participation 

model; the other camp comes from an understanding of the traditional encyclopaedia, and 

holds a pessimistic attitude towards the development of Wikipedia. Therefore, we proposed to 

question whether Wikipedia has an established collaborative mode. In fact, there are three 

sub-questions that need to be addressed in order to answer these questions. First, is Wikipedia 

experiencing a positive developing trend? Second, if it is, is there a stable and supportive 

collaborative mode for the continued development of Wikipedia? Third, if there is such a 

model, what is it, and how does it work? 

For the first question, it is suggested that Wikipedia is expanding quantitatively and 

improving qualitatively based on our analysis of the data from 2001 to 2007. Such trends 

convincingly prove the potential of the future development and research value of Wikipedia 

as an internet application. We then begin to answer our second sub-question. From the data 

collected from 2001 to 2007, we demonstrate that there is a Pareto distribution in Wikipedia 

and the constant K varies linearly from year to year. Such a distribution describes the 

established and stable model for Wikipedia. Based on this statement, we answer the third 

question of what this mode is by formulating the  parameter by applying the Maximum 

likelihood method. The significance of our study lies in that we obtained a mathematical 

model that can predict the changes of edits in Wikipedia. Through these studies, we depicted 

a systematic and predictable development trend of edits in Wikipedia. It is worth pointing out 

that this series of descriptions of the development trend of Wikipedia and the establishment of 

the mathematical model is based on the digital by-product data resource from Wikipedia.  

k
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In Chapter Four, we elaborated on the model developed in Chapter Three. Although from a 

macro point of view, such a mathematical model helps us to argue that the edits in Wikipedia 

follow the pattern of a minority contributing to a majority of the content whereas the majority 

only contributes a little, this view of a “minority dominated Wikipedia” is questioned by 

many researchers. Theoretically, some researchers are convinced that Wikipedia brought 

forward a meaningful new cooperative mode, where all participants have equal influence on 

producing knowledge (Hippel, 2006); at the same time, others believe that the “minority-

dominated” model is changing gradually as Wikipedia develops (Kittur et al., 2007a). 

In order to answer the question of what is the more accurate model we proposed the following 

as the primary question of Chapter Four: “Who leads the development of Wikipedia?” 

Previous researches that used edits as a standard to measure individual participation in 

Wikipedia have inspired us to follow a similar step. Therefore, we make our argument from 

several approaches, including dividing participants of Wikipedia into different groups 

according to their number of edits or administrative status, and analysing the absolute change 

and percentage change of the edits from each individual group from January 2000 to October 

2010. Our arguments can be summarised into the two following points: First, the content of 

Wikipedia is dominated by a minority of participants who maintain a high number of edits; 

second, the administrators do not dominate the editing of Wikipedia from a quantitative 

perspective.  

There are three main contributions from the research in this chapter. First of all, it confirmed 

that the participation mode of Wikipedia is still a “minority dominated editing system”, 

although such a minority is not under the restriction and influence of administrators. This 

helps us to better understand the importance of Wikipedia’s functional model from a macro 

point of view. Secondly, the research proves that the development and content of Wikipedia 

depends on a small proportion of participants, as pointed out by Wikipedia’s founder. 

Therefore, the fluctuation of the number of the total participants of Wikipedia will not 

immediately affect the development of Wikipedia. To a certain extent, this conclusion 

answers the question and doubts of the media towards the development trend of Wikipedia. 

However, it needs to be pointed out that over the long term, if the number of participants 

keeps dropping, there will be some impact on those participants with higher-editing records. 

Thirdly, based on the analysis of the participation records in Wikipedia over a longer period 

(2000-2010), we definitely refute the suggestions by Kittur et al. (2007a) that there are shifts 

in the structure of contributing participants. 

The combination of results from Chapter Three and Chapter Four illustrate the value of the 

model developed in the thesis, where the edits in Wikipedia follow the Pareto distribution 
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pattern – the minority of participants are responsible for the majority of the content, and such 

content has been dominated by people who have higher edits records but who have not been 

considerably affected by the privileged administrators.  

From the macro point of view, we used statistics and graphical methods to provide a series of 

descriptions of mass collaboration on Wikipedia. Following that, Chapter Five and Six 

examined, from a micro point of view, how mass collaboration exists in individual articles. 

Specifically, how the content of one article is generated through the collaboration via a large 

body of participants, and how conflicts are resolved in the process. The editing process of 

Wikipedia is a complicated one. For example, the number of editors for an article can range 

from ten to over a thousand. Any of them have the right to add, change or delete the previous 

edits in an article. Such a multi-authored editing system is already difficult to grasp, and an 

additional challenge for the analysis of such a system comes from the enormous number of 

participants. Therefore, we used visualization to assist with this analysis, a technique which is 

often used in scientific studies to handle large and structurally complicated datasets. 

Through the overall description provided in chapters three and four, we first proposed the 

following questions in chapter five: From a microscopic view, how do participants edit one 

article together? How is mass collaboration demonstrated in this editing process? To address 

these questions, we chose individual normal articles as our examples and visualize them to 

illustrate the process of editing and collaboration, through different colours and data 

structures to link edits with participants. This visualization shows the mass collaboration in a 

single article within a certain time period. From 330 case studies, we conclude that mass 

collaboration in an individual article match the pattern of “minority domination”, which we 

named the “baseline pattern”. This tells us that one or a few participants are responsible for a 

majority of content in an article and their contributions establish the baseline for such article 

to direct and guide future participants.  

Moreover, from visualizing featured articles which have been identified as high-standard 

articles in Wikipedia, we argue that Wikipedia provides an innovative participation model 

where quality and risk co-exist. Traditionally it is believed that in a product with multiple 

participants, the greater that opinions diverge, the more arguments and lower quality of 

product is the result. However, as illustrated by the featured articles in Wikipedia, many 

articles are regarded as high quality collaborative products, and at the same time labelled as 

high-risk articles which need to be protected from open-edits because of frequent conflict and 

arguments. Although we cannot identify the sequence of events between conflicts and the 

appearance of high-quality content, at least we show that the two are not mutually exclusive 
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in the Wikipedia collaboration model and can co-exist. This discovery provides many 

interesting views for our research on the mass collaboration in Wikipedia. 

Based on the conclusion of chapter four, we raised another question in chapter six: if 

administrators cannot dominate the edits of Wikipedia in quantitative terms, how does this 

collaborative mode work, especially what is the function and influence of the administration 

system in Wikipedia? Based on this question, we chose the fully-protected articles to 

investigate the function of administrators. According to Wikipedia’s policy, the two primary 

technological privileges of administrators are the ability to protect articles and block 

participants. In this chapter, we attempt to use visualization to analyse fully-protected articles.  

From the visualization, we hoped to understand some relevant questions about fully-protected 

articles, and the respective function of administrators in the process of full-protection. We 

visualized all fully-protected articles selected on 13
th
 May 2010 and based our analysis only 

on the article page. Through visualization, we better understand why these articles were fully-

protected, the reasons for administrators to carry out full-protection, and how damaging 

behaviours affected the content of the articles and obstructed the editing process. 

Meanwhile, from our practical experiences, we find that visualization can indeed provide a 

simple and clear description of the data, yet it offers no analytical results. Although we can 

provide a series of descriptions of fully-protected articles, we cannot further study the 

function and influence of administrators in this process. In order to address the research 

question of this chapter in detail, we used statistical analysis as an addition to examine the 

correlation between administrators’ behaviours and the variables for fully-protected articles. 

Through the examination of the relationship among the different variables and the influence 

between them, we discovered that the personal editing behaviour of administrators does not 

affect the execution of their administrative function. At the same time, we found that in the 

process of full-protection, administrators do take the leading role, although the length and 

type of full-protection are determined by some general rules, which are not restricted by the 

personal behaviours of administrators. From the observation of using digital by-product data 

for research, we attested that using only digital by-product data can answer a series of 

questions from a social scientific perspective. Importantly, such experimental research 

requires a deeper understanding of Wikipedia and its entire innovative and collaborative 

model. In fact, all these empirical studies are launched to evaluate the proposed method of 

using digital by-product data in social research as an example. In order to achieve this 

research goal, we will in the next section, address the advantages and limitations of the 

method using digital by-product data.     
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7.3 Benefits of using digital by-product data 

In Chapter One, we proposed the notion of a methodological challenge, which can be 

summarised as a lack of appropriate and effective methods in social science study, especially 

in studying the internet and the related interactions involved. We expressed our anxiety and 

concerns as social scientists, towards a professional deficiency of growing powerful data 

resource that is capable of helping to study society and concurrent social patterns. This lack of 

research methodological expertise directly affects our ability to understand, analyse and 

measure some developing aspects of the digital society. Our anxiety and hope for the 

continued development of social science research led us to propose a new methodology of 

using digital by-product data; meanwhile we learnt the process of data mining from previous 

scientific studies. Through experimental studies of Wikipedia, we examined the proposed 

methodology and evaluated how it resolves the mentioned methodological challenge.  

We address the underlying problems of traditional methodology and enumerate the respective 

advantages of the newly proposed method. Through the description of the characteristics and 

advantages of the new method, we hope to encourage more social scientists to start using such 

methods to research online phenomena, as the advantages are clear. Following experimental 

research on Wikipedia, the benefits of using digital by-product data relate to the possibility of 

using such data to resolve the limitations of sampling methods and the advantages of using 

digital by-product data to explore internet phenomena. In addition, we also caution readers of 

the limitations of their use as the sole research method.  

7.3.1  Value of using digital by-product data compared to sample data 

To examine the proposed method of using digital by-product data, we carried out a series of 

empirical studies. Through these studies, we were able to conclude several benefits from 

using such data. In order to encourage social scientists to use this proposed method, we 

attempt to underscore the value of using digital by-product data as follows: first of all, the 

limitations of applying sampling methods to discover online issues are, as Chapter One shows, 

two-fold: the deficiency of data and analytical ineffectiveness. We will address how digital 

by-product data can make up for these two weaknesses in data collection.  

With new technology maturing every day, more and more social scientists are beginning to 

adopt internet technologies as a way to find respondents without prior contact, and invite 

them to participate in questionnaires and interviews. Previous studies showed that launching 

internet-mediated sampling surveys could contact potential respondents easily and quickly at 

a considerably lower cost. However, the fact that many potential respondents are invited does 

not guarantee more participants or more useful data for the research. In other words, the 
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quantity of invited person cannot increase the quantity of valid responses. However, using 

digital by-product data can more effectively access and procure effective data, because it 

depends on the type of by-product and already existing data resources. Furthermore, rapid 

processing, comprehensive data sets, and low costs are all advantages the new method has 

when compared to traditional methodologies.  

Secondly, digital by-product data, as an already established data structure, can be used and 

analysed rigorously, and this carries great significance in the verification and repeated 

experiments for later parts of research. In our research, chapter five and chapter six were 

based on the same database, in order to maintain continuity and comprehensiveness in the 

study. When using digital by-product data, we are able to use the exact same dataset, but 

investigate different variables to study different aspects of a problem. However, if traditional 

methods were used, we would be hard pressed to reconnect with the same group of 

participants to collect a second set of data for further analysis.  

Thirdly, digital by-product data are not chosen according to specific rules set out by 

researchers; instead the full collection of data is suitable for study. Using such data avoids the 

potential bias that may be incurred by selecting sampling objects in social science research. In 

traditional methodologies, we often need to design the study and choose an adequate 

sampling group. This is because the costs of collecting data and analysing data need to be 

taken into consideration. A more prominent advantage of using digital by-product data is that 

it is based on observations or records of actual facts, rather than self-reported accounts. In 

previous chapters, we discovered that it is unnecessary to consider sampling cases. Taking the 

example of chapter six, we can collect all the records of the fully-protected articles as our case 

for analysis, whilst, if traditional sampling methodologies were to be used, a random selection 

process or one with designed selection criteria would precede the analysis. It becomes 

apparent that the application of digital by-product data provides good performance in terms of 

both the quantity and quality of data in our empirical works.  

Finally, in research using internet-mediated sampling methods, self-motivated and self-

reported data are the most dubious and questionable. In the first chapter, we point out that the 

information collected from such methods could be limited or distorted by personal 

preferences, memory and manner of expression etc., which could lead to analytical 

ineffectiveness and biases. Our proposed method is independent from the reliance on any 

information from self-motivated and self-reported resources, and rather depends on an 

established database for observing behaviours. Such a process of obtaining data guarantees 

the research has complete and effective quantitative and qualitative datasets, and it avoids 

artificial selection caused by the prejudices of researchers. Digital by-product data contains 
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records of the content, number and exact time of participation. This data in comparison to 

self-reported data which are obtained from recalling facts after incidences is much more 

reliable and accurate. Additionally, the comprehensive collection of machine collected by-

product data eliminates the possibility of exaggerating, diminishing and alternating the 

information provided in self-motivated and self-reported data.  

In summary, there are many advantages of applying the proposed method in response to the 

methodological challenge social scientists face when using sampling methods. First, this 

method can make use of digital by-product data resources with abundant information in sharp 

contrast to the considerably low response rate in sampling methods. Secondly, this method 

allows data to be examined more than once if scholars need to restart or create different 

projects using the same database. Thirdly, this method can avoid many possible biases caused 

by human involvement.  

7.3.2 Advantages of applying digital by-product data when exploring internet phenomena  

Besides the prominent advantages in comparison to traditional sampling methods, the 

proposed method also provides new features for exploring internet phenomena. This section 

addresses two important features of applying digital by-product data, which might be of 

benefit to social scientists in the internet study fields.  

Studies of the internet and related society have a peculiar difficulty in that the speed of 

change in such an environment is unmatched in traditional society. In other words, it is very 

difficult to investigate the dynamics of internet society using static information because the 

speed of establishing and developing such societies or communities is so fast. Consequently, 

there is a need for social scientists to use relatively new and updated information to conduct 

studies of online phenomena. Sampling data is unsuitable as it is take relatively long to collect. 

In contrast, digital by-product data not only provides comparatively recent data, but also 

updates all changes on the existing data through an established database. This advantage 

allows social scientists to always possess the most updated information for analysis. It 

accurately monitors the changes and development of the online society and avoids the 

problems of inaccuracy and long-drawn-out process of collecting data.  

In addition to the advantage of having constantly updated information when using digital by-

product data resources, many analysis tools can be found on the internet.  These tools are 

shared by associated institutes or interested amateurs. We emphasise in the first and second 

chapters that to apply the proposed method, we need certain technical tools to assist us to 

aggregate and mine data. An advantage of using digital by-product data for studies of internet 

phenomena is that, many internet applications provide related tools along with their data 
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resource, and some amateurs also share their analytical tools associated with a particular 

database, such as Facebook or Wikipedia.   

The appearance of these convenient tools is mainly due to three reasons. First, digital by-

product data is an open data resource accessible to anyone who is interested and wants to use 

it for non-commercial purposes. In fact, many people from different backgrounds and with 

different research interests can share the same database. This unconditional public access 

provides the possibility of creating adoptable tools for open usage. In a traditionally isolated 

research environment, each individual researcher has to create and use different databases, 

and this situation prevents the sharing of research tools. Second, rapidly changing internet 

phenomena not only draw the attention of academics but also attract extensive public 

attention. Thus, scholars in public or commercial institutes also want to obtain and discover 

useful information by extracting digital by-product data. The fact that different fields show 

their strong and continued interests in understanding the internet– especially Web 2.0 

applications– by formulating digital by-product data offers a user-friendly environment for 

collaboration in creating and producing analytical tools. Third, the internet as a superior 

media platform provides an opportunity to publish amateur tools, and to peer-review and 

peer-modify them.  

Data resources which are constantly updated by associated technical systems on internet 

applications and ready for analysis by accessible tools online should encourage more social 

scientists to use the proposed method in their research on exploring the internet. In fact, these 

two encouraging factors include updated information and accessible tools accelerate studies 

using digital by-product data, not only in social scientific areas but also scientific research.  

7.3.3 Problems and limitations 

Just as all coins have two sides, any research method will have certain limitations and 

difficulties. In the four empirical chapters, we find that there are three pertinent points which 

researchers need to consider when using digital by-product data.  

First, using digital by-product data in social science studies requires the generation of a series 

of appropriate variables specifically serving the research purpose. Because digital by-product 

data occurs alongside real online behaviour, the existing database is much bigger and more 

complicated than the database actually needs to be. It includes more unnecessary and 

irrelevant information. Thus, scholars need to use specific tools to discriminate and select 

valuable data with regard to their research plan. This step is unnecessary in traditional 

sampling methods, where a database is established exactly following its data requirements. In 
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other words, to use the proposed method researchers need an extra step in data collection, 

which would be considered costly in terms of both research time and energy.  

Second, the digital by-product dataset sometimes does not include all the required information 

for the study. As discussed above, the existing database is not designed and created for any 

research purpose. The included information thus does not necessarily perfectly match the 

information scholars need for their research. Consequently, scholars might be unable to find 

certain desired information from the database of digital by-product data. For instance, we 

were unable to find enough information from the digital by-product data set to identify a 

particular participant who was responsible for “sock puppetry” in a fully-protected article. 

Therefore, the visualization of fully-protected articles cannot represent the perfect visual 

picture to explain what “sock puppetry” is. In fact, such a problem is quite common when 

using digital by-product data, which could limit the scope of applying this method  

Thirdly, even when using the same database, different analytical approaches and expressive 

means may generate diverse effects, which challenges scholars’ ability to design in 

appropriate ways. Based on our empirical studies, we also find that there are many options to 

represent results from analysing digital by-product data. On the one hand, this provides 

various ways to display the same data from an analysis of digital by-product data from 

different angles of research; on the other hand, it is challenging for scholars to choose the 

right representation approach. For instance, chapter six provides two different 

representational ways to analyse and display the same set of information on fully-protected 

articles. In fact, when chapter six was initially designed, visualization has been planned as the 

only way to display the information, and the correlation analysis was included when we found 

that visualization only provided descriptive results. In the process of applying digital by-

product data, we may experience some incomprehensiveness of the research results due to a 

lack of certain data. These situations are unpredictable before the results are generated, and 

will to a certain extent increase research time.  

It is important to point out that the limitations above are concurrent with the special features 

of digital by-product data. These features provide many convenient advantages for social 

science studies, but also bring about some problems and have limitations in the application 

process. These shortcomings should not overshadow the advantages of such a research 

methodology nor should they fundamentally deny the prospects of using this method. On the 

contrary, the limitations and the advantages of this method are caused by the exact same 

reasons. For example, digital by-product data ensures the objectiveness of the information 

collected; while it may not meet all of the requirements of the research project, or could 

incompletely address the research question. Therefore, based on a rational analysis of both the 
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advantages and disadvantages of using digital by-product data, we still argue that the method 

proposed in this thesis has unique and considerable advantages for resolving the 

methodological crisis faced by social scientists, and thus we encourage more social scholars 

to consider applying this proposed method in their research project, or at least let it be a part 

of the methodology in their studies with an awareness of its limitations.  

7.3.4 The working flow of applying digital by-product data in social science 

Having no relevant experience in using data mining, we directly borrowed the work flow of 

data mining in scientific studies to discuss the process of applying digital by-product data 

(Figure 1-1). The reason why we chose to use data mining directly is in part due to the fact 

that such a process can organize and analyse a large amount of data whose structure is often 

complicated, and at the same time, many scientific scholars generally choose to use data 

mining for sorting and analysing data from Wikipedia. However, for social scientists, the 

general process of data mining extracted from scientific studies only provides a relatively 

simple technical guidance from obtaining data to analysing results. In this section, through 

our own empirical work, we attempt to summarise the process based on data mining, which is 

designed specifically for social scientists to treat massive amounts of data in research as 

shown in Figure 7-1. 

Figure 7-1 shows the working flow of the proposed method with digital by-product data 

extracted from our empirical research. We need to reiterate that this work flow is drawn based 

on the descriptions on data mining from scientific research and the practical experience that 

we gained through this thesis. From unnoticed data to the extraction of knowledge and further 

more widely accepted knowledge, there are four steps. First, we need to define the target. In 

order to avoid the difficulties and delays we experienced in our research plan due to a lack of 

preparation as mentioned in chapter six, social scientists have to design the research question 

while considering the accessibility of the data and the meaning behind that data.  
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Figure 7-1  Proposed work flow from data to knowledge  

 

Establishing the appropriate data warehouse is the second step in data mining. Building up the 

data warehouse is a vital and essential part of using digital by-product data, the establishment 

of which is based on scholars’ understanding of the relationship between different data. 

Therefore, we first need to select the data needed for the research, and exclude irrelevant or 

erroneous data. Secondly, because data storage is designed for the convenience of storage and 

read-outs, it is often unsuitable for calculations and edits on a large scale. Therefore, such 

data need to be reformatted for easier editing. Such a choice depends on the judgements of the 

scholars, based on their technological background and available hardware resources. 

Thirdly, data analysis is the main step of data mining. It is the process of discovering and 

extracting meaningful information from complicated and multitudes of data and organizing 

them into a systematic body of knowledge. Digital by-product data is especially suitable for 

descriptive analysis as they contain rich and comprehensive information on behaviour. 

Additionally, the interrelationship among the data and the patterns formed can help us to 

generate a series of hypotheses. This large amount of reliable information can be the most 

effective means to prove such hypotheses. In actual fact, through this section, we accomplish 
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the transformation of a large quantity of valueless data into knowledge with epistemological 

value. 

Finally, it is an important step in research to allow the research results to be disseminated and 

communicated for the public to acknowledge and professionals to assess. Therefore, choosing 

an adequate representation manner to express the massive complicated-structured and 

intricately-linked results is key. Internet phenomena and the relevant interactions among 

participants are complicated and dynamic research subjects; therefore the results often contain 

huge quantities of data and various relationship patterns. One needs to pay attention to the 

choice of representation, as it needs to deliver the descriptive terms, but also, express the 

deeper meaning of the analysis. 

From our practical experience, we outline a working flow of using data mining that is easy for 

social scientists to comprehend and accomplish. In fact, we reorganize the steps in traditional 

data mining, emphasise the understanding of data, planning the target, and the expressing of 

the results of the analysis, which are as important as the organization and analysis of results. 

Such reorganization is based on the lessons learnt from our experience of using digital by-

product data. 

In conclusion, this thesis contributes to the social sciences in two ways. First, the research 

discusses possible methodologies that could be employed by social scientists to study internet 

phenomena, and points out the limitation of the current research methodology. We further 

propose a possible methodology to solve such a methodological challenge. Second, although 

it is not the principle purpose, the empirical work not only demonstrates the working process 

of using digital by-product data, but also summarizes many interesting and important features 

of the unique collaborative model of Wikipedia.  

7.4 Summary and reflection 

Contemporary social scientists are facing a brand new social environment brought by new 

technologies. This new environment is described by various research ideas and social 

perspectives as “knowing capitalism” (Thrift, 2005), “network society” (Castells, 2000), and 

“knowledge production” from social networks (Benkler, 2006, Hippel, 2006). These 

researches have explained, from various angles, changes in society that are brought by new 

technology and new communication means. Information and communication technologies 

(ICTs) have not only expanded the communications means of people, but have also 

revolutionized life styles. Yet innovations in technology go beyond such scenarios. With the 

application and use of digital devices becoming more and more popular, digital data in a in 

multitude of forms is an important part in every aspect of our lives. 
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In response to the challenge of observing the new digitalized society, we need to use a novel 

methodology to collect data for research. Based on a series of practical experiences on using 

digital by-product data and scrutinizing the outcome of this method, we are optimistic about 

its use. The move towards an innovative methodology can help us describe and measure 

newly emerging online phenomena. As Abbott puts it, “More and more things can be 

measured more and more often” (Abbott, 2000). 

From the macro point of view, the combination of different types of archives and data in the 

post-digital era immensely improves the ability of social scientists to analyse and measure 

social phenomena. Fundamentally, data provides us with certain variables to better measure 

our society; interactions between people; economic trends; and various social movements. 

This thesis reveals just the tip of the iceberg regarding how to utilize different types of data 

and archives with varied degrees of openness to investigate our society and measure 

individual phenomena. From this point of view, the internet has moved social science 

research to a new frontier where data do the talking. While the natural sciences rely on data to 

discover nature, social sciences depend on data to “measure” society.  

Based on the recognized digital innovation supported by ICTs to develop social scientists’ 

research capability, we first categorized the existing types of data from an angle of scientific 

utility. In fact, scholars pay special attention to ethical issues in producing and collecting data. 

From these two perspectives, we classified data into two types, as shown Table 2-1. On the 

one hand, the availability of online archives determines the accessibility of the data and 

subsequently the usability of the data for research; on the other, according to the model of 

data generation and data transmission, we can roughly classify data into by-product data and 

intentionally produced data. Through the classification of data from the internet given above, 

we try to depict a research environment based on using and applying such data. The 

description of this research environment clearly defines the types of data that can be used by 

scholars; moreover, it provides a comprehensive comparison of each data type to guide 

scholars. In this section, we recognize the potential of these four types of data in scientific 

research, yet we also emphasize the need to understand the risks of using certain data that 

contains private information. More importantly, we discover a type of data, digital by-product 

data, which not only avoids ethical problems, but also provides a relatively thorough record of 

behaviours. 

Therefore, we propose that using digital by-product data might be an effective and economic 

solution from the quagmire of limited and biased research data. More importantly, from a 

micro point of view, in order to examine whether such data can provide a comprehensive and 

effective research method, we use Wikipedia as a case study to carry out a series of research 
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investigations. These researches and the examinations of the research process and the research 

data in one part provide some empirical results, which were concluded in the second part of 

this chapter; and in another part provide a more thorough introduction and explanation of how 

to use these data and the working flow of such a process, which were introduced in the third 

part of this chapter. 

We need to point out here that social scientists are facing a bright new trend of digitalism 

along with the active development of ICTs. Contemporary life is becoming more and more 

supported by digital devices, and therefore the description of contemporary life begins to be 

based on data accumulation and data transformation generated and created on different 

devices. Thus, we propose a new methodology based on such an overflowing resource. 

Unlike with the theoretical engagement, we elaborate the entire working flow and evaluate 

the advantages and limitations via applying this method to the real research topic of 

Wikipedia. 

However, our research only concerns the possibility of using such methods and the superficial 

benefits they could bring. Data are accumulated through everyday life and the best way to 

harvest them is not a simple problem to solve. As a new academic method, how to treat and 

continue to use archive data is a question that demands investigation for the long-term and 

from different angles. The study of the collaborative model in Wikipedia can encourage social 

scientists to make use of such a data resource with more confidence, and it also provides them 

with some practical experiences to learn from. Because the spectrum of topics in social 

sciences is broad and the research angles vary, our research may not cover all individual types 

or areas. How to use these resources for specific research purposes; how to better data mine; 

and whether our work flow is suitable for all other social science topics, are questions that 

require further investigation. Needless to say, as the by-product data produced by a wide 

application of technologies and their respective products further fills our lives, they also bring 

immense challenges and valued opportunities. 
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